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The present collection of articles deals with transition 

cycles in engine chambers and the effect of regeneration on the 

or.Tine's characteristics; the results of theoretical and experimental 

Investigation of spraying fuel by mi spray noszels with colliding 

the possibility of utilizing higher 

te~ per a tures lnAturbine# and^testing^ith model S^TSiTil^ctric 

ctn-U arc is examined wtich makes it possible to investigate the 

nl3srr.i as :. new working substance of heat engines, 

-he ïook is meant for specialists studying the theory and 

■esign of heat engines. 

MCi-1173/1+2 
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The present collection of articles contains papers written 

by the collaborators of the chair for aviation engines, which deal 

with individual problems of the theory of heat engines. 

D. I. AbfgoV’s paper gives a profound analysis of the com¬ 

bustion process and establishes a number of hitherto unknown regula¬ 

rities in the development of this process. The author widens the 

field of application of the heat theory of fuel combustion, taking 

account in his oamputations not only, the heat transfer from the 

•f 
reacting mixture to the surrounaing medium but also^the exchange of 

mechanical work. The author draws interesting conclusions about the 

inverse effect of the development of the reaction on its initial 

stimulation. The author juxtaposes the regularities obtained 

and the combustion cycles in engines; in so doing, he sets forth 

tefct data and evaluates ih additional phenomena preceding the funda¬ 

mental ignition cycle of the gaseous phase. 

An important device for the study of problems of heat transfer 

and gas exchange in flows, one of which has a high temperature, is 

represented by the electric canal arc or plasmotron. A high-tempera¬ 

ture jet with a high content of plasma is formed under very complex 

MCl-1173/1+2 
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conditions and the problems regarding the characteristics of plasmo- 

*ron products are far from being V. B. Tikhinov and Ye. 

A. Yakovlev describe! the design of the most commonly used type of 

plastfuptron, ^numerate the problems arising when studying plasmas 

and utilizing plasmötrons, and set forth tentative solution of 

two problems which determine the properties of the jet obtained. 

The authors who have wo ked with a plasmötron bring the results of 

tspectrogramjfpr)c e s s ing) taken of the plasma jet, and 

uhe approximate aistribution of temperatures along the transverse 

section of the jet. 'oreover, the theoretical computitions of the 

' . i> authors show that the parti played by electrical forces in the accele- 

ratio|f the jet is quite irrevelant. Upon reading the paper it be¬ 

comes clear that engineers without special training, when working 

with plasmotrons, must first acquire some knowledge in new fields 

of physics^unknown to them. 

The problem dealt with in the paper of I.G. Panevin " On 

Spraying Liquidity Spray Nozzles with Colliding Jets" is re¬ 

ferred to the initial moment of fuel mixture formation. The theo- 

) retical part of the paper analyses the stability of film motion, 

shows which perturbations destroy films and.the formation of such 
MCl-1173/1+2 A 
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perturbations is affected by more substantial pyarameters a? 
aÁjisrruu^t*.. 

In the end, the author calculates the mean size of a drop for a two- 

jet spray nozzle and successfully corroborates^w 

teste. 

In his secon^Y^fanevin studies the distribution of the liquid 

in the jet formed by two colliding jets. The author offers an alter¬ 

native theoretical solution of the problem and sets faratii forth the 

result of his own test«.He examines in detail the effect of the para¬ 

meters of two-jet spray nozzles on the distribution of fuel consumption 

and^component ratio in fuel jets. 

In his paper ''Investigations of the Spreading of an Axially 

Symmetrical Jet along the Wall", V.A. Kurochkin determines the ve¬ 

locities and the thickness of the liquid film at Various distances 

from the point where the jet meets the wall. Experimental investiga¬ 

tions have confirmed the theoretical scheme proposed by the author. 

To measure the film thickness, the author utilized the radiation of 

90 
the isotope Sr 

Obtaining a steady operation of engines with basic and transient 

cycles is one oí the principal problems for the further development a 

o-f L 
«Engines^As is shown in the paper by L. A. Làtyshev, N. B. 
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Rutftvskiy and 1.. B. Tikhonov,forced mechanical oscillations of 

Ivtain turbine fuel pipes can cause perturbations 7<hich may bring 

about unsteadiness. The experiments described in the paper show 

that oscillations in the fuel conduit bring about oscillations in 

the spray nozzle feed and fluctuations in the cycle of fuel mix¬ 

ture formation. All this, complicated as it is by the invert 

effect of the chamber on the feed system, represents an undesirable 

complex of phenomena which inte^e with the steady operation of the 

engine. The literature does not deal with the problems tackled by 

the vuthors hence the paper may be of interest for the specialists. 

Verch noting is the original design of the assembly causing the 

oscillation of the pipe conduit. 

In his paper "Heat Regeneration in ZhRD", A. V. Kvasnikov 

di:vusses the possibility of improving the efficiency of ZhRD by 

utilxzing regeneration. On the basis of the data cited in the paper 

it becomes clear Id why external regeneration is not used in practice. 

At the same time itfls shown that in separate specific cases the uti¬ 

lization of regenerating devices may turn out to be expedient. 

The two papers at the end of this collection examine a tur¬ 

bine which represents one of the elements of the feeding system of 
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anpigine. In his paper "Cooling of short turbine blades",A. F- 

Shtytlin determines the temperatures of simple and covered turbine 

blades with a cooled butt. Among the many cooling systems the 

author selected the simplest one. The desire to improve the quality 

of gas generator products, the discovery of new working substances, 

the increasing capacity of turbines, all this calls for the applica¬ 

tion of high-temperature turbines. By utilizing a number of 

and examining the linear problem of the distribution of heat in a 

covered blade, A. F. Shty Shèyrlin sets forth a computation method 

for the determination of temperatures by the height of the blade and 

the temperature gradients in the covering material. By the results 

of his computations and experimental checks of individual cases^the 

quthorf shows that the utilization of coverings protecting the sur¬ 

face* of the blade or removing heat to the butt makes it possible 

to lower the temperature of the blade. This temperature reduction is 

small and can be of practical significance only for blades of small 

height. A. F. Shtyrlin's paper can be utilized for comparing various 

methods of turbine blade cooling and when developing mehtods for the 

computation of blade temperatures. 

V. M. Tyugin’s paper "On the possibility of utilizing binary 
3 ==- 
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¿Hoys for tests with model turbines" belongs to a cycle of works 

by the chair on the problem of utilizing model working substances 

for the investigation of processes in turbines®* or other blade 

engines. Such substances include mixtures consisting of gases which 

differ widely in their molecular weight. Can the gases belonging to 

such a mixture be demixed when the flow is reversed^; will there be 

an equilibrium flow of such a mixture in m the nozzle channel, and 

will it be necessary to take into account the secondary processes 

mentioned above when computing the fundamental process? V. M* 

Tyugin’s paper answers these questions. 

The members of the chair believe that this collection of 

articles as a whole may be of interest for specialists working in 

the field of jet engines. 
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TB EPIENT COMBIT8TTON PPOCESSKS IN EHSINE? 

by 

Candidate of Technical Sciences D. I, 

The investigation of transient combustion processes (ignition, 

extinction, £mmi*£** of combustion into detonation) is of the 

greatest interest. In fact, the difficulties encountered when seeking 

a practical solutions of problems relating to combustion -^ccc 

in engines, are, in many cases, associated with transient prõccrocc. 

The experimental work required for overcoming the difficulties 

encountered.>frequently[islempirical in character and, while re .uiring 

considerable expenditures in terms of means and time, it does not 

provide sufficient understanding of the nature and regularities of 

the phenomena under investigation. 

The theoretical analysis of transient combustion processes is 

considerably complicated by their unsteady nature and the necessity 

of taking into account the final rate of chemical reactions. For this 

reason, when studying these processes, it becomes necessary to intro¬ 

duce substantial simplifications. 

In the present paper, on the b^sis of the heat ümaiy theory 

of combustion, we examine the ignition cycle of a homogeneous (prfeli- 
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minarixy mixed ) gaseous mixture of fuel and an oxidizing agent, 

thus maxing it possible to eliminate the study of mixture formation 

n, 
processes and evaporation, thereby considerably simplifying ou¿ 

task; in addition, other substantial simplicfications have also 

been introduced. The application of the results obtained to actual 

combustion chambers where combustion take|place under considerably 

more complicated conditions, is discussed on the basis of individual 

examples. 

The heat theory (l, g, 3) regards ignition as a result of 

chemical reactions^tak^l place in the fuel mixture. 

U tne iinal rate ofAchemitaI reactioni, the igniting capacity of 

the fuel mixture depends on the energy exchanged between the reactant 

and the surrounding medium. If the heat released by the chemièal 

reaction accumulates in the reacting system, then the inverse 

of the development process of the chemical reaction (temepaBture in¬ 

crease) c& the original process of its stimulation (initial heating of 

the fuel mixture) leads to a sizable increase (almost staggered in 

nature) in accordance with the exponential expression E 

RT - 
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of the[reaction/ rate which, during the transient ignition period, 

is relatively small. As a result of this, there arises ar^nsteady, 

progressively accelerated cycle of the chemical readion,!.!., there 

occurs ignition. However, if the heat from the chemical reaction is 

CL, 

divereted into the surrounding medium and the heatup of the reactant 

is irrelevant,there takes place a stationary cycle of slow reaction, 

i.e., ignition does not occur. 

The extinction procedure, or the cessation of the propagation 

of the flame, is similar to the ignition proceaure. Here, too, the 

ou 
energy kxkiüuç exchanged between the reactant and che surrounding mediu m 

of decisive importance. In this case, the ti^sition of the 

t 
stationary rapid reaction to the non-st^.onary, progressively de¬ 

creasing reaction depends on this exchange. 

The iheat theory of combustion xusually x*sraxsx regards the 

^ a/vJi 

energy interaction 4P the reactant «Mt the surrounding medium as a 

form of heat transfer. The interaction of a thermodynamic system with 

the surrounding medium, however, takes place in two different ways; 

OU' 

as heat transfer and performance of mecl^iical work, while in the case 

I of an open system there also takes place an exchange of substance (mas$) 

with the surrounding medium. Depending upon the conditions under whic h 
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combustion takes place, it will be necessary to take account 

of this or the other form of exchange between the reacting system 

and the surrounding medium. In particular, in the case of variations 

in the state of the gas with high velocities and great specific 

performance, exchange of mechanical work will be of prevailing im- 

portance as compared to heat mnimttß. 

The investigation of ignition and extinction processes requires 

the joint solution of a system of equations which includes the chemical 

kinetics equation and the equations of gas dynamics. 

In Prder to simplfy the writing of the formulas, we adopted 

the system of physical uniis (excepting individual numerical exapples). 

S Chemical Kinetics Equation 

In accordance with the concepts of heat theory we assume that 

the rate of the complex process of chemical transformation during com- 

fcdXi- trf' 

bustion can be expressed approximately by an equation wh re the^reactio-M. 

«19 is a function of the concentration of the initial substances and 

the temperature =/(p. 7-)‘ , and can be written as 

_£ 
W=Kple HT 

(1) 

where is the concentration of the original substance ( in 
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mass units per volume unit); 

T is the temperature; 

K is the constant coefficient; 

E is the activation energy; 

n- is the exponent which depends upon the order of the reaction. 

Equation (l) should be regarded as an approximate dependenC*- 

where the values E, K and n are constants determined experimentally. 

In the case of complex reactions, variations in the mechanism are 

.ossible and , hence, varia cions in the values for tne kinetic 

parameters at various temperature ranges may also occur. In these 

fcases, the above values should be regarded as the mean values for 

the variables in the interval under investigation* 

According to test data for the combustion reaction of commer¬ 

cial fuels, the above order of reactions corresponds in most cases 

to n=2. 

Co— 
The sharply nonlinear character of the exponential dependent® 

_ 

of the reaction mix rate on the temperature i W~e RT 

(Arrhenius' Law) brings about substantial peculiarities in the 

transient combustion processes. 

The rate of heat emission owing to chemical reaction, referred 

■t, 
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to volumen unit and time unit, equals HW, where H is the thermal 

effect of combustion reaction. 

Equations»1 of Gas Dynamics 

Vlien gaseous mixtures are burnt, the gas mass remains constant, 

hence the mass conservation equation has the usual form. The equations 

of gas* motion (conservation of the quantity of motion) also remain 

unchanged. • 

YTien writing the energy equation, we can substitute the pro¬ 

cesses of chemical transformation by such a fictitious external heat 

supply which, according to its energy results, would be equivalent 

to the chemical reactions, i.e., we regard co bustion as an external 

heat source. 

In the general case of space motions of the gas, without 

taking account oi viscosity, the laws of mass conservation, quantity 

of motion and energy are expressed by the following equations (accord¬ 

ing to Euler): 

du 
-=-i» grad/» (2) 
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Equation (3) can also be v.Titten as: 

(3) 

^p~ = /yW'+div(Kgradn4 dp . 
Jl 

(3') 

ïhRxex 
We examine an ideal gas and do not take account of the 

variation in the number of molecules during combustion, and write 

the equation of state as 

pv—RT. 

(4) 

Here, jare the pressure, temperature and specific 

pressure of the gas; 

P, T, V- 
p = 1 V - 

u - 
(-, H Cp ■■ 

R- 
X" 
j- 

is the gas density; 

is uhe gas velocity; 

'are the thermal capacity of the gas with 

constant volume and pressure.respectively; 
1 

is the gas constants; 

is the heat condustion coefficient; 

is the time. 
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Thus, the complete system of equations of gas dynamics and 

chemical kinetics is composed of seven equations (the law of the 

conservation of quantity of motion yields three equations of motion) 

fchich determine seven pcirameters/ u , u , u , p, z, T and W. In the 
X y z 

général case, all 01 these values are functions of the coordinates 

X, y and z,and of the time t. 

The equations f entioned above have a general character and, 

for the time being, are in no way connected with the course of the 

combustion processes under investigation. 

By assigning initial and boundary conditions, such a connection 

can be established in principle. The solution of a system of differen¬ 

tial equations under the assigned conditions would he make it possible 

to find the distribution of gas temperature as a function of time and 
jo 6T 

coordinates^, i.e.,^find a solution for the problems under investigation^. 

In the case of ignition, there takes place an abrupt transi¬ 

tion from small temperature variations to large ones, and rapid 

temperature increases (from the slow stationary reaction to the pro¬ 

gressive accelerated reaction). By determining the temperature varia¬ 

tion in time, it is possible to determine the effect borne by the 

variation of the outer parameters on ignition, etc., as well as to 
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establish the course of the ignition process in tirue. 

Under different initial conditions, it is possible to deter¬ 

mine in a similar way the typical conditions of extinction, i.e., 

the abrupt transitions to rapid and great temeprature drops. 

Unfortunately, the solution of the problem in the most 

general forint for a gas in motion, talcing into account the spatial 

distribution of all the parameters inside the combustion chamber 

and on its boundaries, is impracticable owing to unsurmounting 

mathematical difficulties of integrating the systems of nonlinear 

differential equations with partial derivatives. The assignment of 

boundary conditions indispensable for such a solution is also connected 

with great difficulty. 

We may gain some ideas about the transient combustion pro¬ 

cesses in a gas in motion by analyzing the systems of equations (2), 

(3) in a general v?ay. 

Since these equations comprise total derivatives, it is 

possible to follow the variations in thllB state of a gas particle 

in motion. 

As is seen from equation (3), in the case of incompressible 

motions (y=const) at //IF+div(*Prad f)>0 the temperature of a given 
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gas particle and, hence, the pressure will grow, whereas they 

will decrease if these terns are negative. Yet, in the case of a 

nonuniform?y heated gas, its density changes also under the effect 

a- 

of temperature variation, hence, even with^suffieiently small ve¬ 

locity, it is impossible to consider its density constant. 

For compressible motions the relationships are even more 

complex. 

If at HW+i\v(\ grad 7’)>0 the density of a given particle de- 
è 

creases, then its temperature increase will be less than in the 

case of incompressible flows, and it may even drop. If, on the other 

hand, the density of the given particle increases, then its tem¬ 

perature and pressure increase to a greater degree than in the case 

of incompressible flows. 

It is known that in the case of one-dimentional flows with 

flow velocities within the range of M numbers h \/Vk and 

1, the supply of heat, for example, owing to combustion, leads to 

a drop in temperature. This is explained by the fact that the sum 

of kinetic energy growth and the w^k performed exceeds the quantity 

of heat supplied (in the same way as when to a mass of gas contained 
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in a cylinder with a piston heat is supplied and at the same time 

the ois ton is moved in such a way that the dilation performed ex¬ 

ceeds the quantity of heat supplied). 

The mathematical diffliulties were found to be extremely 

great also in the case of unidimensional problems where all the 

parameters, excepting time, depend only on one coordinate. The 

investigation of nonstabilized nonisentropic gas flows is a i-ield 

of gas dynamics which has not been sufficiently explored as yet. 

Oving to this situation it becomes necessary to resort to 

considerable simplifications when setting up and solving the pro¬ 

blems . 

In the present paper, the main attention is devoted to the 

thermal aspect of combustion (the effect of temperature conditions 

/ 
on the rate of heat emission from the chemical reaction); which is 

of particular significance for the transition processes; the chemi¬ 

cal and gasodynamic aspect of combustion are almost entirely ignored. 

1* 1. THEORY OF IGNITION 

In the simplest case of ignition of a fuel gas mixture con- 
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tained in a container with constant volume (1)^ the energy equa¬ 

tion (3), considering the gas motionless and assuming 

dlv(VgradT)- —t(r, x,), 

(A) 

can be written as 

c/í-f/W-UT, x,). 
dt (5) 

Integration of equation (5) with partial derivatives and 

taking into consideration the dependence of temperature on time 

and on the coordinates is conn-rcted with great mathematical diffi- 

culites, so that we are forced to resort to further simplifications. 

In the theory of heat ssti ignition, developed by N,N. 

Semenov (4) and which has become the fcsix basis for any further 

studies in this field, the author regards the dependence of 

temperature on time without considering the distribution of tem¬ 

perature in space. With ?V=M » VUT, x¡)*=aF(T—Tcr) equation (5) 

assumes the form 

cvMuj = HVW-aF(T-TCT), 
(5’) 

(T5 Where dv=0, l.e., account is taken only of the heat exchange 
between the reacting gas and the surrounding medium. 
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where are the volume and surface of the container; 

V h F 
r* is the coefficient of heat transfer from the gas 

(to_ the container •» alls ; 

(j)J »J the temperature of the walls. 

Such a research method (nonstationary method) makes it 

possible to establish the critical conditions of ■ ignition as well 

as the course of the ignition process in time. All this is of par¬ 

ticular interest for technical applications. 

The nonstationary theory of ignition^considering only the 

thermal interaction of the reacting gas with the surrounding medium, 

has been developed in detail by O.M- Todes (2). 

Yet, ignition can be investigated also following another 

orocedure. Tf we analyze the temperature distribution in space and 

do not take account of this distribution with regard to time, then, 

in the case of heat transfer by pure conduction inside the container y 

equation (5) can be written as 

A/U2-f dlv (I grad 7)=0. 

(B) 

The solution of this equation under given boundary conditions 

(constant temperature on the inner surface of the container walls) 
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yields a stationary distribution of temperature in the reacting 

fuel mixture. The critical ignition conditions are looked for as 
•« 

conditions under which a stationary temperature distribution be¬ 

comes impossible (3). 

The stationary method for the study of ignition does not 

afford the possibility of establishing the course of the process 

in time, and, hence, its application to the solution of technical 

problems is forcibly limited. 

In actual engines, ignition under conditions 

where there takes place a thermal and mechanical interaction of the 

reacting fuel mixture with the surrounding medium (¢). 

The study of ignition,taking into consideration mechanical 

interaction^makes it possible to determine new properties in the 

course of ignition, in particular, a singular form of transition 

(kinetic) curves which are not found in the case of ignition in a 

container with a constant volume. 

Basic ^ÊUmmaotm 

In order to simplify our task and obtain general conclusions, 

we are going to investigate ignition under the following conditions: 

1. Investigation of a closed system, i.e., a system afx capable 
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? t 
of exchanging heat and mechanical work with the surround/ medium, 

but incapable of Exehxning exchanging substance (mass). 

In an open system, the gas mass can change on account of 

the excltenge taking place with the surrounding medium, which renders 

considerably more difficult the determination of the gas state 

parameters. 

The results obtained for a closed system can fei also be 

apolied to the study of ignition in an open system. 

Í 
2fel t is assumed that pressure and temperature are identical 

at any point of the reacting system and that the temperature gradient 

is localized at the walls of the combustion chamber. 

pressure do not give rise to objections if the 

condition mentioned at the end of the following paragraph is regarded 

as satisfied. 

temperature are usually accepted 

when ignition is studied by the nonstationary method. This means that 

each individual xætïrast element of the overall fuel mixture volume 

I 
reacts on its own, without transferring heat and substance to other 

elements; only the transfer of heat from the vdiole reacting system 

to the surrounding medium is taken into consideration. 
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The assumption of an identical temperature by the volume 

of the reacting fuel mixture in the case of heat transfer to the 

surrounding medium can be accurate only for elemeittary volumes. 

If the volume attains final temperatures, it is necessary to in¬ 

troduce a mean temperature for the volume. The rate of ix chemical 

reaction,however, hm cannot be regarded as a function of the mean 

temperature; owing to the extremely close dependence of the rate 

of reaction on temperature, the substitution of the true temperature 

distribution by fcn. average can change box the reaction rate. In 

the case of intensive turbwlent mixing of the reacting gas, the 

question is a close approximation, but even in this 

case, owing to temperature fluctuations, the difference between 

the mean value of the action rate and the reaction rate at a mean 

temperature 1*alue may turn out to be sufficiently substantial. 

Experimental data show (6) that in most cases ignition has 

a local character: individual 4NM0 are formed from where the 

flames spread.thus creating simultaneously new ¿BOMB. This type 

of ignition is apparently connected with the non-uniform distribu¬ 

tion of temperature over the volume of the reacting fuel mixture. 

Another method of investigation can also be applied: it 
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consists of dividing the volume of the fuel mixture where ignition 

takes place into a large number of elements and proceed to investi¬ 

gate the ignition process in these small fuel volumes. This leads 

to the study of the open system^inasmuch as the volumes singled 

out are joing to exchange with one another not only heat out also 

substance. For this reason, when undertaking general Investigations 

utilization of this method will be difficult, whereas when studying 

concrete problems it may be readily applied. 

The assumption of an identical (or mean^ temperature for 

the volume of the reacting fuel mixture is a rough approximation 

which, in certain cases, may lead to substantial errors. Yet, if 

wfe give up this assumption it may be difficult, if at all possible, 

to obtain jpiEK generalized results* 

3. 
It is assumed that the change in the volume of the fuel 

gas mixture with the time which determines the exchange of energy 

of the latter with the surrounding medium in the form of mechanical 

work, results from external agents and is determined directly by 

the specifications of the problem, i*e., V(t) is assigned. 

Generally, the exchange of mechanical work may net only be 

the result of the effect of external, factors not depending on the 
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process, but may also be closely associated with the course of the 
W 

ignition orocess proper. Calculation of such interconnections may 

GU 
be difficult in ^ general form. 

Fig. 1. Curve of function V(t). 

On the other hand, obtaining results under the above assumption 

facilitates the study of individual problems where mechanical inter¬ 

action is associated with the development of the ignition process. 

The function V(t) may have various aspects. Of more general 

interest is the case of a periodically varying function V(t) and 

a mechanical interaction varying not only in magnitude but also 
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in its six* sign, viz., ignition under conditions of compression 

and iíilation. Without interfering with the general , let 

us as su e chat V(t) is a continuous periodical function whose period 

t can be divided into two intervals in each of which V(t) is mono- 
p 

tonic; let us also assume that function V(t) is even, i.e., it is a 

sym mretry of the first order (Fig. 1). 

The assumption of an identical pressure and temperature in the 

liraita- 
volume of the reacting fuel mixture imposes certain specific iiaiijitfca- 

period 
tions on the KxgnituÄMi magnitude of the isrtsÄ of the function. 

If the c'as volume change^,« the pressure^ and, hence, the 

temperature will change at any poiht, i.e.,there will 

be no local variations in the pressure and temperature provided the 

condition 

6,>- 

(0 

is satisfied. Here, 1 lis the characterxistic linear dimension of the 

system under investigation; and 

Xs the velocity of sound in the gas, 

This condition means that the time for the change of the gas 

volume is long in camparison with the time 1/c during which a sound 
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signal covers the distance 1. When satisfying this condition, the 

diffusion of ruechanical interactions in the gas may be regarded as 

instantaneous. 

4. The effect on theYreaction by the change in the concen¬ 

tration of the initial gas owing to burning out is not taken into 

consideration. 

Ignition, i.e., the transition from a slow reaction to a pro¬ 

gressively acceleratÄg one, usually takes place with a small burnup. 

’'oreover, temperature variation has a prevailing effect on the reaction 

rate. Ve may therefore disregard the change in the concentration when 

f studying ignición, without running into any sizéahle error.Yet, the 

assumption in question leads to a limitation of computations of tem¬ 

perature variations in time with the aid of the equation of only the 

initial ignición stage given below. 

In order to simplyfy mathematical calculations and obtain result- 

more simple in form, let us additionally introduce the following 

assumptions (when solving cómprete problems, most of these simplifica- 

tions can readily be dispensed with!). 

a) We shall examine the reactions of the first order (n=l). 

1 . 

Let us note that this assumption does not contradict the fact that 
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changes in the concentration of the initial gas owing to burnup 

are disregarded. In this case, the order of the reaction determines 

the effect on the reaction rate of the initia, concentration of the 

fuel mixture and the effect of the change in this concentration due 

<r 
to the change in volume 01 the 'eacting gas. 

If we disregard the change in the concentration with one 

change in vélum», then, in the final formulas, we may take account 

of the case of a reaction of the second order. 

b) V’e assume the heat capacity 6f the gas ~.o constant* 

c) Ve disregard the variation in the number of moles during 

combustion. 

d) In computing the neat transferred from the gas into the 

surrounding medium we assume F=const, where a is the heat transfer 

coefficient which depends on the gas temperature and pressure as well 

as on the turbulence characteristics; F is the cooling surface of 

the gas which changes when the volume changes. In the case of a ore- 

dominant value for the energy exchanged in the form of mechanical 

work, this assumption will not introduce substantial errors. 

Initial Equations 

With the assumptions mentioned above, the energy equation (3) 
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may be written as 
¿r _ « r _ p </|n i'_ *f 

di c, p frp dl tpM 

(6) (x) 

the e .nation of the reaction rate will then take the form of 

F 
(7) 

3y combining equation (6) with (7),and after minor transfor- 

m tions.we obtain 

(3) 

where k=c /c . 
P V 

The terms on the right of this equation determine tne effect 

of heat emission due to chemical reaction on the rate of temper *ture 

variation of the fuel gas (first term) and the energy exchanged with 

the surrounding*in the form of mechanical work (second term) and in 

the form of heat transfer (third term). 

The possibility of a rapid variation of the mechanical work 

(x) This equation can readily be derived directly from the first law 

of thermodynamics. 
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performed by the gas not only in magnitude but also in the sign, 

v.hereas heat transfer takes place only in the direction of decreasing 

temperature, i.e., from the gas into the surrounding medium (ccn- 

siiering that T is always greater than T ), leads us to^new 
const 

peculiarities in tne development of the ignition process which are 

not encountered in the case of thermal interaction alone. 

Ignition orocesses with a predominant effect of mechanical 

interaction take place in engines of the pulsating type (piston 

ana air jet engines as well as steady-flow jet engines during starting 

and oscillating combustion cycles). The investigation of such pro¬ 

cesses is of interest for the application to the ignition of shock 

ana oetonation waves as well as for the explanation of the mechanism 

of transition from combustion to aetonation. 

In a humber of cases, instead of equation (8) , it is more 

convenient to use the following analogic equation: 

E 
— *m H-Ke w I * - 1 d\np T aF 
>it Cn k dt CpM (80- 

r!lo write equation (8) in a dimensionless form we introduce 

the dimensionless variables 

'=Til0 

dimensionless time 

relative temperature, 
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As a unit of dimensionless time we took the charncterlstic 

time /,-1/2./. Where f is the frequency of the function V(t). 

in units of dimensionless time, the variation period of the 

functions V(t) and dV/dt will be equal to (• 2'- ) • The quantity 

t is the natural time scale «or the ignition process under the con- 

f 
dition of a predtainant value of the mechanical interaction. 

As a unit lor relative temperature we took the gas tempera- 

ture T at the initial time instant ■' -0., . Let us note that the 

temperature T cannot serve as a rate for the temperature variation 
0 

during ignition; the latter is given below. 

We obtain the dimensionless rate Ä '> ) of the change in 

volume of the fuel mixture by introducing dimensionless time: 

(A 17) 

For the convenience off further calculations let us introduce 

the dimensionless volume e 

Let us also introduce the dimensionless parameters: 

d=Kt 

E 
MRh~ 
H 

CvTq 

K 
,,m ‘2*f 

aF 

Relative activation energy; 

Relative heat of reaction (let us note that with 

V = const ¢== )j 

JF—t — 
gBK CVM 1 cvM2*f 
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I 

(c 17) 

J Dimensionless coefficient 

in the reaction rate equation; 
I 
I Relative rate of heat 

trate fer froirjthe gas to the surrounding medium. 

By introducing into equation (8) the dimensionless variables 

and parameters, and assuming that (Pxismwt T = T and denoting 
const o 

qd by C (x), we obtaiti 

da 

d: 
,Ce ^-^3-^(3-1) 

(9) 

(The initial conditions being (^-1) with T °'- 

We assume here that at the initial moment there is a fuel 

mixture (C>0), } but we can also assume that the fuel mixture has 

been found at a given moment ( Tc«>0. ) . In this case, in addition 

to equation (9), we have the following conditions: 
t < Tc* 

(1-.1T) with (4JLÿ non-reacting gas; 

with (î'^) ^61 mixture. 

_Let us note that for the conditions in engines (T = 2p0 to 750°) 
Q 

-fx) The parameter C represents the rate of increase of dimensionless 

temperature owing to the chemcial reaction taking place at an infinite¬ 

ly high temperature. 
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considering £«2010* , we obtain 6*20^80,^10^ 

and less (for mixtures differing gamtatiriJi considerably from 

stoichiometric compounds). 

The solution of equation (9) makes it possible to determine 

f 
the dependen# of the ignition limit on various factors ashvell as 

the effect of the latter on the course of the ignition process in 

time. 

The character of the curves k a(h <) is determined by the 

values for the parameters C,b and g as well as by the aspect of 

function tSüSÖ 

Under unfavorable conditions (small value for C, large 

temperature O' 
values for b and g) the twraperatMiB variation (^pÉ^ in time 

will differ xilightly from the temperature variation in the case of 

C=o (non-reacting gas). Under different conditions, beginning from 

a certain moment (sei?) , there takes place a very sharp increase 

CT 
of (gjjrtt) as compared with the case of C=o, which corresponds to 

ignition. 

The non-linearity of equation (9) engenders serious difficul¬ 

ties for the mathematical anlysis of ignition conditions. A numerical 

integration of this equation may yield results relating to particular 



cases. In order to obtain general results, let us utilize quantita¬ 

tive investigation methods. 

Investigation of Ignition Conditions 

Without integrating equation (9) we analyze it using the method 

of graphical olotting of integral curves which gives a good general 

idea b£ about the nature of solutions. For this purpose we found 

the coordinate of the qxtremum points (■tuif) and inflection 

points (SE?®) of integral curves according to equations: 

Cl’ ’ 1) = 0, 

(ci-i - >-g\'h-,J*=0 
\ fl-’ I d- d- 

Let us assume that the zero time reference 

(10) 

(11) 

is the 

moment for wnich (f^i6) ^ ; then v;e have (g^îS) with 

iT = it £-=) “C - £t tr 
(h^r8) and (i^rS) with (^-48) 

If 0=5* and g-Q, equation (9) corresponds to the isentropic 

variation of the state of the gas. Integration of this equation 

f öc = £ * tf 

ysi fields ^r^) . The corresponding integral curves (.1=^8) 

isentropic curves) reach their extremum points Ciít^tó) when 
1:=0, T=7Ti0t^T-.Q T'^qr X=JT^ 

(with (q_L8) and (^=18) -minimum, with (-qa±6) 
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Ÿ7 'Q VJi l) r^T/ 
-maximum) and the inflection points with (s*è&) 

“C 
and . 

V'ith C=^4qu?tSr^(9) MX«?« corresponds to the variation 

of the state of non-reacting gas. In this case, integration çf 

0' 
The equation (9) yields approximately V 

^ (t) 
corresponding integral curves («8) (curves of non-reacting gas) 

(^WoT^r* 
have their extremum points with (*•&#) ' , and their 

i íwytcí 

ini lection points with (*-t8) . Compared with the preceding 

case (isentropic variation), all these points are shifted towards 

■»O olt/d-C’ö' v-'-QO-ÿi) 
since condition (-SSBB) yields (st-idi 

0 ¿'y/ü-i 
and condition (h^ie) yields The 

is the greater, the greater the value for g in comparison with 

1 
(-tfci-S) 

MA* 

If (ßJ—lrS) (fuel gas) we find the coordinates of the 

extremum and inflection points of the unknown integral curves by 

solving equations (10) and (11^ (assuming that the parameters C,b,g 
^ (T) 

as well as are assigned. 

Figure 2 shows the graphical method for the solution of 

equation ta¡^) written in the form of 

^ 6/i T~ 0 

(T^) 

-b 
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The graph shows the effect of the variation in the magnitude 

of the parameters on the value of the ordinate of the curve of ex¬ 

tremum points (this curve will be called demarcation line I). With 

y cr, 
C increasing or b, h («*$) and g decreasing, (d^) decreases 

and vice versa. These parameters exert a similar effect on the ordi¬ 

nates of the curve of inflection points (this curve will be called 

demarcation line II). 

Let us nute that with moderate values for the relative tempera- 
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er 
ture faHJ#) (i.e., the beginning of demarcations lines I and II) 

the absÈissas of the poibts of demarcation lines I and II coincide 

with the abséissas of the extremum and inflection points of the 

non-reacting gas. This is explained by the exponential character of 

the dependence of the rate of the chemical reaction on ixxiscKtiix 

temperature: at moderate and fairly low temperatures, the reaction 

rate is found to be actually equal to zero (although mathematically 

uJ^Ô 

Demarcation line I divides the plane (b^O) .into two parts: 

the integral curves within the area traced by demarcation line I 

dc/dT/û olc/cU'X) 
have (tTTÜ) , and (iwtr) outside of it. 

/cIt^ ^ 0 
Demarcation line II separates the area where (¢=5¾) , 

i.e., the integral curves are convex upward; outside this area 

d 
' and, hence, the integral curves are concave with the 

trend upward. 
X- T & cl 'lidt-.q c, -. g„ 

If (XTO) then , hence (tl 70) here, 

(o/ ó /ü¡z'~ c/lt ldxJ~-b) 
i.e., demarcation lines I and II intersect (-^£0) . To 

the left of point B, demarcation line I is a curve of maximum point 

of the integra.!curve (sp^o) since ^e=*0) ; to the right 
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A for which 
0^9 

of point B it becomes a curve of minimum points since here 

iß=»y)d\ ¡4x^0 
d\/o(^3-ò 

By solving equation (-*HcO) and plotting the 
*"1 

corresponding curve against the plane -frrTô) , we find point 

Jir/c/r3--0 
. To the left of point A, demarcation 

ff'(t) 
line II is a curve of maximum points for the function tp=^y) 

CÍ1<t/o(tò^~ Õ 
(since here ) ; to the right of point A it becomes 

o'(t) 
a curve of minimum points for the function (since here 

C/3« /Vr3>0 
•(sAw) ). 

3 5' ^Crit) 
Figures to Mb show the draft against v/hich 

are plotted the démarcations lines I and II as well as the curves 

cy„( 
(íF=èo) for the non-reacting gas (dotted line). The relative po¬ 

sition of these curves enables us to determine the conditions for 

ignition. 

First of all we should point out the difference of conditions 

r<T„ r>T 
for the development of ignition with and with (w-^e) 

If (Wëtf) or 
Cr. '^<0 

i.e., the resulting exchange of energy between the non-reacting gas 

^ and the surrounding medium leads to an increase in temperature in the 

latter. Hence, with (¿***£0) we shall always have 
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> 
this means that the resulting exchange of the non-reacting gas with 

the surrounding medium leads to a decrease in the gas temperature 

(either because the relative heat transfer to the surrounding medium 
9 

exceeds the mechanical rork imparted to tne gas by the surrounding 

medium, or because of the overall influence of the heat and mechanical 

work transferred from the gas to the surrounding medium). Hence it 

. TT 
follows that with (£fcdD) we have always 

Ve show below that the ordinates of the special points A and B 

make it possible to fix the limits of the ignition sectors Kith in 

accordance with the transition cycle. 

By dividing the time interval (hA^:9-) which corresponds to 

the period of variation of function (t*tO) , taking account of the 

peculiarities mentioned above, we obtained four sectors with different 

ignition conditions. 

Let us examine several characteristic cases of ignition cycle. 

z-o 
Let us assume that the fuel mixture is formed at the instant ^0) 

» 

If C is small (Fig.3) demarcation lines I and II run above the 
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o' (r) 
curve of the non-reacting gas, hence the integral curve (^H) 

which in sectors 1 and 2 practically coincides with the curve of 

the non-reacting gas, intersects demarcation Une II (i.e., from 

concave it becomes convex) and fU'ther on, by meeting demarcation 

line I it bends downward.At the same time there occurs a slight 

(y~ (¾) 
increase in temperature (^¾) owing to chemical reaction (heating) 

and ignition does not take place. The quantity of heat developed 

by the chetical reaction can be evaluated approximately by 

to the curve of the non-reacting gas at the borders of sectors 2 and 

a tangent with a slope 
* 

ST 
Vith great values for C (Fig.4) the relative position of de¬ 

marcation lines and the curve of the non-reacting gas change sub- 

above 
st ntially? The Integral curves runsxxxx the demtrcation line II, 

and at the end of sector 1^or in sector 2,there takes place a mat 

noticeable temperature ixasi increase from chemical reaction^" and 

as a result of the progressive temperature increase and the reaction 

i) 

rate Ignition takes place. 

In the intermediate case (Fig. 5)>the integral curves can 

fall into sector 3 in the area between demarcation lines I and II 

and, running between them with a relatively small temperature increase, 
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a 

a 

Fig. 3« Variation oí relative temperature depending on dimensionless 

ti; e (no ignition occurs). I and II demareation lines. 

intersects îemarcation line II as a result of which an accelerated 

temperature increase will occur, i.e., ignition will take place, or 

/ 
intersect demarcation ^.ine I and turn dowinward (no ignition occurs). 

is the condition for ignition in sector 

3, while is the condition for the absence of ignition. 

Towards the end of sector 3 the converging points of demarca¬ 

tion line II (inflection points) and I (extremum points) yield a 

critical condition on the ignition boundary 
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,/3 ^ rf-l Q 

(/1 i/t* 
ÍA 22) 

That the ignition boundary is at the end of sector 3 (provided 

the formation of the fuel mixture took place considerably earlier) 

results from the fact that in sector 4 demarcation line I becomes a 

Fig. 4. Variation® of relative temperature depending on dimensionless 

time (ignition takes place in sector 1). Ix and II demarcation lines, 

curve of minimum points owing to whicn the condition for ignition is 

dç /df- 0 
'(a—?*) , hence the maximum temperature increase due to chemical 

reaction can be obtained no later than at the end of sector 3. 

Let us set the spee threshold value for the temperature increase 
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Fig. 5. Variation of relative temperature decerning on dimensionless 

time (ignition takes place in sector 3). I and II-demarcation lines. 

from chemical reaction on the ignition boundary. j^proximatel^^Uils 

can be effected^in""the following way. Keeping d in mind that owing 

to the exponential character of the temperature dependent of the 

reaction rate, a reaction at temperatures close to maximum under 

given conditions are of basic importance, let us tale as a determinartt 

the temperature which corresponds to the moment ) . 
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The value for the temperature increase is found 

from the conditions of tangency of the straight line drawn from the 

(t4,0 tafi-idv/dr) 
point with a slope corresponding to ^ <r 

with demarcation line I. 
(T ~ <r 

We assume that the determining temperature 

(maximum temperature of the non-reacting gas). In computing the 

threshold value for the temperature increase from reaction 
(«- - <r,) 
¢3=53) we assume that g=0'.This assumption does not exclude 

the possibility for further correlations for the ignition boundary 

to tike into consideration the heat transferred into the surrounding 
«>ô 

medium, atxEx i.e, consider 

Let us write the equation for the straight line under consi¬ 

deration as 

p=°h, Cc 

(A 23) 

or 

-h2 
_ 

Cc ‘H2 (B 23) 

The equation of demarcation line I, allowing for the lineariza- 

tion,of function (4—Ä-3 ) ) i.e., assuming -td-^) , wehere 

a is constant, can be written as 
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CY 
üQ (C 23) 

On the basis of the tangency condition of the lines under 

investigation, we obtain 

: — 
à 

b 

c£ f 
09 (12) 

Cc 

and 

or 

d /« —9!g.\- li 
lit ' 0« 

(1?) 

1 =° : -l) 
_ i. a:’ \ 9 / (130 

dividing (12) by (l/O we find 

0-^2- 
b — 3 (D 23) 

or, considering that re obcain approximately 

3—0 
4 

h2 
(4 24) 

, on the ign tion boundary, the temperature increase from 

chemical reaction is approximately equal to . It can be 

shown by using the approximate expression for the exponent (3) that 

_ _ 
¢, °«2 ' b ç ’’uip' (B 24) 

i.e., the temperature increase thus obtained causes the rate of the 

<rVò 
chemical reaction to increase by e times (the value k) will 
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be called the characteristic temperature interval). 

Now the critical ignition condition / (4-^) • con 
-'0 

siderinp Ihxi approximately that the ignition boundary corresponds to 
ÍL/) 

T 'HA *■ _ 

the end of sector 3 where Cb-^:) (since >y can 

be written as 
b 

Ce *-J 

ri»*» (3“2+ ¢) + ^( 

_ J_ 

c«+*f “O 

<r 0/ 

or, disregarding the temperature increase 

(14) 

the 

denominator, which introduces a negligible error, 

where 
rP h? 

(15) 

is the characteristic time of reaction, 

i.g., the time required for the tem¬ 

perature 0tÊÊtÊlB of the gas (with no 

energy exchange with the surrounding 

medium).by one characteristic interval 

from the chemical reaction occurring 

at an invariable rate which corresponds 

to the maximum temperature of the non¬ 

reacting gas; 
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the characteristic time of losses, 
O 

♦'■u’irri'tf (»«r- ’) 

i.Bj the time required for lowering 

the gas temperature (with no chemical 

reaction) by one characteristic inter¬ 

val owing to an exchange of energy 

with the surrounding medium which takes 

place at an invariable rate corresponding 

to the maximum temperature of the non¬ 

reacting gas and the maximum value of 

7 

From expression (15) it ensues that on the ignition boundary 

the characteristic reaction oirne is at a constant ratio to the 

characteristic time of losses; ignition occurs only if the charac¬ 

teristic reaction time does not exceed by more than e-times the 

characteristic ixsx time of losses. 

Equation (14) connects all the parameters and variables on 

i 
particular, with the assigned values the boundary of ignition! 

¢^) , g, C and b it is possible to determine the critical 

value of temperature (b—25) , below which ignition turns out to 

be impossible: 



4B 

0HÎ — (A 25) I + ln C - ln + g Kj -1)1 

Let us point out the "log^rhythmic11 connection between tem- 

cr« a 
perature (e-«5) and the relative activation energy b on the one 

hand, and the remaining parameters on the other. For this reason, 

a ,,log¢^hythIr!ic,, accuracy in the estimation of the value for the 

latter will be sufficient: in particular, without noticeable errors, 

it is possible to disregard the temperature increase 

in the denominator of the expression (14)i as this is the case with 

formula (I5). 

Taking the value as assigned, it is possible to find the 

critical value for b (with assigned C, and g,) or C (with 

assigned b ^ and g), etc., from equation (I4); it is also possible 

to establish the connection between the various parameters on the 

boundary of ignition, etc. 

In the case of ignition taking place in the container V=const, 

i.e,, with no energy exchange in the form of mechanical works, assuming 

. CM* - . .. , and (x), we obtain from equation (14) 

qde~be = g 

(B 25) 

(*) in"the case under investigation of the absence of energy eachange 
in the form of mechanical work, the moment corresponds to the 
Initial moment, hence . , 

(T«ù.z/ 
r 
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or, introducing the time for complete combustion c.t a constant 

reaction rate, corresponding to the initial temperature, Tr-l/dt'^. 

and the time of thermal relaxation (decrease in the difference 

of gas and container wall temperatures by e times during cooling) 

/c—fc Tx^l/y , we find 

•c dr I 

bqr (c ¿5) 

The critical ignition condition was found in this form by 

0. ¥. Todes (?.) by analyzing the equation for the heat 

balance for the reacting gas enclosed in a container at V=const. 

Ignition Conditions at Sectors 1 and ?.. 

Let us investigate the ignition conditions at sectors 1 and 

2 keeping in mind as before that the fuel mixture is formed at the 

instant 

In these sectors , i.e., there taies 

place a supply of energy (in the form of mechanical work) to the 

gas from the surrounding medium owing to which the demarcation line I 

is absent (equation A o has no roots). In most of sector 1, 

the condition ' C^Fh- is also satisfied; only at the end of 

this sector does the demarcation line II make its appearance. Here 
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G 
it represents a curve of maximum points of the function 

If in sector 1 the integral curve intersects demarcation line II, 

it changes its direction of convenity and the increase in tempera¬ 

ture is slowed down. For this reason, ignition in sector 1 is 

possible only if ’ , i.e., the integral curves run 

above demarcation line II. 

In sector 2, demarcation line II represents a curve of 

minimum points of the function If the integral curve which 

in sector 1 was found to be below demarcation line II, intersects 

the latter in sector 2, the process of temperature increase is 

accelerated owing to the heat evolved by the chemical reaction, 

and ignition does take place, wenee, (ignitionjcondition in sector 2 

is /fb Io 
Let us note that in sectors 1 and 2 where we have always 

d*jdt >0 jo 
f a sizéable temperature increase owing to the 

I 
chemical reaction will only take place immediately before ignition 

(see belovh). For this reason the possibilities of ignition in sectors 

1 and 2 can be determined by examining the relative position of the 

curve for the non-reacting gas (with which the integral curve coincides 

almost until the very moment of actual ignition) and demarcation line Ji. 
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The ignition process in sectors 1 and 2 can be observed in 

more detail by utilizing the method of successive »approximations: 
tr(t) 

1) First we find , taking into consideration only the 

reaction rate owing to the change in temperature oí the non-reacting 

gas, and disregarding the variation in the reaction rate connected 

with the tempe naturel» increase due to the heat developed by the 

chemical reaction; 

r) Then v.e investigate the accelerating effect oi 

air) 
(J*6) 

on the development of the chemical reaction and, hence, ignition. 

(y-.&alP0, 
Assuming that , we can write equation (,9) 

in the following way: 

'/3 = GY (-i9)-g((«H+^)-ll. 
fix (16) 

AO: here, is the temperature increase ensuing from the heat 

developed by the chemical reaction and the increase in relative me¬ 

chanical work and relative heat removal connected vlth it: 

iii 

,i-. 
,19» . d (Aa) 

- + , 
d- dz 

If (is=r^ is small in comparison with 
Y 
(-ÄS+6) 

(A ?6) 

, as this is the 

case during the initial stage oí ignition, we can disregard the tempera¬ 

ture variation ensuing from the increase in relative mechanical work 
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and relative he¿t removal, i.e., we can assume that 

Atf "û 
and (x). Then vie obtain from equation (16) 

(h 
tH 

h 
Cc %+i. (/3m 

,/- 

A 27 

or 

b 
(/(Ao) ^ •.. + 1* •= Ci " d- B 

ustnç approximate expansion of tne exponent we find 

(/(^:) ~ 
= L< ' d: 

h A:'- 

i 
a* 

* M (160 

By integrating equation (160 with the boundary conditions 

t- 0, ^ C'- U 
(«=^7) with (¿,27) with (ä»27) (ignition (l) \ 

we obtain approximately 

I qn 
. I U» (. 

12-: ¿(Ac)« 1 /- »¿t. (17) 

Thus, the temperature increase of the gas due to chemical 

reaction cannot exceed the quantity (£-^7) without ignition H«>X" 

taking place. 

? 
(x)i,et us note that in sectors 1 and 2, (35^27) and g have 
different signs: this reduces the error associated writh the assump¬ 
tion under investigation. 
(1) The ignition condition, provided one does not take into account 
the variation of concentration, can be represented as (j ¿y) 

¢2 &o 

» 
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The time of development of the ignition process as a whole is 
* 

basically determined by the time required for the temperature to 

increase by one characteristic interval as a consequence of chemi¬ 

cal reaction. The inverse effect of the development process of the 

£ 
reaction on the original process of its equation (in the given 

case, temperature increase of the gas following its compression) 

leads to a substantial increase in the xe£±hh reaction rate which, 

during the transition cycle of ignition, iá generally small. 

For sector 1, the condition under which the interval curve 

OCT) 

C<M£2) begins to deviate from the curve of the non-reacting gas 

can be written as 

i/o 

(C 27) 

or 

b 

9* 
C(’ ^ + 

(D 27) 

By introducing the characteristic time of reaction 

we obtain 
tp< — + 

(18) 

Expression (18) can be regarded as the condition for ihE 

ignition on sector 1; it is similar to expression (17). 
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On the Delay Period of Ignition 

From the investigation conducted it ensues that, depending 

on h* the magnitude of the parameters C, b and g as well as the 

hi 
function (t2Ä), , * ignition takes place at a given instant of 

dimensionless time, i.e., at a specific phase of function (e*££) 

The shift of the instant of fuel mixture formation, i.e., 

c- H 

, does not affect the ignition instant as long as 
-r 

falls into an area nhere is very small. 

f C«. ^ 
We can assume that this will be the case a^Long as (if^O) , 

fvA 
where (g-^8) is the characteristic value for the temperature 

variation during ignition; the latter tnxBxxstion inequation is 

Tf»| 
équivalent to the condition ±bi (#==$8) - the time for a 

temperatureCicrease due to chemical reaction by one characteristic 

interval is greater compared to a unit of dimensioniess time. 

For this reason, the ’’previous history” of the fuel mixture 

becomes important only from a certain instant on. 

c/ f/dz'ï 0 
In sectors 1 and 2 where the chemical reaction 

hemes becomes "percèptible” and its candi consideración becomes 

necessary only immediately before the beginning of ignition. This is 

explained by the exponential character of the dependent of the 
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reaction rate on temperature as well as by the peculiar characteris¬ 

tics in these sectors of the conditions of the inverse effect of 

the reaction development on the original process of its exitation. 

If ignition occurs in sector 3, the importance of the Iprevious 

history? of the fuel mixture was found to be more considerable. In 

order to realize critical conditions corresponding to the ignition 

boundary (as the end of sector 3) , it is necessary that the fuel 

y (Toi<TV) 
mixture be formed in sector and the ignition 

process begin with an increasing temperaturejof the non-reacting 

gas (and, accordingly , with increasing pressure). At the xkx same 

time here, too, the displacement of the moment of fuel xixutx mixture 

formation within wide limits covering sector 1 and a considerable 

part of sector 2, will hatie no effect on the ignition conditions. 

Yet, if the fuel mixture formation takes place in sector (kd?8) 

following which the ignition process will* start with a decreasing 

temperature of the non-reacting gas ( and, hence, with decreasing 

pressure), then ignition conditions deteriorate abruptly, in this 

case, in order to ènsuure ignition, a eonsiderable increase in C 

or a decrease of b, etc., as compared with the preceding case, will 

be required. 
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In connection therewith, the concept of a delay period 

ignition (induction period) as a period during which development 

of the ignition process takes place, becomes quite conditional. An 

even greater discrepancy between the concept of a delay period of 

ignition and the actual physical value of the corresponding time 

interva as found in those cases (frequently encountered when in¬ 

vestigating piston engines with injection of liauid iuel) where the 

fuel aatxntr* mixture is formed later than the possible instant of 

ignition. Under these conditions, the quantity (delayed ignition) 

determined experimentally characterizes mainly the time reauired tor 

the taei formation of fuel mixture rather than the time of development 

of the ignition cycle. 

Keeping in mind the considerable significance of the magnitude 

of the delay of ignition when applying it to combustion in engines, 

it is necessary in each actual case to determine the physical value 

attributed to this concept. 

The Shape of (Kinetic) Ignition Curves 

In the table below are summarized the conditions under which 

ignition occurs and those under which ignition does not occur in the 

sectors 1 to 4* 
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T4BLE (page 29) 

1. 

a. 

3>. 4. 

/ ^>0 
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d^i 
- - - r-= () 
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I 
<íJa ¡ . < o 

d-o 
d* ~ 

do 
- =0 

d- 

KpHMíifÇKrt« VMO^NwociMaihwcmiii 
11 KojlAcJ WI1CTK« ^ yrpaHM«^ (109(1.13 - 

VeHefiHa): 1 ‘ 
f (Po do {/ —-as - rs (J 

dx* d* 

4 
■n 
— _o 
d* ^ " j Vj <,„>'« 

1) Sector ¡¿) Ignition 3) Occurs 4) Does not occur 5) Remarks 

6) Critical ignition conditions at the end of sector 3 (ignition 

boundary); 7) Essential condition for ignition in sector 4: 

When intersecting certain particular points on the demarcation 

lines (points A and B) the conditions under which ignition does not 

take place change into such under which ignition does occur. 

When crossing the boundary between sectors 2 and 3 the condi¬ 

tion under which ignition does take place remains unchanged, but 

leads 
the change of the sign of the overall energy exchange iïmcM to a 
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substantial change in the conditions of the inversejeffeet of the 

reactioni development process on the ignition cycle. 

If the fuel mixture contained in the container of permanent 

exchange is ignited, we have a relationship (ar^O^c/f N , and 
c/o- -X 

‘ ve <r 
only for the ideal boundary case (g=0) (x) we obtain . 

When computing the interaction of the reactant with the 

surrounding medium in the form of heat transfer and performance of 

mech-.nical work, which is the more general case, it was found that 

there exist two different cycles of ignition: 

do 
> Ce » 

V * 2. — < Ce 
rft (A 30) 

mechanical 
Thus, computation of xKshxniK interaction leads to the 

establishment of new regularities in the development of the ignition 

process, and in particular, of various shapes of tangents (kinetic) 

ignition curves. 

If ignition takes place in sector 1, the cycle proceeds more 

W is assumed that the container wall temperature does not 

exceed the initial temperature of the fuel mixture. 

I 
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rapidly since 

ds- «• 
(«-90) and 

<r (x) 

iX 

4t the same time, on the curves (**30) and (^6) 

appears no initial phase inhibiting the cycle (Fig. 6). 

there 

In sector 2, the ignition cycle is characterized by the 

relationships dt («-JO) and c/rx (iP*0) ; on 

<T (0 
curve (£=2-0) and especially on curve 

the initial inhibiting phase (Fig. 7). 

tf'Ct) 
(4-?0) there appears 

In sector 3, the ignition process is retarded since 

is )(T^ ; at the same time, on the curves (-¿-¿O) and 
d x 

ä" Ct) 
(ra-^e-) there clearly appeacs the Initial inhibiting phase 

(Fig.8). 

Under conditions below the ignition boundary (but close to 

^(t) <r'(t) r ^ Tl 
it) curves (»”5@) and » if (#—90) , 

somewhat depart from the corresponding curves of the non-reacting 

gas owing to heatup from t..e chemical reaction. 

The above characteristics of the transient (kinetic) ignition 

curves in various sectors become apparent with particular sharpness 

( p, x) dp/dzi) 
with the coordinates (q^Q) and (í^O) 

The results obtained are evidence of the significant effect 

borne by the sign of the overall energy exchange on the conditions 
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of the inverse effect of the reaction development process on the 

c 
initial process of its citation. 

Fig.6. Transient (Kinetic) 

curves if ignition takes 

place in sector 1. 

Fig.7.Transient (kinetic) 

curves if ignition taies 

place in sector 2. 

Fig. 8. Transient 

(kinetic) curves 

if ignition takes 

place in sector 3. 

During ignition, the develoment of the process is inhibited 

by the initial phase. If ignition begins with an increasing tempera¬ 

ture ( pressure) of the non-reacting gas, in that temperature range 
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where the reaction rate is relatively low and the temperature 

increase due to the latter is slow, an accelerated temperature 

increase is insured by means of performing work with the surround¬ 

ing medium on the reactant. In so doing, the conditions of the 

inverse effect of the reaction develoment process on the ignition 

cycle are most favorable. 

If, on the contrary, ignition is started at dropping tem¬ 

peratures (pressure), then in the temperature range where the 

reaction rate is relatively low and the temperature increase due 

to the latter is slow, there occurs an additional^ delay in the 

temperature increase owing to the exchange of energy between the 

reactant and the surrounding medium, and the conditions of the 

inverse effect of the reaction development process on the ignition 

process are found to be extremely unfavorable. This leads to an 

elongation of the transient (kinetic) ignition curves or to the 

cessation of ignition at the stage of preflame reactions. These 

characteristics of the transient ignition curves were occasionally 

attributed (without sufficient foundation) to the multistage igni¬ 

tion cycle with xíímk various procedures of chemical reaction, whereas 

actually they result from the change in the ignition development cycle 
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under the effect of energy exchange between the reactant and 

the surrounding medium with an invariable mechanism of chemical 

reaction. Depending on the *±xi sign and the intensity of energy 

exchange between the reactant and the surrounding medium, the 

initial jtkxxg stage of the ignition process can proceed in an 

accelerated fashion, be protracted or, if conditions are unfavorable, 

4B completely discontinued. 

The varying character of transient (kinetic) ignition curves 

under conditions of increasing and decreasing pressure can have an 

transition 
extreme^felPSBtoflB* bearing upon the bbh&Híex of combustion 

into detonation. 

?. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF IGNITION PROCESSES 

WITH VARIOUS FORMS OF ENERGY RECHANGE 

The experimental study of ignition processes and the deter¬ 

mination f of inhibiting quantities with varying temperatures and 

pressures is carried out by various methods, in particular, in 

rapid compression installations (6). Here, a fuel gas and air mixture 

prepared beforehand is rapidly compressed and the value for inhibition 

is determined as the time interval from the end of compression to the 

beginning of a rapid increase in pressure (or to the instant when 
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maximum pressure is obtained). this case, the "previous history" 

of the fuel mixture (during compression ) is not taken into consi¬ 

deration. The theory mentioned above, taking into consideration 

't'ï ö r ^ ^ 
that (-3-33-) with (b-4£) , can be applied to rapid 

compression installations. The reason for the discrepancies between 

experimental data obtained at various installations for one and 

the same fuel under it identical initial and final conditions, is 

to be sought in the development of ignition already during the 

process of compression. The shorter the measured magnitude of the 

delay period, the greater the error resulting from negllcting the 

chemical reaction during compression and the increase in the tem¬ 

perature of the fuel gas mixture resulting fron it. The longer the 

compression time (especially at the end of compression) the shorter 

the measured time of delay, all other condititns being equal. 

At high temperatures and pressures, the time of delay at 

rapid compression installations equals zero or is negative, i.e., 

the error resulting from neglecting the "history" of the gas fuel 

mixture during the compression period leads* to a complete distor¬ 

tion of the physical picture of the phenomenon. 

The relationships cited above make it possible to evaluate 
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the possible magnitudes of similar errors and thus to outline the 

field of experimental investigation where, at the given rapid 

compression installation, sufficiently correct results are obtainable. 

Tests undertaken at installations for rapid compression- 

are 
expansion acn also of great interest for the study of general regu¬ 

larities ruling ignition at thermal and mechanical interaction 

between the reacting system and the surrounding medium as well as 

their 
for thE application to combustion in piston and other types of engines. 

Such tests were performed by the author at an installation designed 

on the basis of a four-cycle, singelécylinder, small-displacement 

(approximately 0.6 1) engine with variable compression and injection 

of fuel into the combustion chamber through a cycle. Utilization of 

an electric motor-generator for the starting and braking of the 

installation insured that the tests were performed with a constant 

number of rotations. Pressure and the rate of pressure change in the 

combustion chamber were recorded with the aid of a MAI/" S with #- 
( indicator' 

piezoquartz data unit and a cathod oscillograph. In a number of 

tests we used a stroboscopic electrocontact indicator. The analysis 

of transient (kinetic) ignition curves was facilitated by the presence 

on the charts of lines corresponding to the cycle without fuel 
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injection. The tests were carried out with various fuels (kerosene, 

gasoline, diesel fuel, diethyl ether, etc.). 

The results obtained confirmed the conclusions drawn from 

theoretical investigations. In particular, the tests carried out 

with various tyues of fuels showed that the features of 

transient (kinetic) ignition curves are associated with the sign 

and intensity of the energy exchange between the reacting system 

and the surrounding medium. The two-stage" character of transient 

o P“9 
curves was xisa aoways observed in charts -Cc-42) in the 

case of ignition in sector ? (see Fig. 5), i»e., when the combustion 
dplciy-tp 

chamber volume was increased (Fig. 9) , and in charts fa—94) 

when ignition occurred in sector 2 (Fig. 10). The conditions for a 

development of ignition deteriorate sharply if the pressure drops. 

For this reason a displacement of the moment of gas fuel formation 

towards* the end of sector 2 (by decreasing the injection angle of 

the fuel into the combustion chamber) brings ignition to a stop. If 

ignition takes place under conditions of a decreasing combustion 

chamber volume, we observe an abrupt increase in the rate of ressure 

increase accompanied by splutter. 
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Fi'7. 9. Pressure oscillogram in combustion chambers. Installation 

£ -/D 

for rapid compression-expansion (b -Ik y n=900 revolutions 

cer minute), 

In certain tests (7), (8), performed at installations for 

rapid compression-expansion, the presence of a two-stage ignition 

with varying mechanisms of chemical reaction is determined mainly 

on the basis of pressure diagrams as well as emanation registrations. 

This approach, however, has to be regarded as lacking sufficient 

foundations from the viewpoint oí methodical research. 
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Fig. 10. Oscillogram of the rate of pressure variation in combustion 

£=/0 
chambers. Installations for rapid compression-expansion ( -e-H 

n=900 revolutions per minute). 

? . fiTHF.’:A.TIC \T, Sim.VnON OF IGNITION PROCESSES 

The application of modern methods of mathematical simulation, 

based on continuous-performance electronic devices (9), to the solution 

/ 
of equations determining ignition cycles makes it possible;, with a 

minimum loss of time, to obtain Esults for a wide range of values for 

the initial parameters. 
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In an initial investigation, the author together with 

B.Ya. Kogan solved the problem under investigation with regard to 

the conditions existing in an installation for rapid compression- 

expansion. 

In solving equation (9) ®n a simulating installation, the 

' (J "T 
function ) L was computed in correlation for 

i crankshaft mechanism; 

(,\nV ^ -sint + isln-h 

5m.l + I . * * .-,, 
-+0^+. (I — cos2t) A 35 

:ntil — I S 

with tne aid of the lusselt fromula for the h coefficient of heat 

transfer from the gas to the conduction chamber walls (-&—?£•) 

the list term on the right side of equation (9) was obtained approxi- 

rnately in the form of (c_^f 

In solving the problem,the time was chosen in such a way that 

during simulation the cycles praeesding proceeded with a frequency 

comprised in the transmission band of the solver units. 

In accordance with this, the unit of dimensionless time 

(representing the characteristic time of the simulated cycle) corres- 
t -s t 

an ^ 
ponded to 2.5 sec. By introducing the time (^=^5) (where 

m=0.4) and taking into cònsideration the above expression for the 
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last term, we obtain an equation, subject to being solved by the 

simulating installation, in the form of 

—■•mC,« * —mÿs—mC,9(a —1) 
dim 

(19) 
cr ( ö) - ) 

(initial conditions: fe- ?S) ). 

The greatest difficulties in simulating «■■■» in connection 

with the iBiLKsdeut reproduction of the first term (the exponential 

term) of the right side of equation (19). We used two functional 

devices connected in series.of which one was designed according to 

the scheme of simulation of the neutral zone, and the other had 

diode elements on the basis of piecewise linear approximations. The 

CJL- 
great steepness of the characteristic of the dependent under in¬ 

vestigation required additional measures by which to reduce it. Yet, 

the accuracy of reproduction of the exponential term vas found to be 

insufficient. In spite of the shortcomings mentioned above, however, 

the results obtained have a specific interest. Figures 11 and 12 show 

the oscillogram of the solutions. 

Mathematical simulation may turn out to be extremely useful 

for the determination of numerical values for the kinetic parameters 
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(I, K and n) on the basis of test results ol esperlnental Installa

tions. Electronic solver devices make It nosslhle to render more 

ccmpler the initial equations by inlroduclng reactions of the second 

order, computation of burnout,etc.

i ■' 1 n
T"

i '
.1m-*

i * H

Fig. 11. Simulation of the ignition process in an installation for 

rapid compression-expansion. Oscillogram of the solution of equation

(19) with the following parameter values: b=40, mC =.'^.8 x 10 ,

e "X
, mC =0.01.

?

-MO A
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frig. 1?. Simulation of the ignition process in an installation for

rapid corpression. 'scillogram of the solution of BQuation (19) 
^-5 T^-TT

when with ?4r) (b=80, mC^=1.5 x 10 ,

9 - S
»*a-n

(e=3£d , ffiC =0.005).

Simulation of ignition processes makes it possible to determine

the effect of the instant of fuel mixture formation (forcing

T trt
(<* -^79 to run through the values from ft> ^7) to (v™^)

the effect of the variation in the magnitude of relative heat 

removal, the effect of the variation in the frequency of function 

(4=a^) , etc., on the ignition cycle.
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Simulation methods can readily reproduce the ignition con¬ 

ditions in a rapid compression installation by introducing the 
'fcb t7TT 

condition (e-fV) with (£^7) (Fig. 12) or in the 

cylinder of a piston engine with shut-off valves in order to ex¬ 

behavior 
plain the hEhxviBxx of the fuel mixture below the ignition boundary 

with several successive cycles of compression-expansion; it is 

possible to simulate the ignition cycle of a fuel mixture by com¬ 

pressing it with a moving flame front, and with a varying combustion 

chamber volume (with respect to conditions existing in combustion 

chambers of piston engines with spark ignition), the ignition cycle 

in an impact fuze, etc. In many cases such investigations ("mathe¬ 

matical experiments") carnée heîbful in executing physical experi¬ 

ments, reduce their volume, and, after exhaustive study of the phe- 

nomena under investigation, replace the physical experiments. 

4. QN IGNITION CYCLES IN ENGINES 

Piston Engines 

The results of the theoretical investigation expounded above 

can be applied directly to piston engines. 

The problem of ignition conditions and the character of e 

transition cycles when the fuel mixture ignites in tat front of the 
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flame is of great interest for engines with spark ignition in 

connection with the problem of knocks (detonation). Experiments 

have shown that engine knocks are connected with ignition of the 

fuel mixture in front of the flame. Apparently, rs knocks depend 

on the rate of ignition development, which, in turn, depends on 

the initial temperature and pressure of the fuel mixture in êbr 

is* 
front of the flame as well as the rate of its 

volume owing to the movement of the piston and the expansion of 

combustion products. The accumulation of all these factors and 

their complex inter-relation render difficult the study if the 

problem under investigation. 

The application of mathematical simulation methods to the 

solution of the ignition equation for the case under investigation 

with varying initial values for the temperature and pressure of the 

fuel mixture, varying conditions corresponding to the change in the 

advance sparking angle, the rate of flame travel, the flame area, 

etc., can yield data with which to determine the part played by the 

various factors in the formation of knocks. For this purpose, it is 

convenient to use equation (S') as the initial equation, with 

p=f(V,x) where V(t) is the combustion chamber volume, and x(t) is the 
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por tion of burntout fuel mixture (with respect to its mass). Hence 

dP 
dt 

(dp \ dV i ( àp\ dx 
\dV)y dt ' \dx )v dt (A 37) 

and since 

I dJL) « - 
[dV/jc (A 38) 

then 

I rf/> _ ^rflo V , I / \ dx 

p dt dt p \ öx ]v dt (B 38) 

In this equation the first term depends on the compression 

le) 
He^ree (i-^8) and the nosition of the piston with respect to 

laja! 
V 'T;- the second term, approximately equalling 

depends on the thermal characteristic of the fuel mixture (q), the 

rate of flame travel (u ) and its surface (F ). 
fl fl 

Let us point out, as one of the possible systems, the follow¬ 

ing mechanis;. for the formation of a detonation wave in the fuel 

mixture in front of the flame. 

The ignition cycles spreads in the fuel mixture whose density 

increases owTing to the movement of the piston and the expansion of 

combustion products Hi in the flame front. We mentioned earlier that 

the pressure and temperature of the fuel mixture when it changes 

volume, will change at any point of the latter provided a 
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specific condition is met which can be represented as the relation- 

)/ ships 

I'P 
where t’ is the magnitude of the time interval during which the 

pressure of the fuel mixture undergoes a noticeable change; 

1 is the characteristic linear dimension of the system under 

investigation; 

c is the velocity of sound in the gas located in front of the 

flame. 

The meaning of this relationship is as follow#: the time 

during which a sound signal covers the distance 1 is short in com- 

f 
p irison with the time t’ during which there occurs a siséable change 

in the fuel mixture pressure owing to the reduction of its volume. 

If this condition is not satisfied, then, when the volume of 

the fuel mixture is reduced, there must arise in it a shock wave which 

travels at a given velocity. A chemical reaction wave will be travel¬ 

ing in the mixture at the same velocity (assuming that the fuel mixture 

is in a state of chemiUtal activity, i.e., the reaction rate refersed 
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to a unit of dimensionlessAis »’perceptible"). i;he heat released 

hy the cheMcal reaction is supporting and increasing the pressure 

v/ave. 

be 

The rate of propagation of such quasi-detonation v-aves may 

considerably less than the rate of normal detonation owing to the 

fact that there takes place in them a pa:tial release of chemical 

energy. 

ii 

Estimates show that the above relationship may or m may not 

be fulfilled in the combustion chamber of an engine depending on its 

operating conditions. 

In the case of engines with compression ignition, liquid fuel 

is injected into the combustion chamber. The cycle of fuel mixture 

formation (evaporation of fuel drops and intermixing of the vapors 

with air) takes up a specific time inter*Ä. For this reason, the 

moment of the actual formation-of the fuel mixture is displaced 

with thE respect to the moment of liquid fuel injection. In such 

eng pines there may be a considerable inhomogoneity of the fuel mix- 

■ /fnr ture composition with regard to the cha: berjand there may take place 

a variation of this composition in time. In connection therewith, 
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the assumption adopted in the present investigation, represent a 

threshold idealization if applied to engines with injection of 

liquid fuel. It was found, nevertheless, that the application of 

the results obtained to the ignition cycle of such engines is 

quite useful. 

By analyzing the critical (ignition(conditions 

(equation(14))it becomes possible to determine tne basic factors 

vbich affect ignition md to establish*theta mutu .1 relationship. 

The calcul ted dependences are in agreement with experimental data. 

The probleiof "hnocKs" in engines resulting from compression 

ignition is closely as ociated with the peculiarities of transient 

(kinetic) ignition curves. 

A thorough study of th^gnition cycle may also be useful for 

competitive 
the solution of problems relating to the selection and KH2M$itxtive 

experiments of fuel for high-power engines. 

Jet Engines 

These engines are started by means of self-igniting fuels on 

the oasis of nitric acid. When cetain compounds (aromatic and alipha¬ 

tic amines, polyatomic^phenols, etfc.) are in contact with concentrated 

nitric acids (or compounds of nitric acid and nictric oxides ) at normal 



or below iormal temperatures, they react rapidly and ignite. As 

selferigniting fuels for fuels on the basis of nitric acid we used 

dimethyl hydrazine, a mixture of furfuryl alcohol (70$) and aniline 

(30$), a mixture of triethylairdne (50$) and xylidine (50$), etc. 

H the present time there is available a vast amount of ex¬ 

perimental data on the ignition of such fuels. These data are re¬ 

viewed in Ya. M. Paushkin,s (lO) book. 

x«g*xäiRgxtfe*xRk*®i8«ixasR**ixsdbdü«x3**tofca5x 

It is interesting to investigate the complex cycle of ignition 

of the fluid components from the point of view of the heat theory, 

without dwelling on the chemical aspect of the problem. 

Schematically, we can single out the following two fundamental 

stages during ignition: 

1) The stage of chemical reaction in the liquid phase, 

?) the stage of chemical reaction in the gaseous phase. 

At normal and below normal temperatures, the chemical reaction 

in the liquid phase takes place at high rates. High reactanœ aw 

of the liquid phase is the basic property of substances used as 
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self-igniting components. These components cannot be intermixed, 

and reaction occurs basically on the boundary between them. The 

great density of the substance in the liquid state is one of the 

causes for the high rate of reaction. 

Reaction in the liquid phase is accompanied by the liberation 

of heat, formation of intermediate oxidation products (partly in 

the solid state) heating and evaporation of a part oí the initial 

components. Under the conditions existing in the combustion chamber 

of an engine, the size of the interface of components where the chemi¬ 

cal reaction in the liquid phase takes place açd, hence, the quantity 

of the vapor-gas mixture formed during a time unit, depends greatly 

upon the cycles of injection and spraying of the components, in par¬ 

ticular, on the type, number and position of the spray ntoszles, the 

stiff pressure differential on them, viscosity and «axfxnEExixx surface 

tension of the liquid, the pressure inside the combustion chamber, etc.. 

Under constant conditions of injection, the interface will be propor¬ 

tional with fuel consumption. 

Which part of the chemical energy of the components are parti- 

cipating in the reaction in the liquid phase changes into heat? The 

maximum temperature attainable in the liquid is limited by the boiling 
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point corres pon ing to external pressure; »hen the boiling point 

is reached, there takes place a change in the aggregate state 

accompanied by an intermittant change in the properties of the 

in 
substance, in particular, a sharp decrease t its deniity. As a 

result of chemical reaction in the liquid phase, only a small 

part of the chemical energy of the fuel changes into heat since 

the boiling point is also considerably below the temperature of 

combustion products. Thus, the part of the first stage of ignition 

consists of the formation of the vapor-gas mixture; its initial 

temperature is equal to its boiling point (in thex case oi components 

vhich are complex compounds, we may approximately take the mean 

boiling point of the components) and depends on the pressure inside 

the combustion chamber. 

The further development of the ignition cycle takes place in 

the gaseous phase. Experimental investigations of ignition cycles 

of liquid components (high-speed filming) show that the duration of 

reaction in the liquid phase is short in comparison with the delay 

period of ignition in the vapor-gas mixturesmaller by at least one 

order).to fact is not surprising if we consider that when a liquid 

changes into gas, density decreases by hundreds of times. This can 
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cause an abrupt decrease in the rate of reaction. 

When investigating the eycle of ignition of liquid components 

in time, it is possible to disregard approximately the first stage, 

reaction in the liquid phase (assuming that correct injection and 

spraying of the components ensures iis negligible quantity) and exa¬ 

mine only the second stage, reaction in the gaseous phase.With such 

an aoproach it pecomes possible to apply the results obtained above 

to the complex process of ignition of liquid components. In so doing, 

it is necessary, of course, to take into account the peculiarities 

and additional circumstances associated with the part .¡Layed toy the 

first stage and the conditions existing in the combustion chamber of 

engines. Let us point out|thejnost important ones. 

In the given case it is necessary to investigate the open 

system capable of exchanging with the surrounding medium not only 

heat and mechanical work^but also substance (mass). V.'ith a continuous 

injection of components into the combustion chamber, reaction in 

the liquid phase becomes the source of substance (gaseous phase) whiles 

the nozzle becomes a discharge. 
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4n increase in the pressure inside the combustion chamber 

owing to its being filled with the vapor-gas mixture forming as a 

; reaction 
result of the liquid phase rnttwa, as well as to the heat produc¬ 

tion from the reaction in the vapor-gas mixture, leads to an addi¬ 

tional increase in the rate of reaction in the gaseous phase (both 

on account of compression of vapor-gas mixture formed earlier, and 

the increasing temperature in the newly forming KixMtr mixture). 

The vapor-gas mixture inside the combustion chamber is con- 

si ierably heterogeneous in concentration and temperature. This is 

due, in particular, to its varying "age" ¿For this reason, ignition 

has a focal character. Moreover, the development of ignition is 

substantially affected by heat transfer and mass exchange of the 

forming foci with the surrounding medium. 

If the temperature of the surrounding medium drops and liquid 

components are injected into the combustion chamber, and if the rate 

of chemical reaction in the liquid phase remains sufficiently high 

(as this is the case with several fuels), the ignition delay can only 

change as a consequence of increased heat transfer from the reacting 

This should not affect considerably the quantity 

(■^t) 



With a decreasing pressure of the surroun-iing medium the boil¬ 

ing point of the fuel drops and, hence, the temperature of the forming 

vapor-gas mixture drops as well. In this case, the change in the 

value for the ignition delay is determined by the well known re¬ 

lationships 

If data for the values of kinetic parameters (E,K, and n) 

are available for the reaction of the vapor-gas mixture, it becomes 

possible to determine approximately by calculation the effect on 

the change of pressure in time, when starting the engine with seli- 

igniting components, the|y»u*iations of temperature and pressure of 

the surrounding medium, the consumption of components, and other 

factors. 

t âlcCG 
I XMixB this occasion to express my gratitude to 0. M. Todes 

for his valuable remarks and suggestions relating to the first section 

of this work. 
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HTTrH-^E^iPr■ ' \T(.IRE. HiaH-PQWER STABILIZED ELECTRIC ARCS (FLECTEIÇ 

•\RC PL4S!f0TR0NS) by Candidate of TeciJiical Sciences V. B. ïikhonov 

and Eng. Ye. A. Yakovlev 

In recent years, high-temperature, high-power stabilized elec¬ 

tric arcs (electric arc plasmotrons) have been designed and applied 

for practical purposes. 

Under stationary conditions, electric arc plasmotrons produce 

plasma jets by means of a relatively simple technical procedure. 

This is their great advantage over such devices tor short-term 

plasma generation as wire explosion, impact tubes, superponer 

sparks, etc. 

Utilization of electric arc plasmotrons makes it possible to 

simulate under laboratory conditions the eilect of aerodynamic 

heating of bodies during flights with high Mach numbers, investi¬ 

gate the properties of v various materials at nigh temperature* , etc. 

Moreover, electric arc plasmotrons open new outlooks tor the reali¬ 

zation of various physical investigations, viz., determination of the 

probabilities of a transition of atoms and ions from one energy state 

to another, study of the radiation capacity of plasma, determination 

of effective transverse sections of atoms and ions,, investigation of 

probiems relating to the heat and electric conductivity of pl-a. etc 



Thus, electric arc plasmotrons are a highly effective means 

for the study of the properties of matter at high temperatures (of 

the order of several thousands of degrees). 

4broad,experimental work for designing plasmotrons and utili¬ 

sing them tor the solution of the above problems is most widespread 

in the Federal German Republic and the U.8.A. 

Table gives the parameters of some ííxbj: d.c* electric arc 

plasmotrons. As is seen, the highest temperature attained in a plasmo- 

tron channel amounted to 5¿,000° abs. Accordingly,the numerical values 

8,000 to 1A,000° for fcx the jet temperature are 

abs. 

'V 

Table & brings as an example the approximate va_ues of tem¬ 

peratures obtained by various irtlax Methods (8, 10, 21). 

L_DFfIGN ^ND OPERATION pp ELECTRIC ARf! PT.^SAOTRONF 

Flectric arc plasmotrons are heavy-current electric arcs for 

d.c. or a.c. whose channel is stabilized in some way in order to 

eliminate transverse widening. 

The most important parameters detenninfTthe temperature 

of the gcis inside the channel o the electric arc are current density 

and the effective ionization potential of the arc discharge# plasma. 
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TABLE I 

Characteristics of flnmP Experimental Plastotrons 

Thu iimmîpoH» 

üyra fepiMena 

Kanaaoiias jyra 

KmajoBaR .tyra 

rpyÖMataii ,iyra 

IlaaaiiorpoH e oahocto- 
poHHHM McreMeHnc»! crpyii 
naaawu Mcpca uiumhjpu- 
HCfKoc OTBepCTHC 

6 1 naaaxorpoH c oanocro- 
I poHHHM HCieMeimeM crpyn 
ruaaiibi icpea coiuo .la- 
Baaa 

To *e 

8 i 

Hubihn« HayiHo-iiccae- 

jOBareabCKoA 

opranHaauHH 

^MJHMCCKH A HHCTHiyT BuClUfA 
texiumecKofl uiKoaw, TaHHOBcp 

Hhcthivt sKcnepHneHiiJkHoA 
iJunHKii KtiauiKoro YHHBfpcHTera 

To we 

cuMcrpM- 
MCl'KHC 

napaiaeipu 
Kaiiaaa 

MM 

Jill»- 

Ml'ip 

.‘laóopaTopii» CMneiic—lUyKnepr, 
Sp.iaureH 

.laôoparopHB I'. ÜWHaiiHHii, Can- 
ta-AHHa, iutbt KaaiupopHHB 

MoaaacKM HiyiHo-Mccae.ioBate.ih 
cKaB aaõopatopHi ipHptiu .üwchc- 
pa.i aaektpHK*, uiiai <l»Maajeai4mq 
(aanpocKTHpoBaHa ycTaiiOBKa «a 
IOUOO Ktm) 

npoekT uaaaMorpoHa Maymio-iic- 
caejOBareabCKoA aaôoparopHii Mit* 
Karcicoro vHHHepcMteia 

Ha 

JaeKTpMWCKHe 
napaMCTpM 

MOW- 
HOCTb 
K»m 

r* 
& V 

H" X 

i apaMerpM 
crpyM 

>reM. CKO- 
nepa- pocib 

’.vp* t M 

3,5 

1,4 

2,3 

8,0 

7,0 

10 

13 

250 

80 

10 

30 

- . 70 ¡ 

*6-500 

2.50 

100- 

1500 
50 

150 

500 31000 

320 3.5000 - 
I 

- 52000 - - 

17.5-12 650 
200 

- 13 200 1200 

200 1.50 12500 8 000 

17000 

8000 

10000 

14 000 

/In* 
lepa- 

rypa 

|2U| 

|22| 

[!5| 

I25| 

|2h| 

6500 [24j 

3000 

1200 

|8| 



Legend of Table 1. l) No. 2) Type pf plasmotron 3'! name of scien¬ 

tific research organization 4) geometrical parameters of the channel, 

in mm 5) electric parameters 6) temperature in channea, 0 abs. 7) jet 

parameters 3) literature 9) diameter 1C) length 11) porer in kw 

12) current in a 1?) voltage, in v M) temperature, 0 abs 15) velo¬ 

city, m/sec 16) Gerdien arc 17) chan..el arc Id) cnannel arc 

1 )) tubular arc 70) plasmotron with one-sided outflow of plasma jet 

through a cylindrical hole 21) plasmotron with one-sided outflow 

of olasma jet through a Laval nozzle 22) the same 23) Physical In¬ 

stitute of the Polytechnicura, Hannover 24) Institute of Experimental 

Physics of Kiel-University 25) the same 26) Siemens-fchuckert Labo¬ 

ratories Erlangen 77) G. Giannini Laboratories, Santa 4nna, Calif* 

8) Nollz Scientific Research Laboratory of "General Electric", Phila 

delphia (Installation for 10,000 kw) 29) plasmotron projete of the 

Scientific Research Laboratory of Chicago iniversity. 
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Table II 

Sfi 
no nop. i I 

-— JlHanasoH 
Choco« noayieHH« naaiMw Te‘".,'^T•v,’ 

1 PiyTiiMC aattiiM 

2 C.Boóo.iHoropaiUHc caaôotoMHue »acKtpMiecKMe A)'- 

CM C rpa^HTOBUMH jaeKTp03»MM 

3 Bipwn TOHKIU jaCTMBHMeCKH* lipOBOaOMCK np« lipo- 

I nyCKBMMM MCKTpHBCCBOrO TOKI 

4 C.Hoöo.iHoropamMe cmbb hotos Hue jaeKrpMsecaMe 
I 3VTH C rpa^HTOBUMH MCKTpOaaMH 

5 VjiipHue Tpyôu 

6 HcKpoBue paipiiu 

6000-7000 

7000 

8000 »000 

10 000-11000 

17000-20000 

35000-00000 

Legend of Table II. 1) No. 2) method for obtaining plasma 3) tempera¬ 

ture, 0 abs /,) mercury tubes 5) free-burning^weak-current/ electric 

arcs with graphite electrodes 6) explosion of thin metal v ires when 

current is fed through them 7) free-burning, heavy-current electric 

aers with graphite electrodes 8) impact tubes 9) spark discharges. 



Fe shall henceforth assume that the arc discharge# plasma is 

formed by thermic ionization of oxy ;en, hydrogen and nitrogen 

atoms for which the ionization potential is sufficiently nigh and 

amounts as an average to 1^.5 to 14.5 electron volts. 

The temperature in the channel of electric arc discharges ix 

depends on the magnitude of specific energy/which, in turn, depends 

linearily on current density. 

In the case of usual (so-called Bree-burning)electric arcs 

its X 
the density of the current changes with/intensity^f 

established^(l?, 2?) that when It has been 

the current increases its density in the arc channel tends towards 

a specific boundary value. For this reason, the temperature of free- 

burning electric arcs cannot exceed a specific limit. As is shown in 

Table 2, for free-burning, weak-current/ electric arcs with graphite 

electrodes, this limit is close to 7,000° abs, while in the case of / 
free-hxxR burning, heavy-current/electric arcs with graphite electrode* 

the temperature increases to 10,000 to 11,000° abs v:ith a current 

of 1500 a. 

The reason for this psia henomenon has to be sought in the 

transverse vridening of the channel of free-burning electric arcs when 
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the current increases. 
Àjs*l4Ar 

A.n increased current density, a high temperature in the 

arc channel can be obtained by limiting the possibility of transverse 

widening of the arc channel. This can be 4MCMI by Various methods. 

One of the first was the method realized in the so-called 

Beck electric arc (10). In order to limit the widening of the cross 

A 
section of the lectric arc channèlj graphite electrodes with a central 

channel containing ? Jts of variou.'- metals were used. S. Lammer used 

another system. He increased the density of the current by4tataMB;> 

01 burning ^ an electric arc In a compressed gas. Nevertheless, the 
¿c ¿m-y {jL&CüuXj 

above methods do not afford the possibility of increasing^consiaerablg. 

the temperature inside the electric arc channel. 

powers 
^or small stabilization of the arc discharge channel 

by means of solid walls far was used, for example, by obtainin an 

arc dux discharge inside a tube (10, 12). 

The applicability of this method is limited by the heat 

resistance of the material of w'hich the tube is made. 

A somewhat increased arc discharge power is obtainable i^ 

the tube is cooled from the inside by wrater which formsf on the vTalls>. 
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The stabilized tubular electric 

arcs are designed seeerttKging accordingly (12, 22, 25). 

411 the methods listed above make It possible to Increase but 

slightly the current density and temperature In the electric arc 

channel. 

A cons ider-tble step a forward In the design of high-tempera- 

AMtS SKJl/c. 

tureystabilized high-power electric arcs the investigations 
sm- 7 ___ ^ 

:arfled outíbTÕ. Gerdlen and A. Lots in GermanylfroijWOJoJ^j 

(10, 1?, 20, 21, 22). 

For the stabilisation, of the electric arc channel, 0. Gerdlen 

md A. Lots used a diaphragm to vhose central ooen.ng «ter vas fed 

through a iaxgs number of tangent! .Id 

water film thus formed protects the walls of the diaphragm opening 

channels (Fig. 1). The 

developed in this stabilized por- t>s 
from.high temperatures 

A 

tlon of the arc discharge channel. Moreover, owing to heating, a 

oart of the cooling water steam which later dissociates 

thermally and ionizes changing into plasma. 

The first spectral investigations of the radiation of the 

arc channel section stabilized by the diaphragm already reiealed 

the presence in the plasma of repeatedly ionized oxygen atoms which 
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1. Design oí the Stabilizing Diaphragà Pronosed by 1/, 

Gerdien. a) v;ater. 

t*~¿U*XL<L 
4R&. the existence of temperatures above 20,000° abs. 

The electric arc stabilized by a diaphragm of the above 

, design was called "Getdien arc". 

The first systematic investigation of the zadis radial 

distribution ox temperatures in the Gerdien arc was undertaken 

by R. Larenz. He found that the maximum temperature along the axis 

of the Gerdien arc attained i 34,000° abs (20). 

The next step in the development of high-temperature sta- 
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bilized high-power electric arcs was made by H. M^îker whè im¬ 

proved the Gerdien arc by creating the so-called channel arc 

(Fig. ?), whose channel is contained entirely in the air chamber 

tu 
of centrifugal sprayer (10, 12, 21, 22, 25). 

Fig. 2. Design of H. Maecker's channel arc. 
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The electrodes are placed along the axis of the sprayer. In 

order to record the radiations of the arc channel, tubular elec¬ 

trodes were used. The water fed by a tangential tube formed inside 

the sprayer a rotating water whirl with a central air channel where 

the arc discharge takes place. Owing to the increased length of the 

stabilized section, the specific power of the channel arc increased 

by about times as compared with the Gerdien arcyamounting to 

3 , 13 3 U+y , 
approximately 11,600 kw/cm (or 10 kcal/m #7(x) (23). 

In stabilized^high-temperature, high-pover electric arcs great 

current densities in the electric discharge channel are obtaine by 

the 
the action of two factors: decrease in the section of/current-carry- 

Ing channel by cooling the outer layers of the arc channel with a 

st.bill .ing agent, and compression of the arc channel by magnetic 

forces (8, 21)« The electric chart of a high-temperature electric 

channel arc stabilized with water is shown in Fig. 3 (15). 

(x) In combustion chambers of rocket engines, thermal stress equals 

8 11 3 
10 to 10 kcal/m hour. 
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Fig.?. Electric chart of a stabilized channel arc. a) Intensity 

in v/cm b) abs c) abs d) kw/cra e) current, in flHA a. 

Tne above electric chart has two branches: a descending left 

one and an ascending right one. The isotherms drawn in solid lines 

show that both branches join at ^temperatureÍWHÊ* arc channel/ 

of about 15,000° abs. In the temperature fceiBW range below in 

Eipi 15,000° abs the electric conductivity of the arc channel in¬ 

creases with ♦ growing current density. This increased electric 
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conductivity is connected with an increased concentration of 

electrons owing to thermal ionization of atoms. 

L For w'ater vapor plasma, at a pressure of 1 atmospheres and a 

temper ture of about 15Í0Ü03 abs, the bíbkíiík electron concentra¬ 

tion in a volume unit is maximum. With a further increase in the 

the 
temper-.lure, it drops on account of x/decreased plasma density ; 

results in the appearance on the electric chart of the 

stabilized arc of an ascending branch. In the diagram the inclined 

000 lines correspond to the constant values for the energy re¬ 

leased by a length tnit of the arc’s channel. 

In order to insure an orderly discharge of the plasma jet 

formed in the channel of a high-temperature, slabilized electric 

arc, several plasmotronx designs are proposed. Let us investigate 

some of them (11, 12, ?4)• 

The chamber of an electric arc plasmotron shorn in Fig* 4 is 

partly filled with water which evaporates during arcing* As a con- 

seouepce, the pressure in the cnamber rises to 50 atmospheres^ Owing 

to the fact that the graphite ring electrode has the shape of a 

Laval nozzle, the rate of discharge of the plasma attains values of 

/ up to 6j500 m/sec (24). 
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Fíg, 4* Elec cric "re plasnotron v.ith one-sided plAsma jei discharge 

through a Laval nozzle, ¿c- 

The most widespread type of electric 

sided plasma jet discharge is shown in Fi 

can consist of both fluids and gases, is 

arc plasmotronswith one- 

g* 5.The coolant, which 

continuously fed through 

a "'^Tential channel into the cylindrical plasrr.otron chamber where 

the arc discharge takes place. The anode of the electric arc consists 
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of a cylindrical electrode v.-hich travels alorg the chamber axis, 

v.’hlle the cathode consists of the graphite bottom of the chamber 

with the nozzle. 

Fig. 5. Electric arc plasmotron with one-sided plasma jet discharge 

through a Laval nozzle and a tangential feed of the stabilizing 

fluid into the chamber, a) cooling agent. 

ht the present time there are electric arc piasmotrons operating 



v/ith triphasé a-c The schematic design of such plasmo- 

trons is shown in Fig. 6. 

íyvAr 

Fig. 6. Electric arc plasmotron for triphasé a-c^air stabilization. 

(D See Imerican Aviation, 1957, vol. 21, No. 7, p. Al to A?; 

Aviation Week, 1958, Vol. 69, No. 2, p. 71, 73. 



In the cylindrical plasmotron chamber, three electrodes are 

arranged axially« Atmospheric air 
OX. a** 

inert gas is fed under 

pressure through the tangential channel into the upper pact of 

the plasmotron chamber, i'he electric arc is between the 

electrodes and the earthed graphite bb*bi containing a nozzle for 

the plasm a jet discharge. In the plasmotron chamber, three arcs 

-.ire formed alternatively, which increases the magnitude of -agnetic 

co: pression in the arc channel. 

The advantages of electric arc ..lasmotrons for triphase a-c 

KBnixt consists in that there is no need in electric d-c generators 

devised for high-covers and currents. 

Electric arc tx plasraotrons operating with triphase a-c ate 
w 

built in the U.S.^. in NACA scientific research laboratories (70U kj) 

fj 1/ 

ahüföeneral Electric^ laboratories (20,000 kw)* 

To conclude our brief review, let us point out another type Ox 

electric arc plasmotron with pulse operation^ constructed Cor uhe 

(1) 
BBC research center in the U.S.A. 

(1) See Aviation Week, 1953, aol. 68, No. 8, p. 34 t0 
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This plasinotron operates with energy stored in a huge induc¬ 

tion- coil . The electric arc is formed in the chamber with an 

initial air pressure of 35 to UO atmospheres. When the induction 

coil discharges and a powerful electric arc is a plasma jet 

flows out at a velocity of 14>A00 m/sec at a 

temperature above ?0,000° abs and a pressure of about 2,100 atmosphere. 

'i’he present paper deals with problems relating to d-c electric 

arc plasmotrons (8, 10, 12). 

»pr nTCHïROF 

In the course of numerous experimental and theoretical investi¬ 

gations of free-burning electric arcs it has been possible to es¬ 

tablish the thermal nature of processes occurring in arc discharges 

(2, 4> 14> IT, ¿ • 

In the channel of a stabilized electric arc ^^/arTdeveiopedj 

such high temperatures ^h^tT^alongsideprocesses of ther: al excitation 

and dissociation, there also occur processes of thermal ionization 

of the components constituting the plasma ot arc discharges ( 15, 

20). 

As a result of thermal ionization, ions of atoms and. free 

electrons are formed. 



With the apoearance of such particles, the gas changes into 

a new state which is called plasma. 

As a rule, it can be assumed that plasma is formed at tem¬ 

peratures exceeding 10,000° abs since the plasma components have 

a high ionization energy equalling approximately 13.5 to H.5 

electron volts. 

Alongside high electric and thermal conductivity, plasma 

oossesses also a high radiation capacity. 

Let us/examine some of the specific properties of A arc 

discharge plasma. 

The plasma of an arc discharge occurring under atmospheric 

pressure is usually called isothermic plasmaj thÈs is emphasized 

the fact that the plasma is in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium 

where all of its components have approximately the same quantity of 

mean kinetic energy of progressive motion, i.e., they have the same 

temperature (2, 4 ,17, 23). 
i 

A closer examination reveals that under &ÊÊÊÊÊ conditions the 

processes of radiation, diffusion of xfcasc electrons and ions of 

ca- 
atoms in the arc discharge lead to ^rtain deviations from the state 

of thermodynamic• equilibrium (20). Moreover, in the electric 
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discharge |¡ixn channel the plasma is found to be current-conducting. 

Nevertheless, the utilization of the theory of thermal exci¬ 

tation and ionization for the study of arc discharge plasma yields 

oj- 
extremely important and interesting data on the nature a and lavs 

gover,ning the processes in the arc discharge channel. 

The theory of thermal excitation and thermal ionization is 

based on relations found by BoPtsman and Fakha (1, : , 6). 

The plasma composition can be determined proceeding from the 

well-known method of thermo-che¡deal computations. Toi do so it 

is necessary to knov the values for the constants of ionization 

equilibrium given by Sakha’s formula (15). 

As an example, let us examine the computation of the 

composition of water vapor^(l5). 

If we confine ourselves to the triple ionization degree of 

CJL&e^LtiXuC 

oxygen toms , then the system of equations will take 

the following form 

Pm +/»hii + Poi+Pon+Pom "t* Poiv* 

P»—Pm "hPoii + 2/>oin + ■ W 

-=2,0. ^Hl ^Hll 

Pot d" ^011 "d" J’oiii d" P oiv 

pHnp* 

Phi (1) 
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(0 

'«wir 

^tv1 

'0B 

'on 

etc,, are partial pressures of electrons, hydro- 

rHn 

^en atoms, protons, oxygen atoms, singly charged 

oxygen ions, etc.; 

k* (T) K* (U -tc., are the so-called corrected constants of 
A>,. / <Ott 

ionization Aauilibrium. 

The ioni ation eauilibriu. constants are computed according to 

Sakha's for: ula 

(?) 

where B (T), B (T) are the suras for n + 1 and n x ionized atoms; 
n+1 n 

m 

h 

is the electron mass; 

is the p Planèk constant; 

k is the Bol'tgman constant; 

I is the ionization energy for n+1 ionization 
n+1 

degree. 

The sum by states is computed according to formula 

•nr- A 52 
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g / is the statistic weight; 
I n+V 

ls the excitation energy of the s-th level of a (n + 1)- 

times ionized atom. 

Cm 

Fig. /. Vari ¿oion composition of v/ater vapor^depending on 

the temperature at a pressure of 1 atmosphere. £) Concentration of 

uarticles n , b) temperature Tyc) abs. 
1 

The presence in the plasma of charged pa;.tides leads to the 

tz 
generation of microiields and^a decrease of the actual quantity of 

ionization energy by the quantity , for the computation of which 



I 
(3) A/—7 10“7 /«, 9i, 

]/here n is the concentration of electrôns in cm . 
e 

In this case, the corrected ionization equilibrium constants 

hive to be computed according to the expression 

(/■) 

is necessary to utilize« method successive approximation*. 

Figure 7 shows a diagram which characterizes the x variation 

in theIplasnafcomposition of water vaporincf up to a temperature of 

50,000° ubs at a pressure of 1 atmosphere (15). 

With the aid of thgabove method we cui calculate the plasma 

composition of any substance. 

Let us now examine some relationships used in the computation 

of processes occurring in arc discharge plasmas. 

An arc discharge plasma possesses the property of quasi-neutra¬ 

lity. This means that in any sufficiently small elementary volume of 

arc discharge plasma the total electric electron charge equals the 

r 
total charge of positive atoms ions (13, 14, ?3). 

The electric field imparts to the free electrons and atom ions 



¿r 
a directional motion. We shall henceforth take into consideration 

only the flow of electrons since atom ions have a great mass and, 

hence, th* react faintly to the of the electric field 

(2, 14, 23). 

The electric field accelerates the iotion of electrons. When 

in motion, the electron collide with ions and neutral particles. 

\s a result of these collisons, the electrons impart to the ions 

or atoms that part of the energy which, though numerically small, 

can on account of the large overall number of collidons engender 

excitation of the atom or ion or generate ionisation processes 

(the so-called first-order inelastic impact). 

In order to compute electron mobility, we used the Lanzheven 

formula (?, 12, 23) fX 
«•.V'tmm ’ 

(5) 

1/here OÍ is the correction coefficient changing from 0.75 to 1.38 

e is the electron charge; 

\ is the mean length of a free range of an electron; 

m is the electron mass; 
e 

V is the mean thermal electron velocity, 
heat 
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The mean thermal (quadratic) velocity of a particle in its 

genera^orm is computed by the formula 

a*r (6) 

jheve m is the mass of the particle. 

The mean length of # free range of an electron equals 

(7) 

'/here n is the concentration of heavy particles with which an 
k 

electron can collide; 

g are the corresponding effèctive sections of the heavy 
ek 

particles fsr colliding with the el c rons. 

The numerical values for n are found from thermodynamic 
k 

computation of the plasma composition. 

The values for the effective sections 0 in the plasma can 
ek 

be substantially greater than the usual gas-kinetic sections of 

particles. 

In the case of collision between electrons and neutral par¬ 

ticles, we utilized the so-called Ramsauer section 0^, wnich de¬ 

pends upon the energy of the moving electron (?). 

The great extension of the kb® Coulomb field causes a sharp 

increase in the effective section of ions under the impact of 



electrons ( 23). 

In this case the size of the effective section is computed 

according to £bxhb¡ formula 

Q fi V? In JL 
(*7-)J Zetn] * ’ (8) 

pie re 7 is the itotic number; 

and n is the ion concentration. 
i 

Proceeding from what was mentioned above we can find the 

current densities 
j=*ea,b,E, 

O) 

A ere E is the field intensity. 

'ccorcingly, the magnitude of specific electric conductivity 

eouals 
i ■= cnjb,. 

(1C) 

Figure 8 shows the dependence of specific electric conductivity 

of water vapor plasma on temperature (12), 

Alongside thetgreat tfBpfenfe of ioniaation energy, the high 

mobility of electrons leacfe to a sharp increase in the heat conduc¬ 

tivity of plasma. 

The coefficient of thermal conductivity of ffei plasma is 

computed according to the molecular-kinetic theory of gases taking 
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f' 
account of an addition/energy transfer effect on ecount of ambi- 

polar diffusion (1?). 

Fig. 8. Dependence of specific electric conductivity of water 

vapor plasma on temperature, a) specific electric conductivity b) 

temperature T c) abs. 

4 good idea about the character of the change in the coefficient 

of thermal conductivity of the air with changing temperatures can be 

gathered from Fig. 9. 
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4rc discharge plasma has a great radiation capacity, hence 

at XxaT" 
* high temperatures it is necessary to take account of <0^ trans¬ 

fer by means of radiation. 

Fig. 9. Variation of the coefficient of thermal conductivity of 

the air as a function of temperature variation, a) coefficient of 

thermal conductivity b) erg/cm degree sec c) température T d) abs. 

Tn the radiation spectrum of a plasma, alongside lines correspond— 



ing to discrete energy levels of atoms or their ions, there are 

regions of continuous radiation (20, 23, 25). 

Continous radiation results from the presence^free electrons 

hose distribution is governed by Maxwell's law (l, 6). 

Vhen a free electron hits the electric field of an ion it 
quantum 

radiates a light xMWïauro. If,in so doing,th< electron • renains 

„ free-free 
tree, i.e., there occurs a so-called Smxfransition, this radiation 

is called bremÔtrahlung (l, 6, 18)* 

Vä. , Quantum 
i - or e!.. tting .i light SMxtusc, the electron may be cap- 

b> tne ion. In this there takes place a free-fixed transi¬ 

tion ccomr-.nied by a so-called recombined radiation. 

"ree-free and free-fixed transitions are nm erically characterize^ 

by the xpaxaxi appropriate coefficients of absorption or radiation. 

Hipn computing plasma radiation processes, induced (forced) radiations 

(l, 0) ^re taken into consideration. 

The COîrlPutation of olasma radiation was unertaken in a series 

oí experimental and theoretical researches. 

*'S iS kn0,m fr0!n U. 18, 19,?0), the radiation factor of 

■> spectral line in the absence of reabsorption is determined by 
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„r.rt.x^^.m.- 
}m 
RT 

(H) 

m 
'Âiere A is the Einstein probability factor of spontaneous 

n «¿~ 
transition of an electron from the x m-th excite level 

to the n-th; 

is the statistic weight of the m-th excitÄ levels 
m 

r(T) is the sum by states ; 

n(T) is the concentration of . articles.; 

)U 
is the excitation energy of the m-th l- vel. 

ith increasing temperature (maintaing a constant ressure p) 

the number of oarticles n (T) decreases on account of both a de- 

cre sing density and thermal ionization. 

.t the same time, the exnonèntial co-factor in formula (ll'l 

increases monotonely with temperature. 

Thus, with increasing temperature the variation of c 0, p) is 

affected in mutually opposite directions by two f.ctors.as a result 

of v-rhich/^the curve at a given temperature which can be de¬ 

noted by "7® [reanhes~ a peajc^ 
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Figure 10 shows the curves of the variation of £* (T,p) with 

temperature at p = 1 tm for the lines 

H,(X-4«8lA), (MI (X-4681 A) ■ 001(^-8447 A) (181. K 56 

cformula 
with the aid of appropriatelfHXïM it is also possible to 

cor.oute t,he xstand ird values of the radiation factor for the region 

* 
of continuous radiation (T, p). 

One oí the methods of soectrographic determination of high 

tErrïJBzanre temperatures in arc discharge nlasmas (18, IQ, ?o) is 

base'i the utilization of the computed values for £* (t, p) or 
* 

(T, p) . 

^ rP A likKING-^PECTROf/H^S OF the radiation of ounnkt, ¿m 

IHIl-HIGH-TEfP^tTUHE JET OF AN ELi ClRIC ARC PL,-- OTROM. 

The est was carried out with a d-c electric arc plasraotron 

built in the laboratory of the AD-2 "AI chair. Figure 11 shows the 

general view of the testing installation taken from the stabilizing 

assembly. 

't’he high temperatures developed in the channel and the jet of 

electric arc plasmotrons ^ake it impossible to measure temperatures 

by introducing any kind of contact receivers into the investigated 

zone. 

m. .-f f 





We shall not dwell upon the description of all of these 

methods inasmuch as the theorettòal assumptions and the procedure 

of such measurements are described in sufficient detail in the 

appropriate literature (10, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19, 2o, 23, ' {) > 

The interpretation of radiation nectra makes it possible to 

étmm -n idea not only about the oualitptive composition of plasma 

but ilso to deter ine the local concentration of particles and the 

temperature prevailing in various kb*x zones of the electric discharge 

channel and the high-temperature jet. 

The incensity va.ues, measured by the spectrum height, for 

the case of optically thin radiating lathes are scaled following 

the Abel integral equation (17( BO). In order to the de¬ 

duction, a simpler method of concentric zones has been proposed 

ádU*o 

which was utilized for measuring the temperature of the flame and 

in the practice of spectral analysis (9). 

In order to the spectrographic investigation of 

arc discharge channels, the central part of the stabilizing assembly 

of an electric arc plasmotron is made entirely of quartz tubes or 

provided with small observations ports (15, 25). 

In this case, the optical axis of the spectral apparatus is 



r //9- m -
placed perpendicularly to the axis of the arc k discharge cr.annel.

Figure ir shows the operation of an elecric arc nlasr.otron. 

On the right, a highly luir.inescent high-temperature jet.

The test soectro^rans of the radiation of a stabilized arc 

licharge ci*.nnel -.nd c. high-temperature jet of un electric arc 

oT .s.-otron vere taken with a medium-dispersion TSP-^8 quartz

O

spectroTr x h with -.n operating range of 1,000 to 6,000 A.

I

^ig. Ooeration of m electric arc test plasrr.otron.
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The illuminating system consisted of axaliBiaatts achromatic 

quartz lens with a focal length F = 150 mm and a quartz condenser 

with a focal length F = 275 mm slipped onto the spectrograph’s slit. 

The total diameter (in light) of the achromatic quartz lens equalled 

15 mm. 

To elimate the Vignette effect and • increase the depth of 

K fa"* r/- 
sharpness we used diaphragms made'*»rôêt^hable annular sleeves 

with aperture diameters of 6, 8 and 10 mm. The achromatic quartz 

lens was placed at such a distance from the spectrograph that a 

sha^ image of the section under investigation was projected on 

the spectrograph collimator slit. Prior to testing, the optical 

axis of the achromatic quartz lens and the spectrogroah vere made 

to coincide with the aid of an electric bulb with a scale thread. 

The focusing sharpness of the image* in the plane of the spectro¬ 

graph collimator slit was checked with the aid of a small movable 

electric bulb pliced on the axis of the arc channel, ihe diaphragm 

with a figure slit placed! in front of the spectrograph collimator 

slit limited the height of the spectrum. 

In order to excite the tm iron line, we used a DG-2 generator 
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illumination 
which operated under arc conditions. A steady tittJnjnimtan of 

the spectrograph collimator slit was achieved by utilizing 

system consisting of three quartz condensers (the 

7" 

t 
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4t the instant of starting the electric arc plasmotron, 

owing to the melting of the igniting wire, there takes place an 

eje«..ion of a large Quantity of kkízí small metal drops. In order 

tu preserve the surface of the optieal lens from damages by the 

drops of tfHBI metal, in front of the achromatic, focusing quartz 

lens* a rotating metalic shield was inststalled on a holder. 

In order to obtain a specific exposure, in frontt of the 

spectrograoh collimator slit a shutter was placed. During the first 

Ç0A/Z 
series oí tests^we^used a common^«ÉI^ photographic shutter^^BBBi 

¿central-type-in further tests this shutter was replaced fcjtxatH 

by electric shutter with a totating exposure disc especially 

designed for this purpose. This device is shown in Fig. 13. A 

contact data unit set up on the shutter was switched into the cir¬ 

cuit of a loop oscillograph. This pade it possible to determine for 

each test the actual exposure as well as the electric data for the 

operation of the electric arc plasmotron (voltage and current). 

As photosensitive material for the photography of spectra we 

used photographic plates for scientific purposes (spectral type 11^ 

spectrali type III and panchromatic). After photographing the 

spectrum under investigating, each plate was subjected to exposure 
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Fig. 1'’. Flec^^,ric shutter with rotating exposure disc.

in a spectrosensltro,neter Ise-73 in order to ottaln a series of 

characteristic curves for various wave lengths. The plates ^ 

processed in the recor.-ended photographic solutions with a strict 

maintenance of^t^e and temperature conditions {O .

The radiation spectrograms were taken in the stabilized elec

tric arc Channel of the plasmotron and in the outflowing high-tempera

ture Jet.

The analysis of the spectrograms shows tha^^ey contain^



cyanogen bands, lines of hydrogen and oxygen atoms, 

and lines of oxygen ions, flln the short-wave part of the spectrum 

taken in the channel and in the high-temperature jet, the line of 

atomic carbon <Q is particularly intensive. This line has a wave 

length of 2*88 2,478.57 l and an excitation energy of 7.69 • 

electron volts. 

Optical blackening densities along the height of/spectral 

lines were measured by means of a *T-2^XHKflnitii^x|ilaatD*mRKy non- 

recording photoelectric aicrophotometer, To read the transverse 

displacement of the miccophotometer table, we used an indicating 

instrument (indicator watch). 

The experimental data were processed on the basis of a method 

described in (18) and (19). 

As a result of mathematical processing of the data from the 

dis- spectrographic investigation we obtained the 

trifeution^in the transverse jet section shown in Fig. H* 

In order to check the reliability of the results obtained, 

$ 
the Item erature^jdistribution was determined by spectral lines 

with various waves lengths. 
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Fig. 14. Radl#(ternperatur^lstrlbutlon in the transverse section

of a high-te”-oerature jec.
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Fig. 15. ^adi^tion spectrum of a stabilized channel of ant 
tDjt-

electric arc^plasmotron.

Figure 15 shows the sadiation spectrum of a stabilized 

channel taken through the ouartz windows in the body of a stabi

lizing assembly of the plasmotron. The raaiation spfctrun of a

high-temper .ture jet is shown in FifT. 1^. 

THE-
4.. EFFECT QF.ELECTROLiAGNETIC Fill PLASMA !.:QTIQN INS TIE THE

ni«?C?!iRnF G'-iAWNEL

VTien BXUoiHgxtkB examining the notion of plasma in a plasmo-



Ui

tron
channel it is necessary to evaluate the effect of the dectrxc

field and proper magnetic field induced by mm transmission of 

current through the channel on the electrons and ions.

» %■

» ■'.% ■ 'i.

r • «

Fig. 16. Fadiation Spectrum of a high-temperature Jet.

The particular case of a stationary motion of a thermally 

Ionized, luasi-neutral plasma of great density {ip ^ 1 absolute at

mosphere/)^ is described by a system of equations consisting of



Maxwell equations for the electromagnetic field, and conventional 

hydrodynamic equations computing the interaction of the electro- 

magnetic field with the moving medium. 

?'aYwell F3nations 

rot 
c 

rot f=0, 

div/7—0, 

div £-0, 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

¿va¬ 
liere H and £ are the magnetic, electric field intensities; 

J is the current density; 

is the velocity of light in the vacuum. 

Inasmuch a" for conductive media magnetic inductivity is 

cióse to unity, it is assumed that magnetic field intensity and 

magnetic inductivity are equal to one another, i.e., H - B. 

Current density j is the sum of conduction current and 4 

convective current: 

'J=,,v+Je+^[vh 
(17) 

The convective current component cj^V , which depends on the motion 



of the charges raixi]¡rex*Mi!a*MiiiM of total dansity at a velocity 

"v, may be regarded as small both in the case of greater conductivity 

(T and of quasi-neutral plasma (<?«. = o). 

The second component of current density consists of conduction 

-^ 
current <o£~, which depends on the external electric field E, and 

induction current generated by the motion of the conductive medium 

(plasma) in the propel’ magnetic field of the arc discharge at a 

velocity of V. 

Conductivity S' is considered homogeneous and isotropic for 

the entire medium, i.e., it is regarded as conforming to Ohm’s law 

3 = ¿TE. 

The conditions for the isotropic conductivity is determined 

ï by the relattion 

(A 63) 

where co is the Larmor electron frequency; 
H 

/uir 
is the mean time of a free electron 

In the case of ini anisotropic conductivity, Ohm’s anisotrppic 

law (?) should be used. 

From equation (l3) and (17) it ensues that 
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Taking operations rot from both sides of the equation and keeping 

in mind that rot E = 0 from condition (14)> while grad div H = 0 

according to condition (15)» we obtain equation 

rot (W/)+ 
1 4«3 (19) 

^ Equations (15) and (19) which characterize the interaction of 

the electromagnetic field with the moving donductive medium, must be 

completed by the equations of hydrodynamics, energy conservación and 

state, "uch a system of equations enables us to determine completely 

the motion of the continuum in the electromagnetic fields. 

Ouations of hydrodynamics 

Equation of motion (Navier-Stokes) 

(20) 
(Vy^-lV/’ + ^V^ + Z + ^ + ^Vdlv 

Equation of continuity 

dlv pV =*0, 

(21) 

where V is the velocity; 

q is the density; 

p is the pressure; 

-n is the first 1st viscosity coefficient; 

\ is the 2nd viscosity coefficent; 



f is the total e^trodynamic force. 

flfe force f is determined by the interaction of the charge 

and the current of the medium with the electromagnetic field: 

‘ A 6. 

In the case of great conductivity <3” and small microscopic velocity 

of the medium as compared to the velocity of light V/c <£ 1, the 

first term, as compared to the second one, fchixíiKxtxiirí^x&xxBssflx 

may be disregarded (16). 

In the cuse under investigation,the mean conductivity of the 

medium is small (with I=300a and E=60v/cm 5=5 x 1/ohm x cm 5 x 

1? 
10 ed. CGSF) and the first condition is not satisfied. 

If we assume that at any time instantt the total density of 

charges in the arc channel equals zero (¿^= 0,i.e., the plasma is 

quasi-neutral), then with sème approximation we can assume that 

B 6/ 

this condition is usually assumed when studying plasma dynamics in 

heavy-current stabilized arcs (23). 

Using equation (13) we obtain 

f ~ — \H rot//]. 
4* 

(22) 

Thus, the equation of stationary plasma motion in an 
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electromagnetic field takes the following form; 

p 4*? P 

+-(i+})gradt,wv“ 
,(23) 

Equation of Energy Conservation 

This equation can be written in two ways (?): 

a) a) div</ = 0, (2A) 

where 

; ^) + -^ |f^|-(p3')-*Vr 
A 65 

is the density of energy flow. 

// ,/ ^ 
Here £■+ No, isothermal function of a mass unit C 

of the dediuiTt; 

C is the intrinsic energy; 

-£~ I Eh] = —¢-1 // rot // 
4x 4r. lijr.îj B 65 

is the Umov-I Pointing vector. 

b) V9T AS=a;* —-f div (xVr) + —6— (rot H)\ 
d*k l')*'3 

a 
where S is the entropy of the mass unit of the medium; 

(25) 

is the heat-conductivity coefficient; 

is the tensor of viscous voltage, whereby 
!dVi ,dVk 2. av,\ I „ dv, 

°lk ax* + dx¡ 3 '* ax* '* dx, ■ c 65 

¿-he terms on the right side of equation (25) characterize the energy 



dissipation in one volume unit during 1 sec on account on viscosity, 

thermoconductivity and Joule heat. 

In the problem under investigation^energy is transmitted 

on account of Joule heat released in the arc channel. For this 

reason, in the case of small losses to the outer medium, the pro¬ 

cess may be considered isentropic, i.e., the equation of energy 

transfer may be written as 

(rottfjW, dV‘ i UK (»' T). 
(26) 

Fuuauion of State 

p-pto, T). (27) 

Thus, the complete system of equations has the folloving 

form¿ 

rol I y/V] -¡-*aVW=0; 

dlv/?»»0; 

(28) 

(29) 

(VV)V. 
' ? fK 3) (30) 

<Uv(pVÓ“0; 

(rot H +dlv (* VT); 
16s*a ' ÍJt* 

P-Pfa !)• 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

The diffusion of the magnetic field owing to small conductivity 

may be evaluated according to the value of the magneto-hydrodynamic 



Reynolds number 

a. 
% A 66 

where V and L are the characteristic velocity and linear dimension, 

respectively; 

is the magnetic viscosity. 

If Re ^>1, the medium can be regarded as ideal, i.e., xshtíxz 

nonv.scc^rf, with a small diffusion of the magneticAand small Joule 

iosses. 

Let us evaluate the value of Re for the conductivity 
IP n 

5 x 10 e^* OGSE. V'ith V 5,000m/sec, L = 1 cm and 

v;e obtain 
a-io» 

4«5 Î55* 
% 101 

E 66 

Re. 5 IQ». 1 

II -5I0-* 
C 66 

with such a small magneto-hydrodynamic RMai Reynolds number we can 

assume that the first term rot $$} of equation (28) is small in 

comparison with the second. This statement is equivalent to a denial 

ofAmagneto-hydrodyna, ic effect, i.e., forAassigned conditions,the 

problem amounts to a conventional problem of gas dynamics with a 

hypothetical error in the frëiïïItT)obtainediof about 5 to 10$. 

Thus, the above system of equations(28) to (33) can be sim 



plified and written as 

(V?V)V=-^ + iV*V; 

dlvipV'J-ft 

o "éJCt 

P=P(P>T). 

an identical evaluation can be effected if we investigate the mo¬ 

bility of particles in the electric and magnetic fields of the arc 

disses discharge. 

Inasmuch as in a partially ionized plasma there exists a 

mixtûre of neutral and charged particles with various sizes and 

most 
masses, it is necessary to study the motion of the/mobile ones^ 

p i.e., the electrons. By examining the motion of electrons 

during the time interval between two collisions with atoms and ions 

we can assure the mean electron velocity to be 

v^+vu B 67 

The effect of the proper magnetic field of the channel arc 

Is small, hence, for a steady-state problem we can assume that plasma 

, 6 
is governed by ORm’s law and regard it as a metale conductor. 

We disregard the initial velocity and express the mean electron 

velocity by electric quantities on the basis of the classic approxima- 
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tion: 

V —iv _ I *ñ 

2 m Vt C 67 

where e is the electron charge; 

E is the electric field strength; 

in is the electron mass; 

^ is the mean free electron path; 

V is the mean velocity of the thermal notion of electrons 
heat i 

V is the transfer velocity of the directed motion of electrons 
trans 

under the effect of the electric field; 

y m«-L 
«•« D 67 

where j = I/S is the current density; 

n is the concentration of electrons in a volume unit, 
e 

, 2 With a current of ?oda and a section of 0.01 cm , which 

corresponds approximately to an ionized column of the channel arc 

J mm in diameter and a temperature o *- the channel axis eaua.lt / 
17 -3 

30,000° abs, n = 10 cm . 
e 

n 
Hence, current densi 

, aoo-3-iQi Q„ 
J 0,01 s 

A 68 
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and 

y. -cT-®dOJ*-a, 2'101 CMjCtK. 

B 68 

Jiie mean velocity of the thermal motion of electrons 

-16 
where k = 1.38 x 10 erg/degrees-the BoPtsman constant; 

C 68 

T = 30,000° abs 

e -28 
m = 9.1 x 10 

— maximum plasma temperature; 

-- the electron mass. 

Hence „ 3 1.38 3 . „ 
^ »»¿.lO* CMlctK. 

D 68 

let us note that the velocity of the mpst Mobile particles of the 

channel arc plasma is quite small in comparison with the velocity of 

liW' 

light and^the plasma motion can be regarded as nonrelative. 

V / V equals approximately 0.1 to 0.2, i.e., V 
trans heat trans 

is about 10 to 70% of V 
heat 

For this reason, when solving the problem of plasma flow 

by mear& of /gas dynamics/equations without taking into consideration 

the electromagnetic forces, it is possible to obtain the first 

approximation with an accuracy of about 10%. 

Inasmuch as V exceeds V by one order, it is possible^ 
heat trans 



4T*, 
kr 

when computing the values for the mean velocity^ to disregard 

V in favor of V . Then 
trans heat 

V .liL-L. 
* 2 - 

ft**'» 
E 68 

where is the effective section of collision between an elec- 
M 

n 

tron and an ion; 

is the concentration of electrons in a volume unit, 

As is known from (5) 

^VlnA, F 68 

where 7 and Z are the particle charges; 
1 ? 

In is the term for the computation of remote collisions 

with coulomb interaction of charged particles. 

Under the conditions of the investigated problem, the electron 

concentration exceeds by one to two orders the concentration of twice- 

ionized oxygen where the value of In /| is close to unit (1). Then 

for z = Z = /f,e obtain (l) 
1 2 

LLi^J^-VlnA^IO-'6 c*’. 
\9,M0-a 1,2 10'*/ 

A 69 

(l) The nuantity -A can be determined more accurately according to 

formula ^ which yields sufficiently reliable 
--1-. * Cj 

results with T ^ 4 x 10 • 



The mean length of the free electron path will equal 

-M-L-- *10-* CM, B 69 

i.e., by one order less than the characteristic dimension assumed 

when investigating the problem. 

By determining V and ) we obtain with the electric 
heat L 

field strength being of the order of t 60 v/cm 

V , 1, *5.10* cmIcck. 
** 2 300 9.M0-» 1.2-I0-* C 69 

This confUims the condition assumed earlier whereby the motion of 

electrons in the channel arc plasma is determined basically by the 

thermal electron velocity. 

Utilization of equations of gas dynamics without taking into 

consideration the electromagnetic forces (Mixrell equations) is ex¬ 

pedient only if we want to obtain a preliminary approximate solution. 

The effect of magnetic forces with an operating current I = 

300 a and the radius of the ionized column r = 0.1 cm can be dis- 

regarded. In fact, the field strength ifli the cylindrical conductor 

equals 

tr 310»i-10-» 
D 69 

The drift speed of charged particles (electrons) under the effect 

of the magnetic fields V = eHr/m, where r in the given case cannot 
H 



kexspsixtBixthan 

J^ó 

be greater than the mean length of the free electron path; 

r<X< 10“* cm. D> 69 

vvh nee 
_ 1,6. IQ-*1 600 10-» ^ 

M 9,110-M E 69 

l.e., V 4 v V 
H trans heat 

Proceeding from tue given evaluation of the effect of various 

factors on the plasma motion, the solution of the problem in the 

first approximation can be found by utilising conventional equations 

of ga: dynamics providing that no particular claim is Êxeest placed 
V 

on an excessive accuracy of the results. 

For the stabilization of arc channels in plasmatrons, one 

may use not only water or other fluids but also various gases (hj'dro- 

en, nitrogen, argon, atmospheric air, etc.). 

Vhen utilizing electric arc plasmotrons tech¬ 

nical and ohysical investigations, an extreme importance is acquired 

by problems regarding the determination of such plasma parair&ers as 

imposition, temperature, velocity, etc. The solution cl these 

problems is connected with the overcoming of a series of 

difficulties of methodical and technical nature. 



The construction of electric arc plasmotrons and a thorough 

Investigation of their working properties as well as the study of 

plasaa parameters is of great significance for the progress of 

modern science and technology, 
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DISTRIBUTION OF LI UJID IN \ ^PR'Vi :"ITH I y F INGING JETS 

By 

I. G. Panevin 

Sprayers vrith impinging jets are utilized in various fields of 

technology, from fire-fighting devices to liauid-fuel jet engines. 

',rith the litter, their use has been most widespread. Up to the 

oresent time, however, the particul r operational features of such 

nozzles have not been sufficiently studied. The present caper ex- 

oses briefly tne results of theoretical and experimental investi- 

g .tions of the distribution of the liouid flow in tue spray of a noz la. 

with two as veil as three Impinging jets. This research was un>er- 

t .ken from 1954 to 1955. 

PEVIEV' OF iH? "'URKF INV. FTIGuTIN ) L PINGING JETS 

The orocess of spreading of a liouid resulting from the cooli- 

sion of two axially symmetric jets intersecting at an arbitrary 

angle has been inadequately investigated both from the theoretical 

aid experimental points of view. 

An accurate theoretical investigation of the above process is 

rendered extremely difficult by the three-dimensionality of motion. 



For this reason, the methods of conformal transformation are 

inapplicable here. A simpler, though less accurate,way consists in 

simplyfing the physical effect model. Indeed, this was the system 

adopted byj/Vittenbauer (l). He is the only author who attempted a 

theoretical i of the given problem. Considering the 

fluid nonviscous, he jpMINt the spr over the surface of the 

sheeDfcolliding with the sheet at an arbitrary angle^^B» 

found the law rf the liquid proceeding from the 

investigation of flow conditions in the jet and in the liquid film 

at considerable distances from the peint of collison. Ihe solutions 

found by Wittenbauer are of a particular nature. Among the basic 

prepositions advanced by there is one lacking any 

solid foundations. In fact, he admits the presence in the film of 

a component flow velocity which exceeds the velocity in the jet^<rj 

This assumption interferes with the Bernoulli equation. For this 

reason,Wittenbauer,s formula requires a more evidence. 
<*L 

(1) Wittenbauer's work is described in the book by F. Forkhgpy^er# 
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biwistare also exl The experimental investigations*are also extremely scarce. 

Let us dwell upon the following three most important works. Bond 

(3), in studying the surface tension of fluids, measured the dia¬ 

meter of a round liquid film forming by a coaxial collison of two 

watér jets. He showed that the velocity of the liquid in the film 

is practically equal to that in the jets and that energy losses 

resulting from the collison of the jets can be disregarded. Although 

it refers to the case of small flow velocities (up to 10 m/sec), 

this conclusion is extremely important. D. Li (l) measured the 

distribution of fuel in the spray of a twin-jet diesel 

He found that "the transverse section of the jet injected from the 

nozzle with two intersecting jets has a near-elliptic shape, the 

i 
shorter elipse axis in the Plane crossing MOfe the axis of 

the channels." The increase in counterpressure in the test chamber 

a_ffected but slightly the fuel distribution in the spray. Kertschmar 

and Wedaa (4) devised an optical method for the study of the mixing 

properties of two liquid componetts in the spray of twin-jet spray 

nowzles with impinging jets. They established that the quality of 

Li* 

intermixing increases with # higher velocity of the liquid,but that 

at the same time the extension of the mixing area grows 
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/ 
* ■f’Vwa In ardir all the above experimental investigations^ the 

authors examined only individual particular problems relating to 

the collison of jets. General regularities governing this process 

were not found. No attempts were made to generalize theroretically 

the results obtained^ or to check experimentally thevVittenbauer 

formula. 

2. 'IHEQRE'XICAL ^LMESTIIÂTIUN OF THE £| I I ,1 l||i| — n| 

U^UID resulting FRON TWO IMPINGING JFTR 

Below we investigate the problem relating to the spreading of 

a liquid resulting from two jets impinging at an arbitrary angle. 

The liquid is assumed nonviscous and incompressible. Two jets of 

identical diameter d impinge at an angle . From the intersection 

point the liquid spreads radially forming a sheet lying in the 

symmetry plane which passes across the bisector of the angle of 

henceforth be called the main plane of 

the jet. Since both jets spread identically, we may confine ourselves 

to examining one jet only regarding the main plane as an impenetrable 

surface (l). We (ife the bisector of the angle of collisdm of the 

jets as the main jet axis and assume that it is directed in the same 

sense as the projection of the velocity vector of the jets in the 



raain plane. 

From ppint 0 where the flow is 4MP retarded, the liquid 

spreads radially in all dire^ctions^ forming a film. Thus, point 0 

is the pressure center and the water divide. The direction of the 

radial motion is coordinated at the angle read from the main 

jet axis. We also assume that the tangential flo* of the liquid is 

absent, i»e., M-o. 

Fig. 1. Schemiatic Diagram of The Spreading of a Jet in the Main 

Stream Plane. 
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At some sufficiently great distance r from the point of 

collis^n the curvature of the 
^ùr^r 

maem* lines in the film can be 
/ft** 

disregarded^and the pressure of the liquid over the^thickness 

can be considered constantequall^ the surrounding 

pressure. Then, from the Bernoulli equation it ensues that the 

velocities in the jet and the film must be tul identical inasmuch 

ast the surrounding pressure is constant. 

In the arbitrary xHKisr elementary sector the liquid flow 

equals/1 ç , where and V are respectively the 

dHHix density ¿nd velocity of the liquid, r is the radius of the 

cylindrical section under investigation, is the variable thick¬ 

ness of the film in this section. It can be readily be seen that 

with constant velocity the^variation Wtb - f(r) is hyperbolic. 

Let us require that in the jet and the cylindrical film section 

under investigation, besides the law of energy conservation (Ber¬ 

noulli's equation), the laws of flow conservation and conservation 

of the quantity of motion also be satisfied. On the basis of the 

first requirement, after simplification, we obtain 

0) 

0 

while on the basis of the second requirement, also after simpli- 
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fications, we obtain 

and jAf CMf tff — ^sloa 

i« 
.( 
0 

j* Af slnf ifaaO. 

(2) 

the first equation is obtained by projecting on the main axis,while 

tne second results from projecting on a line perpendicular to this 

yxis. The second equation expresses the condition that spreading 

takes place symmetrically to the main axis. 

', ith "he aio uf the system of integral equations (l) and (2) * 

it is possible to fiind the law of variation of^film thickness 

in the cylindrical section selected. Let us note that a number of 

particular solutions correspond to this system. Let us look for 

of these solutions in the form 

one 

Af- 
I — *ln"«co*f * (?) 

wtv-re ^ and n are functions of the angle o( (see Fig. 1) subject to 

determination. 
* 

> ince equation (3) represents the equation of an ellipse with 

polar coordinates 
y it has been assumed beforehand that 

the change In the thickness of the film in the cylindrical section 

64 <dVI 

ellipticaia character. 
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By substituting expression (3) in equations (l) and (2), and 

carrying out the required transformations we obtain 

thsn 

cot* I 

I 
2tia< 

la 
/1 = sin® s 1 

In sin a 

A 75 

then, substituting the exoressions obtained for h and n in 
ä 1 

expression (3) we obtain finally 

. (/) 
I <4-sln® a ~ 2slâa CDS f 

Formula (4) is almost r analogous toyVittenbauer’s formula (the 

only difference being the selection of the angled), this formula 

being obtained with sufficient accuracy. 

The analysis of this formula shows that the film thickness in 

any cylindrical section does not depend on the flow velocity of the 

liquid, but that it is a function of the diameter and the angle of 

t 
common of the jets (it ensues from Fig. 1 that the angle of colli¬ 

sion oi ~ U ). 

In the direction of the central aiis ( Q ) the film 

attains the maximum thickness 

llQ COS2 a 

1 -f-»in2« —2 sin« (5) 
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The film thickness referred to the maximum thickness equate 

^ kf I-f »In*• —2sin* 

f *Mii I-f sinJi — .’sínicosf 
(6) 

The absolute film thickness, in the case of two impinging 

jets^will be twice as great as the quantity obtained from for¬ 

mula (4). 

E:UIP*TNT 4ND ' FT'1'J FO^ INVISTIO -.TINO !Hh ^ROCF^P OF1 

He^ulTimCt 
f P"T‘PIN'l '.NP„ii::iNa QF TH LIQUID^FROLI TO I\ PIIIGING JL,S. 

It was the purpose of this experimental investigation to study 

the process of spreading and mixing of the liquid in the stream of 

; sprayer nozzle vdth i pinging jets and follow the effect borne 

on this orocess by the basic injection parameters: velocity, dia- 

r.eter, angle of collision and length of jets, non-coaxiality of 

thèir colli^n and counterpressure of the surrounding medium. 

The $k tests were carried out in two experimental chambers, 

'Ihe first vsms designed for operation under atmospheric counter- 

pressure. For the convenience of visual observation, its walls 

were made of organic glass. The second chamber was designed for 

operation under increased counterpressure (up to 5 gauge atmos¬ 

pheres) and was welded of sheet steel. 

In the top part of the chamber an atomizer cone( a general- 
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purpose jet nozzle) was Installed. This device is designed to 

obtain the required combination of jets lying in the same plane 

and intersecting at one point* With its aid it was possible to 

change the number of jets, the angle oí colli^jn (from /,0 to 180 ), 

the nozzle diameter (l) (from 1 to ? ^)>the length of the jet 

from (2 to 50 mm) and the non-coaxiality of the jets (from 0 to 

2 mm). 

As working compaíÉfci we used water and kerosene fed Into the 

atomizer t cone from tanKs under the pressure of compressed air. 

The test enuin ent made it nossible to feed through each of the 

two or three nozzles any of the components nusi mentioned above, 

thus creating the required pressure differential at sprayer 

nozzle Aj> in the range of 1 to 15 atmospheres. 

The flow tension in the transverse section of the stream was 

m asured by means of two jet intakes. Fach of them had a set of 

(1) inthe test described the jet diameter amounts to approximately 

0.8 of the nozzle diameter (d 
c 
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cells connected by pipes with graduated cylinders. Each graduated 

3 
cylinder had a capacity of 10 cm and a scale with 100 divisions. 

The intake cells covered an area of 49 nm , the inlet edges of the 

cell being pointed. From the top the intake cells could be closed 

by hinged covers. The first jet intake had 169 cells arranged in 

a group on a Plane surface which had the shape of a sector of a 

circle with a radius of 100 mm and a central angle of 90°. The 

device was placed in the chamber at a distance of 1-0 mm from the 

point of collison of the jets. After effecting f~our measurements 

xji> an 
it was possible to measure the flow tension on x area limited by 

a circumference 200 mm in diameter. The second jet intake had 1? 

cells arranged in a single row. It was placed it 100 mr fror. t$e 

c*Jl 
point of collison in the invc- „igated radÄ stream section 

the point of intersection and perpendicular to the main 

stream plane. Unlike the first jet intake, the second one did 

practically not cause any turbulence in the secondary air stream 

entrained by the liouid jet* Comparison of the results obtained by 

both devices shows that turbulence generated by the first jet in¬ 

take did not result in any noticeable changes in the distribution 

of the liquid in the jetl. 



The flow tension j (the liquid rate of flow per one unit of 

the area of the intake cell) was measured in the following way. 

The jet intake was installed in the chamber and the.nozzle (atomizer 

cone) was set into the assigned operating conditions (the assigned 

pressure diiierential ^ f* )• Then^the cover of the device was 

oeened Bor a^oeriod of time measured by means of a timing device. 

The linuid fed into the intake cells flowed from there into the 

measuring cylinders. After switching ofif the equipment, the gra¬ 

duated cylinders were removed from the device and the level of the 

li-uid gras read in each of them. By knowing the measuring time and 

the area of the intake cell, the flow tension could be readily com¬ 

puted at the corresponding pint of the transverse section of the 

jet. In our case it was more convenient to refer the flow rate not 

to an area unit but to a solid angle unit. The flow tension j thus 

obtained had the dimension g/sec steradian. 

The weight ration of the components of k was measured with the 

aid of the same jet intakes. After measuring the level of the 

liquid, the graduated cylinders wrere placed into a special centri¬ 

fuge and the mixture was centrifugated until water xbbh separated 

completely from kerosene. The quantity k was computed according to 
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the formula 

k (k'/tatt _ 

A 77 

where and h are, respectively, the specific gravity and the level 

of the liquid in the graduated cylinder. In most tests the relative 

error 
XEEX oí ,v-easuring flow tension did not exceed 2%, attaining ± 5 to 

10 1 °nly in individu¿1 cases. The relative error when measuring the 

weight ratio of components did not exceed 10¾. 

4- -IFST RESULTS 

Twin-Jet Nozzle 

a) Disoribution oí liquid in the main plane of the stream, 

figure shows the result of measurements of the relative 

flov, tension in the Various radio^ftreara sections obtained with the 

aid of the second jet intake. Relative flow tension is intended here 

as the ratio of the liquid flow through the total area of intake 

cells at any radial stream section to the corresponding flow in the 

central^adial section { ~ 0 ) . The test curves (dotted lines) 

correspond to various jet diameters and lengths (d = 1 to 2 mm, 

1 = 3 to 7 mm) as well as various pressure differentials at the 

nozzle {/ïj3- , to 5 atmospheres) at a constant counterpressure of 
n y 

1 absolute atmosphere /. Solid lines show the results of theoretical 
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formula 
computations according to ftmnftx (6). Let u¿> note that in each 

radial stream section the relative flov/ tension, according to the 

definition given above, must equal the relative film thickness in¬ 

asmuch as the flow rate of the liquid in the film is assumed to be 

constant at all of the radial sections, and to be equal to the rate 

of flow in the jets. 

Analysis of Fig* 2 shows that changes in the velocity, dia¬ 

meter and length of the jet do» not affect the law of distri¬ 

bution of the li'uid in the main stream plane of a twinxRBxxli-jet 

nozzle. However, experimental functions (<€'*) do not 

coincide with sufficient accuracy with the theoretical ones. This 

u> 

discreoe-.ncy Wfm sys*-er.aticAcharacfcer, and the diiference in- 

of collison . 0 
creases as the angle/of the jets (¿V = decreases. This 

suggests that the assumption of the absence of tangential flows in 

the liquid advanced earaier does not correspond to actual conditions. 
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Fig. Variation in the reiitive flov cension j (or relative 

filn thickness ) of the liquid in the riain jet oline of a 

twin-jet nozzle.

Actually, the study of the curves in Fig. 2 shows that as the 

angle of collii^^n decreases, the film thickness incre;.ses in the 

direction of the central axis where a sharps^^outlined peak 

appears* The curvature of the flow lines in the peak^as well as 

the surface tension of the liquif^must lead to tm incre ased pressure
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inside the liquid as a result of which there must arise tangential 

i-v, « b- n ■ "M the flow rate in the direotion of flows from the peak. I-LUÏ' 

the central axis decreases, while it Increases in the peripheral 

jet areas. This must lead to an excess of the experimental values 

èf over the theoretical ones. 

The experimental dependences are adequately 

determined by the equation 

"’a™ I +*ln»« —2«l«•«>•(•¥) * 

whereis the true relative film thickness; 

J ctbdL is the experimental factor. 

Relation (7) is true with loses its si?ni' 

fic .nee with C^oi> . 

(7) 

The absolute value for the actual film thickness can be ex- 

pressed y by the i'ollovin- relation: 

4 Mico«««-, 
(3) 

where the c oefficient k determined by the condition of equality 

between the flow in the jets and the film is 

the relative flow rate in an arbitrary sector determined by the 

angle ~ ^ can be computed with the aid of the formula 

(9) 
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(10) 

It is interesting to compute the relative liquid flor? To 

-assigned to the back half plane of the jet. Taking into account 

formula (9), we obtain from formula (10)ï 

2>, ao* w 1208 

AÕ,«. 0,12 0,21 
(A 79) 

Thus, an increasing ingle of colli^m of the jets contributes 

to a more uniformly distributed rate f of flov of the liquid in the 

main stream olane. At the same time, however, it leads to an in- 

creased flow of the liquid in the direction of the half plane 

of the jet. 

b'l Distribution of the iiauid in the radial jet section. 

The theoretical Investigation of the problem relating to the dis¬ 

tribution of the liquid in the radial jet section is # considerably 

more complex fiBUnasùuch as in this case we have to study the pro- 

Jr 
cess of disintengration of the liquid film forming colli- 

son of jets, as a result fra® of its interaction with the surrounding 

gaseous medium. 
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In another paper (l) f author investigated the problM 

relating to the disintegration of plane liquid films flowing in 

a motionless gaseous medium. He found that these films can disin¬ 

tegrate under the effect of so-called xjraiit symmetrical and non- 

symnetrical fluctuations, the latter having a greater effect on the 

distribution of the liquid in the radial stream ^ction of a twin- 

jet nozzle. Moreover, the distribution of the liquid in the radial 

affected by the instability of its 4 streal section is 

flor in the jets near the point of their collison. Yet, the data 

available proved to be insufficient for obtaining the approoriated 

reierences dependences. 

Experimental investigations of the problem have also shown 

that the only factor which affects substantially the distribution 

of the liquid in the radial stream section is the angle of colli¬ 

sion of the jets. Thus, with an increasing angle of collision the 

dispersion of the liquid to the peripheral stream section increases 
/ 

tl) see the second paper by this author in the present collection 

of articles. 
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the curve of the flow rate distribution acquires 

Isti. 

a smoother character. This is seen Fig. the 

vurves of relative flow tension distribution correspond to 

three different values of the angle of collision: 60, 90 and 100°. 

In Fig. ? on the abscissa are olotted the discanc s determining the 

position of the intake with regard to the main plane, while the 

rel itive tension is plotted on the ordinate. The intake is placed 

at Ä8 1?0 mm from the collision point of the jets. The test condi¬ 

tions were as follows: d = 1.5 5 atmospheres. 
c 

J 

/. ^ 
vie J 7ÇL 

Fig. 3. Variation of relative flow tension j andAcoefficient ^of 
relation of components^in the central radiaL-siream section of a 
twin-jet nozzle as a function of the angle V"°0 oi’ collision^of 
the jets (R in mm). v'——_^ 
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The increase in the velocity and diameter of jets leads to a 

small decrease in the dispersion of the liquid in the radial scream 

section. As we move away from the nozzle, unifor*ity in the distri¬ 

bution of the liquid increases. 

It should be noted that WB application of the ÉBBÍ law of { 

Lrik Xa, a*** tf- 

distribution of erroriHl^fthe approximation of the curves of the 

distribution of the liquid in the radial stream sección does not 

yield positive results. 

i c) Illation of Components in che Stream 

ty-'io il nicutre :f flow tension distribution and the 

reltion of components in the transverse stream section is shown 

in Fi^A. Here are traced the curves of equal flov tension (solid 

lines) and curves of equal coefficients k (dotted lines) which corres¬ 

pond to the collision of water and kerosene jets (d = 1.5 mm, 
c 

= 5 atmospheres, j - 60°). The calculated value for k = 1.1. 

It can fcx readily be seen that the curves of equal k are virtually 

parallel to the trace of the main stream plane. As to the radial 

section, the coefficients k are so distributed as if the jets had 

been mutually ’’shot through”. Yet, such a "shooting through" did 

actually not take place, inasmuch as the jets collided long before 



their disintegration. This character of the distribution of the 

be 
coeificients k is iikely to ^/associated with the instability of 

the jet flow near the point of collision mentioned above. 

I Cfiii ifio6*0Ü 
! / n/toc troc mu 

Fig, 4» Distribution of flow tension j and the component relation 
eoemeient k in the transversal scream section of a Uin-jet nozzle 
with Zif = 5 atmospheres, d = 1.5 mm and . = 60°. a) Herosene 
b) trace of main olane c) water d) small k .' Kerosene 

ref 

I 
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ta increase in the anile of impinging jets promotes a more 

uniform ilstribution of the relation of components in the radial 

stream section. This is seen from Fig. 3 «here the dotted lines 

indicate the distribution curves of coefficients k for = 60 

and 120°. 

ta increase in m Jet velocity also somewhat improves the 

nixing of the components, while changes in the jet diameters have 

virtually no effect on it. 

d) Vffpct Of Individual Injection Parameters on the Distribuí 

Hor, of T.ltalds and K the Relation of Oomponents in the Stream, 

The effect of tne tagle of collision, of the velocity and 

diameter of jets has been examined above. In the folloving it re- 

rr.iirs o be noted that che difference in «locities can be of consi¬ 

der tble importance in the interaction of jets- Thus, if the veio- 

(1) 
city of one of them ¢. exceeds the velocity of the otner ^ by 

more than *0* .then, as a result, the first jet «ill shooti/Through 

(l) If the liquid densities, are different, then we have to compare 

k-ssKtó^S. « rs« 
liquid 

1 
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the second one. This Ktii impairs snhstantially the intermixing of 

liquids'il On the contrary, a difference in the diameters at Identical 

velocities does not substantially Impair the intermixing of liouids. 

Ih,- length/if jets does virtually not affect the character of their 

interaction orovided coaxiality of collision is insured. Exx 

F^entricities of jets (non-coaxiality of collision) has a 
jr 

substantial effect on their Interaction. Increases in e/centrlcity 

leld to , rotation of the main stream plane around the central axis. 

u the same time we observe a redistribution of the flow rate of the 

liquid in the transverse stream section, and intermixing of the com¬ 

ponents deteriorates. The magnitude of the eccentricity of Jets can 

best be evaluated by the rotation angle of the main stream pi ne. 

Rotation by an angle of more than 30" can lead to a considerable 

deterioration of intermixing. Insofar as increases in the Jet length 

promote increases in linear eccentricity, they should be limited to 

1 to 5 calibers. 

Counterpressure does generally Jtffect but slightly the character 

of the distribution of flow rate and relation of components in the 

stream. 
fa 

There are hb known.systems of outflow of jets from single-jet 
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nozzles: a dWMP^t one and «SBMMM one. In the first case, 

the jet diameter is equal to that of the sprayer nozzle while the 

velocity in the jet is 20$ less than the theoretical one; in the 

second case, the jet diameter is smaller than the nozzle diameter 

by a Quantity depending on the angle of the inlet edge, while the 

velocity in it is virtually equal to the theoretical one. loreover, 

in the case of outflow conditions, the jet after leaving 

the no rile disintegrates more rapidly. The preferable among the 

operating conditions of sprayers with impinging jets is the <aam 

UsfL. 

\ serious drawback of tv,’in-jet sprayers is the rejection of 

the liquid toward the re^r half-plane of the stream. Three-jet 

sprayers with three jets lying in one rime and impining in one 

point are free from this drawback. The importance of the central jet 

consists in that it diverts the rear film towards the front half- 

pi .ne of the stream while interacting with the former. In so doing, 

the central jet itself splits.into arms which are placed symmetrically 

in the peripheral areas of the mean stream plane* As to the rest, 

the distribution of the rate of flow in the front sector of the main 

stream plane is identical with that of the twin-jet sprayer, as is 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of relative flow tension ] and the coeffi¬ 

cient of component relationship k in the main plane of the jet of 

a three-jet sprayer no zle. a) Twin-jet sprayer nozzle b') Three- 

jet sprayer nozzle. 



tM. 
seen JNir Fig. 5, which shows the dependence of relative flow 

tension on the angle ^ (solid line). The broken line shows the 

distribution of the relation of components in the xez main stream 

u 
plane oorrespodding.the case where water is fed through lateral 

nozzles and kerosene through the central ones. The excess of water 

in the core of the jet and the excess«^kerosene in the peripheral 

areas corroborate the statement made above concerning the breaking up 

of the central jet. This is the situation if the reduced jet velo¬ 

cities are pproxim hely identical,. Yet, the increase in the reduced 

velocity of tne central kerosene jet by 1.35 times with respect to 

the lateral water jets made it possible to obtain a virtually uniform 

distribution of the relation of components in thetransverse jet sec¬ 

tion. 

In other respects, the effect of the an$le of collision, jet 

velocity and diameter on the distribution of the liquid in the stream 

of three-jet sprayers is identical with that of twin-jet sprayers. 

Thus, in a number of cases, three-jet sprayers can be consi¬ 

derably better mixing devices than twin-jet ones. 
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QN .4T0.’:i?INa LIQUIDS BY SPRAYERS VITH I?iPINGINS JETS 

By 

I,G. Panevin 

In the present article are briefly set forth the results of an 

experimental and theoretical investigation of the spraying of li¬ 

quids mainly by means of twin-jet sprayers with impinging jets. 

Az 
The process of^spraying of liquids by means of sprayers with 

impinging jets has never been studied theoretically, and very little 

experimental work has been done on this subject. 

In •perimentally investigating the operation of various types 

of diesel sprayers, D. Li (3) established that sprayers with im¬ 

pinging jets produce spraySs of lower quality than single-jet 

nozzles (the homogeneity of spraying deteriorates and the size of 

drops increases). Heidmann and Humphrey (9) studied the collision 

process of liquid jets with the aid of spark photography and photo¬ 

electric devices. They found that as a result of the disintegration' 

of a liquid film forming at the point of collision of jets there 

occurred the formation of a group of drops recalling in ts form 

concentric waves. According to the authors, the frequency of these 



waives grows proportionally with the velocity of the jets, decreases 

slightly with an increasing angle of collision and depends but 

slightly on the diameter of the jets. Fry and Thomas (7) studied 

the collision of two water jets in order to obtain a fire-fighting 

sprayer. They measured the fineness of staying by capturing the 

drops in castor oil. Inasmuch as in this medium the drops tend to- 

V.ards intensive coalescence we may assume that the quantitative data 

obtained by the authors are somewhat too high, xhey obtained an 

experimental dependence of the median drop diameter x on jet 

velocity V and the angle of collision 

n 

Jr«=0,775—0,005V cos ai mm. 
A 85 

This dependence was obtained for a jet 1,5 mm in diameter. Its 

linear character is worth noting. There appear to be no su ficient 

reasons for the introduction in the formula of the angle of colli¬ 

sion inasmuch as the data of the authors are determined with the 

same degree of accuracy by the dependen* x = a - bV. -the effect 
m 

of the angle of collision and of the jet diameter on the quantity 

x was not sufficiently apparent, 
m 

Although many theoretical works have been devoted to the study 

of the spraying process of liquid jets, a common point of view on 
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) 
this subject has not been elaborated as yet* At the present time, 

there are three theories of spraying which are based on* a different 

of the nature 
understanding/of this phenomenon. The first theory associates this 

process with fluctuations on the surface of liquid jets, the second 

, 'Jt 
connect#.with the effect of the surrounding gaseous medium on the 

A 

jet and the toird with turbulent pulsations in the jet. The two latter 

theories^aave meaning only in the case of high velocities of the liquid (50 

to 100 m/sec and more), whereas the first theory is valid in the 

I 

c ise of lov velocities (up to 10 to 15 m/sec). ’’Tien investigating 

the intermediate range of velocities (15 to 50 m/sec) which fre- 

uently occur in practice, it is necessary to take into account ï 

i 

both the fluctuations of the jet surfaces and the effect of the 

surrounding gas. 

dis 
The conditions of/integration of ik* a motionless cylindrical 

r 

circular jet under the action of surface tension forces were investi¬ 

gated for the first time by D. Reley (5). He showed that axially 

symmetric length # 4.44.of the jet diameter are the 

mo st unsteady ones. Reley’s theory is also valid in the case of low 

jet velocities (up to 15 m/sec). Oka (10) examined the disintegration 

of a ring of liquid under similar conditions and found that it breaks 
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up under the action oí the same 
axially symmetrical fluctuations, 

tx Reley’s theory to high 
K V. N. Blinov (l) attempted to 

iocities (up to 30 m/sec) . In so doing, he shoved, proceeding 

S. Predvoditelev’s hypothesis on the possibility ox re- 

;lnce of the jet and the drop, that also non-spherical cylindrical 

jets can disintegrate/lieh, as is ¡mown, does not ensue fron 

imental results obtained by V. N. Blinov 

ve 

from 

son 

’^eley’s theory. The exper 
O' 

hive adequately corroborated hie theoretcia ferions. ::. '.a-r 

(i) developed Reley’s theory of disingte;ration ol spherical 

cylindrical jets by introducing into the investigation the effect 

of (the lisuid 
viscosity and then also the effect oí the gaseous 

médium. The calculating formulas, however, permitting to at c.lcu 

XX of the liquid, were obtained by him only 1 te he viccoßity <fxx 

for the simplest cases. 

York, Ptubbs and Tek (6) have investigated from a theoretical 

point of view the stability of a film of a aanwv.nonviscous liquid 

flowing on a plane wall, taking into con**» ino-tia forces, 

tension and aerodynamic forces. The problem was solved by 

the met .od of small 

facets* 

fluctuations. The substantial drawback of this 

work consists in that the authors did not obtain an expression for 
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the aptiMi determination of the optimal wave length in analytic 

form. Squire (ll) undertook a theoretical investigation of the 

nroblem relating to the stability of a plane liquid film moving 

in a gaseous medium. In so doing, he studied only the case of 

nonsymraetrical fluctuations and also confined niraself to the 

assumption that the relative length of waves arising on the sur¬ 

face of the film is great. 

.fter terminating the wark present work, the author became 

acquainted with the paper by Haggerty and Shea (o) oublished in 

December 1955. While investigating in this oaper the same problem 

s in ill) , the authors analized both nonsymr.etrical and syrametri- 

c on the surface ofi the liquid film. On the basis of the 

sane simplifying assumptions on 4M great relative wave lengths, the 

authors solved the problem relating to the boundary of film stabi¬ 

lity by the fluctuation frequency of surface waves. E/pressions for 

the de.er ination of optimal wave lengths vere not obtained. Thus, 

the above theoretical works have failed to solve completely the 

problem relating to the stability of a plane liquid film moving in 

a surrounding gaseous medium. The basis*, drawback these works con¬ 

sists in that they do not consider the case of short waves prevail- 
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ing in the velocity range under investigation, and also do not 

orovide an expression for the analitical determination of optimal 

wave lengths. 

!• mo ETICAL INViSn jilTON 

In his preceding paper "On the distribution of Liouid in the 

"pray of a Nozzle with Impinging Jets" , the author investiiited 

tne Droblerc renting to the spreading of a liouid film forming by 

two impinging jevs. Below we examine the breaking-up of this film 

info f reos, -his oroblen is solved in the following three stages: 

mst we study the conditions of film stability, then we examine the 

ore ucing un of the film into individual streaks and, finally, we 

investigate the disintegration of streaks and the formation of drops . 

In order to simplify our task, we assume that the film is plane and 

"n1'"'i r-; ln the Dline xz> and that its motion is progressive. The 

liquid nd the gas surrounding it are considered to be nonviscous and 

noncompressible. 

ID See page 7/ to 84. 
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Stability of H1ms 

Let the film with the thickness 2h (Fig* 1) move in a sta¬ 

tionary gas medium at a velocity V. On the interface between the 

and 
liquid and the gas surface tension forces xh inertial forces are 

acting.*»* may lead to the loss of stability in the film. Let us 

aoply the method of small fluctuations. This method consists in that 

\ 

on the interface surfaces we assume the existence of small harmonic 

fluctuations with a wide spectru of frequencies/vdiich, in the course 

of time/maß under the ction of the above fcr ces^either damp or 

f+~t- 
remain harronic or, finally, increase in their amolitude which,must 

J A 

1tZ 
leai to • isintegr ition of the film. The problem, consists in 

finding the stability boundaries for the film by the frequency of 

oscillations ind by determining an optimal wave length, i*e,, the 

fastest 
length of the wave of that perturbation which 'rows fsstEi in time, 

■‘■he mathematical problem amounts to a simultaneous solution of 

the equation of the basic film motion and the small oscillations of 

the liquid and gas and to checking the solution obtained for sta- 

I 
b lity. 'e assure that the motion of the film and gas are bidimen¬ 

sional (in the plane xy). The equations of interface motion can be 

1 wn ~ v.&ñ an foilov.;'3-f 
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» 
written as follows: 

y —A + tj; 1) — (D 

where y is the ordinate of the interface point investitatsu, 

yo is the initial amplitude of a small perturbation; 

is the time ; 

6” i 

k* 1«/\ 

/[ is the v ve length; 

T is the oscillation period. 
B 

ihe oscillations of the upper and lover boundaries of the film 

-.us t arçree with one nother (/). There can be two cases of such 

agreement: nonsymmetrical oscillations^when the surfaces oscillate 

in the phase (n - ), and symmetrical oscillations hen 

^ , Here and below, the indÄ» íl” and "9" denote the 
// ~ 7 V 

par .meters refe^rins to, respectively, the upper and -over h.lf- 

planes (see Fig. 1)• 

Since the motion of the linuid and gas are consideT’ed potential^ 

the ^continu!tyjequation may be written as a Laplace equation 

dxi ‘ #y* 
(2.) 

where is the potential of the liquid or gas. 
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Fig. 1. Wave-li e perturbations on the surface 0f a liquid filnn.. 

By solving equation (?) in its general form by taking into 

consideration eouation (l) ve find the expression for the aetern.ina- 

tion of the potential of the liouid velocity 

?0- Kx + [A ch (ky) + B»h (*>)) ( 3 ) 

Likewise, v:e obtain for the gas 

(4) 
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Where s = 1.2. 

The values of the coefficients in (3) and (4) can be deter¬ 

mined by means of examining the boundary conditions (/): 

i A 8S 

In the given case, the fourth, kinematic boundary condition takes 

:nf .'o^ ,: 
àn, 
at h =*L+v&- I äy J,-* at a* P 88 

^he fifth dynamic hour/ ry condition c n be v.ritten as 

S)p,-p. + Td’)-0. A 89 

There T is the coefficient of surface tension; 

p is the pressure. 

For t non-stabili/ed motion which takes Diace in the case 

under investigation, the energy equation can be written as a Lagrange 

equation; 

-^L + — + £= const, 
«M 2 t 

(5) 

/here is the density of the corresponding medium. 

T e rate of ths flow of the liquid or gas are determined 

> 4 
formula 

v=/(¥h|)’- (6) 
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By utilizing the five boundary conditions as well as equations 

(1), (5)/and (6) , wre can determine all the unknown coefficients in 

the expressions (3) and U) excepting the initial amplitude ^ . 

By dropping the intermediate operations we obtain for the case of 

symmetrical and nonsymmetrical oscillations 

ac**e±#e M —V± ¢. (7) 

ere 

«C- 

kVctkjkk) 
f+etM«) 

(S) 
fClh(M) V> Tk 

kVtk(kk) 
i + ti(kk) ’ K ir+th(«)r 

U + cii(**)P M 

Tk 

(U)|* f,|i + lM*A)l 

(9) 

Here = ^Jq>o is the relative density of the gas which^in most 

cases^does not exceed 0.1. 

Takinm into consi eration (l), exoression (?) takes the follow¬ 

ing form: 

B 89 

cases 'fhence it is seen that depending on the value for ß , three ca 

of oscillations are possible: damped >0 ) , harmonic (ß - 0 

and rising ( /3 < 0 ) oscillations when» the amplitude grows 

wit A 
;h time according to the exponential law ( )• 

From expression (7) it is seen that with symmetrical and non- 
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symmetrical oscillations ^<0 i s possible, ¿hus, both these 

/oscillationÿ/types can lead to the disintegration of the film. 

Figure 2 shows the increment dependence of the growth of 

oscillations 

computation. This computation was pe formed, for the case of a 

ß on the relative vave length \jl obtained by 

rater film 0.2 mm thick moving in an air medium at atmospheric 

counre^nressure and normal temperature ( ^ = 0.ÛO12, T = 74 dyn/cm), 

The rate of flor of the film corresponas to four values for the 

rcssure differential at the nozzle (4/.= 1; - e ,rd 10 atmo/- 

SPheres). It is seen in Fig. 2 that at any flow rate on the film 

surface there must exist both damped (short) and growing (long) 

vtves. "aves with the length determine the oundary of stabi- 

^T '' ft ~ ^ crespinas to these raves, while the maximum values 

for corres non /^to w aves with an optimal length /) .. in the 
r 

genera! case, the value for is greater for nonsymmetrical oscilla¬ 

tions, although with a growing film velocity the difference between 

ftn ind ftc 
smaller. 

decreases. It the same time 
and ^ apt also 3Ç0rx grows 

}> 
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Fi?. . neoendence of the Increment in the Growth of Oscillations 

r on the '’elatlve :,'-vc length 4 at Varying Pressure Differen- 

tiUs at the Nozzle, a) Symmetrical oscillations b) nonsymmetrical 

oscillations. 

£kx 
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In order to determine the values for let us investi¬ 

gate thK expressions (8) and (9) for the extremum. For this pur¬ 

pose we differentiate them with \ and set them equal to zero. V’e 

disregard the terms containing and obtain for the symmetrical 

and nonsymnetrical oscillations, respectively: 

do) 

and 

W,=a'^(a)+ 
p (ID 

jneve V- V\L/t is the Teber criterion; 
ot = 

The first terms of expression (10) and (11) can be neglected, the 

?erftitted error with not exc< eding 1:. Then, from (10) and 

(11) W obtain the value for the ootimal wave length for symmetrical 

-n • nonsym .etric :1 oscillations: 

(1?) 

and 

The coefficients 

(^ooi)«“2n +3(0)- 

cih*«-)—clh,a-|-cth* 

h(a) =-^- 
i cthsa<• 

Û 

(1?) 

(14) 

and Ih*«-}-— th*a —tha 

-1- 
th3fl -(- — th2a —!h a 

a (15) 
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reraain virtually constant over the entire range of wave lengths 

(Tt'y to ), whereand If /|/drops to the value 

for ^ and ^decreases by 10 to 15 %. With a ftrther decrease 

Ä. , the decrease 4Ê ^ and is even more abrupt. 

Y'e find the boundary of stability from the stinulation ^=0, 

From (8) and (9), neglecting the quantity , we obtain for bcth 

types of oscillations 

(16) 

It is HKBB interesting to note that \opr and o doÄ not depend 

on the film thickness, at least in the field of long waves. 

"’re-king-Un o: the, film in Individual Ftreaks 

It is bbvious that the waves with ] ? ft’ with the Treatest 

increment in tne growth of oscillations, will grow more rapidly with 

time, benefit may be expected that it is this turbulence which will 

to a breaking-up of the film. In the problem of impinging jets under 

investigation., film thickness changes according to the hyperbolic- 

law hr = const rather than remaining constant, ■‘■his was already 

noticed earlier. In spite of this, however, owing to the fact that 

) [ajjt ^oes not depend on the film tnickness , we may assume that 

the annular streaks which broke off from the film will have an 



initial width equalling . Hence it ensues 

of the cylindrical section of the ring must equal 

it ensues that the radius 

in) 

Let us assume that the film disintegrates under the effect 

of symmetrical oscillations. ,T'e also assume that the growth in the 

implitude begins at a certain small distance r from the point of 
1 

collision ;nd that i distance 40 r the amplitude of turbulence 
A 

becomes equal to half tne film thicKness as a result of w .ich the 

latter breaks up and a ring separates from it. Considering 

constant and equalling a certain mean quantity/^^in the section 

where the film is disrupted, we obtain the following expression 

for the determination of the film thicKness at the point of rupture: 

(IB) 

¡Tnere V is the rate of film motion* 

It is convenient to solve equation (18) granhicully by assigning 

quantity 
the ïxiuexfsr r and determining the uantity % experimentally 

(it can be readily computed with the aid of formula (18) itself by 

changing preliminarily the length of the continuous film r). 

Breaklng-Up Of Rinas into Drops 

The ring which broke off from the film has initially a non- 



circular section (the shape of this section is something inbetween 

a rectangle and an ellipse). For this reason, when analyzing the 

stability of the ring, Beley’s and Oka’s conclusions may not be 

applied. Let us use Blinov’s method for this purpose. It is true, 

r 
that in this case/ the aerodynamic forces influencing the ring will 

not ‘oe taken into account, yet, in the range of velocities under 

investi ration^they may be disregarded in the first approximation, 

especially since it is extremely difficult to obtain a precise 

solution of the given problem owing to the fact that the formation' 

and disintegration process of rln^s is actually much more complex 

than the simplified picture described above. 

Following Blinov (1) we determine the oscillât on per od of 

a noncircular cylindrical liquid column 

here, the factor n ch.r cterizes the shape of the transverse ring 
1 

section (n = 2 is an ellipse; n = 4 is a square, etc*). The 
1 1 

oscillation period for a drop 

B 92 

where r is the radius of the drop and n characterizes the order 
' drop 
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of oscillation frequency of the drop. Basic frequency corresponds to 

n = 2. 

Proceeding from Pre-dvoditelev's hypothesis on the resonance of 

jets and drons (T = T ) , owing to which there may occur the 
j d 

(x) 
disintegration of a noncircular jet, assuming n = 2 and n = ^ 

1 

(the mean between n = 2 and n = 4) and using formulas (12) and 
1 1 

(17), we obtain the unknown droo diameter 

7, TFfT 

The investigation was carried out with an installation described 

(xx) 
above. /e studied the effect of the basic injection parameters 

on the orocess of spraying in a twin-jet nozzle. \s a working liauid 

we used water. The diameter of the nozzles ran ed from 1 to 2 mm, 

^he ngle oí collision from /.0 to 160° and the pressure differential 

^ the nozzle from 1 to 15 atmospheres. The drops were caught on a 

smoke-stained plate with the3 aid of a special device. This device 

(x) The selection of n =3 is formal. Nevertheless, the nu1 erical 
coefficient obtained 4®^in formula as a result of suck a 
selection comes very close in its magnitude to the experime. tal one. 
(xx) See page 72 to 84. 
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made it possible to place the plate at any point of the jet and 

open it for a determined, extremely short period of time. Virtually, 

this device did not cause any turbulence in the jet of the nozzle. 

It was placed at a distance of 150 to ?50 mm from the point of 

collision of thefets. The layer of carbon black exceeded by 1.5 

.ni more times the diameter of the largest drops (for this reason 

the diameter of the drop impression was assumed to e Uai the actual 

drop diameter). The drop impressions vere measured under the micro¬ 

scope with a dj-fold magnification. Sparse photogr .phy of these 

spray jets was effected according to the shadow method in a c .mera 

the 
obscura with x flare of a spark discharge, x-or this urpose ve 

utilized a condenser with a capacity of 0.02 microfara*. and a 

working voltage f 10 to 20 kv. 

results of.drop impressions 
A 

in the usual manner: ve det mined the dependence of 

the distribution of the relative drop veight G along the diameter x. 

'.s is known, the distribution curves are satisfactorily d: scribed by 

the equation 

ft. 93 

mere x is the dimension constant; 
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n is the distribution constant. 

For thisjreason the experimental functions obtained were plotted 

on a diagram with the KBrtinxtwxiiax coordinates log log 1/1 - G, 

the 
log X, where they were approximated with x straight lines log lo& 

1/1 - G = n log x + const. The distribution constant n was determined 

.s the t ngent of the inclination angle of the above straight line 

to the axis x. iS the characteristic dimension of drops we took 

the median dame ter x corresponding to G = 0.5. öiixx The scattering 
m 

of experi'entai coin's around the approximating straight line was 

small since in order to determine one value for x we measured 
m 

from two to five thoudand drops. 

:,s i result of spark photography of the spray jet of a twin- 

jct nor-le ve es fe ished what : he li-.uid filr formin ' .: me ooint 

of collision of two jets can disintegrate under the action of both 

symmetric il and nonsymmetrical oscillations. The development of 

symmetrical oscillations is shown in Fig* 3 a and b , that of non- 

symmetrical oscillations in Fig* ^ 3 c* In three cases the out¬ 

flow conditions of the jet were abrupt. It should be noted that only 

in the case of jet outflows does one observé’ in pure form both 

types of film oscillations which alternate continuously; 
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outflow results in a mixed type of film oscillations, as shown in 

Fig. ? d and e (excepting the Outflow system, the test conditions 

for all five spark photographs were identical; nozzle diameter 1.5 nur., 

•^n^le of imoinging jets 100°, pressure differential at the nozzle 

r 
1 atmospheres). Gener lly, the wave length corresponds satisfactorily 

to the theoretic 1 values of Yet, with increasing film rates 

gKRtH theoretical 
the actual wave length begins to somewhat exceed the thsEEtiexi one, 

while in the range of Vy>rr:/sec there begin to appear intensive 

turbulences with great v we lengths. 

let us investigate the effect of trie basic injection parameters 

on the spraying of the liouid by a twin-jet nozzle. 

The film rate has i sizeable effect on the fineness o, the snray 

as is seen in Fig, /, which shows the experimental dependence of the 

median iron diameters x on the film rate V (it is assumed that the 
m 

film rate e u.ls the theorecical jet outflow velocity). Outflow- 

conditions were abrupt, the experimental points corresponding to 

the five pressure differentials at the nozzle ( A = 1, 5> 10 and 

15 atmospheres) are well approximated with the straight line 

94 x^O,320-0,0028V mm, 
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where V Is the velocity in m/sec . 

Comparison of this function ’-’ith Fry’s and Thomas’ formula 

shows that from a qualitative point of view they describe the 

spraying process in the same way« Yet, the latter yields a s¿ightl’>' 

excessive value for x as compared with the former. This is likely 
m 

to be explained by the faxthEEaiin? shortcomings in the measuring 

nrocedure of the fineness of the spray utilized by the above 

.uthors, as we pointed out earlier. Figure 4 shows also the theoreti¬ 

cal function x = f (V) obtained with formulas (IS) and (19). 
m 

me filr thickness v is etermined by the following formulas 

CM*« F 94 

Wiere oL = ^ ; 

Ar I + »In* « — 2 tin « coa f * 

? is the angle in the ain spray plane read from the central 

axis. 

\ 

In all of the computations the quantity = 0.11 mm, deten ined 

by the method described above, was considered constant. The corres¬ 

pondence of experimental and sxpg theoretical results was found to 

be sufficiently adequate. 

The linear character obtained for the function x = f (v) does 
m 

in no way contradict the fact that the quantity \ s¡j-vlth 
growing 



film velocities decreases in an inversely proportional way to 

2 at 
V since at the same time the film thickness increases ï the 

disruption point ( owing to increasing ^ the length oí the 

continuous film decreases). 

The ditribution constant n for the above values of was 

found to equal respectively 2.53; 2.28; 2.12; 2.0 and 1.98. In the 

case of jet outflow (^^ = 1 atmosphere) n —2.4. 

The jet diameter also exerts a rather strong effect on the 

fineness of soray. This is seen in Fig. 5 which hows the experi¬ 

mental and theoretical deoendence of x x on the nozzle diameter d 
m n 

X A= 5 atmospheres. In the case of abrupt outflow conditions, 

the jet diameter amounted to 0.8 d . The correspondence between 

theory and test was found to be satisfactory. The quasi-linear^oi 

these functions is explained by the ¡.’act that according to formula 

(19) the drop diameter grows proportionally with the jet dia- 

2 
meter provided h d . At the same time, however, the film 

n 

thickness somewhat increases at the rupture point (owing to increasing 

). The distribution constant n for d = 1.0; 1.5 and 2.0 mm 

turned out to be equal to 2.6; 2.12 and 2.01. 

The angle of collision is the third factor xit'Exx which strongly 
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affects the fineness of spray. Figure 6 shoves the experimental and 

w theoretical dependence of x on the angle of collision of jets . 
m 

As in all the tests mentioned above, also here the fineness of 

spray was measured in the jet core or, more exactly, in the central 

radial section. The increase in the drop diameter with a decreasing 

angle of impinging jets is explained by the fact that the film 

thickness grows in the section under investigation. In the resent 

tests the nozzle diameter amounted to 1.5 mm, jec outflow conditions 

were abrupt^ = 5 atmospheres. A slight excess of the experimental 

data as compared to the correspon ing theoretical values in the 

case of large angles of collision may be evidence of the .act that 

with incre sing angles of collision the film velocity somewhat de¬ 

creases ^ as compared with jet velocities, owing to losses of energy 

from collision. This difference, however, is small. 

The collision constant n for JchE angles of collision of 60, 80, 

/: 120 and 140° equalled respectively 1^8; 2.08; 2.12 and 2.14. 

Figure 7 shows the results of measuring x in various radial 
m 

jet sections within sector limits ± 30°.As was to be expected, 

the drop dimensions diminish as they move away from the central 
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jet axis, provided this corresponds to a decrease in the film 

thickness. The experimental points fall satisfactorily on the 

theoretical curve. Counterpressure has a slight effect on the 

fineness Ox spray. Thus, an increase in counterpressure from 1 

to 6 absolute atmospheres caused to decrease x only be 5 to 7--. 
m j 

A decrease in I't* with increasing ^ is accompanied simultaneously 

by an increase in the film thickness at the rupture point owing to 

in increase in . As a result, the second process neutralizes to 

a considerable degree the first process. 

Non-coaxiality of impinging jets affects spraying only in those 

c ses where, under its influence, there takes place a substantial 

ch .nge in the film thickcness. A slight non-coaxiality has hardly any 

effect on the finxi fineness of spray. 

Jet length has virtually no bearing on the fineness of soray. 

When disintegrated jets impinge, the diameter of drops somewhat 

increases. 

With a nonintermittent jet outflow the quantity x increases 
m 

by 18 to 11$ as compared with intermittent jet outflow at the same 

pressure differentials at the nozzle (see Fig. 3). This is connected 

with a decrease in the velocity and an increase in the jet diameter 
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Fig. ?. Photograph of the spray let of a twin-jet no:;zle, obtained 
by means of spark photography. aj,b) Intermittent jet outflov condi*. 
tions, symmetrical waves, c) Intermittent jet outflov. conditions, 
ttixxpionsymmetrlcal waves d) ,e)nonlnter"-ltt«nt jet outflow condi

tions .
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Fig* 4. Depenience of median drop diameter on jet velocity, 
a) without breaking-up of the jet b) with breaking-uo of ihe jet 
c) computation d) test. 

Fig. 5. Dependence of median drop diameter on the nozzle diameter 
a) computation b) test. 



Fig* 6. 
jets. 

Deperriecne oi- medi in drop di'„me ter on the -ngle of impinging 

Fig. 7. Variation of the median jet diameter in the main jet plane. 



as well as with an earlier disintegration of the film. 

Variations in the film thickness in the main jet plane of 

# 

twin-jet nozzles with ttmpinging jets results in a deterioration 

of the homogeneity of spray, as was noted by D. Li (?). It is 

obvious that a single centrifugal nozzle can produce a more 

homogeneous spray since the thickness of the sheet flowing out 

of such a nozzle has an approxiarately constant thickness over 

its entire oerimeter. Nevertheless, in those cases where a lesser 

homogeneity of spray is desirable (for example, in order to increase 

the thickness of the combustion front in ZhRD, etc.), nozzles with 

impinging jets are to be preferred. 

The effect of the basic injection .parameters on the spray of 

the liquid of a three-jet nozzle with jets lying in the same plane 

and intersecting at one point, is virtually the same as that of a 

twin-jet nozzle. 

As a result of the investigation of spraying of liquids by 

nozzles with impinging jets, we obtained reference dependences 

which make it possible to compute the median drop diameter in the 

jet of a twin-jet nozzle. For a more exhaustive check of the 

conclusions obtained, however, it is necessary to study experimentally 



the effect of surface tension,as well as other physical properties 

of the liauid, on the fineness of spray. 
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SYm'ETRICAT, .TCT 

By 

^ technical ScleniM V. A. Kurochkin 

i'he dlabran! of the soreadin^ over a wall of a liquid jet is 

shown in Fig. 1. 

in 3xially symmetrical steady jet of a noncompressible non- 

viscous liquid collides with a horizontal plane x, y vhich repre¬ 

sents a solid unlimited wall.and spreads over it as a continuous 

sheet The angle of collision between the jet axis and the plane 

. & 
• (¾. . In a section I-I, which is sufficiently remote from the 

spreading lane, the velocity of the Jet is equal to v . The rate 
0 

of ilow ol the liquid in the jet equals Q, 

At the contact point of the jet with the wall there forms a 

center oí pressure from where the liquid in the form of a film spreads 

ove- the surface of the wall. The spreading process of this film 

can be deserbied by functions connecting the thickness h and the 

spreading velocity of the film v with the coordinates of the spreading 

plane. 



In^hydrodynamics^there are available some attempts to solve 

similar problems for an ideal liquid ( 7) but the results of 

these investigations have been applied only to flows in the vicinity 

of a critical point (pressure center) with a perpendicularly falling 

jet. 

\ 

Pig. 1. Diagram of the spreading of a jet over a wall. 



F,Wittenbauer (6) obtained a particular solution of the prob¬ 

lem relating to th^soreading of an axially symmetrical jet of an 

laeal liquid over a plane placed at an arbitrary angle with regard 

to the jet ‘í^is. This solution was purely theoretical, experimentally 

it remained unchecked. 

vov the real! case of the spreading of a jet over a wall there 

-e known a few experimental data which bear evidence of the fact 

“h ' ’-h6 Picture of the spreading of a jet of real liquid is sub- 

st-ntially different from that of the spreading of a jet of ideal 

liquid. 

The data available do not make it possible to determine by 

computation the film parameters with sufficient accuracy. In connec- 

. ion the rev. _th we conducted an investigation of the above problem 

with the xr« purpose of obtaining the required experimental and 

theoretic 1 data for the computation of the film parameters. 

1. C \LCULaTED DF.PRNDEXCP.S 

Theoretical investigations of the spreading of a liquid film 

beyond the boundaries of a eylindrical section with a radius r , 
0 

sufficiently removed from the point of impact of the jet with the 

wall, have showTn that in this field of flow the curvature of the 
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free surfaces t* while the fio?/ lines are almost parallel to 

the spreading surface. If we lead aside the problem of the distribu¬ 

tion of velocities of liquid particles over the film thickness and 

examine for each vertical on the plane of spreading only one value 

of velocity,which is a mean in size • nd direction, then for the 

above film flow .rea the basic assumptions of the 4M» problem of 

hydraulics of flows with free surfaces (.°, 5) will be true* 

Moreover, the gas-hydraulic analogy between such flows and flows 

of compressible gas will also be true. The existence of such an 

n logy was for the first time pointed out by N. F. Zhukovsky (l). 

Analysis shov/s that in the case of an impact of a jet with a wall, 

there occurs in the beginning a "turbulent" film flow similar to 

the supersonic gas flow, and that in the area of "turbulent“ flow 

the spreading of the film from the poiht of impact of the jet with 

the wall at ny .ngle of incidence of the jet must be radial. In 

this case the /continuity/equation and the equation of film motion 

written for the assigned flow scheme inz a cylindrical system of 

coordinates take the following form: 



' here gi is the acceleration of gravity; 

\ is the projection of friction on the direction of the 

radius-fee tor r. 

Integration of equations (l) and(2) enabled us to obtain the 

following analytical exprès ions for the determination of the ve¬ 

locity and thickness of the film 

> 

(/) 

/hFre ^ is the coeificient of kinematic viscosity^ 

1 is the iunction oi the distribution of the rate of flow 

during the impact of the jet with the wall, 

"hitn is nu."cricàlly equal to the quantity of the total rate of 

nov of the licuid in the direction of the ^iven radius-vector 

reie red to the unit of the central angle. Belo*, this function 

will be called flow tension. 

Losses ! pressure head in order to overcome friction force 

vere computed according to the conventional xxxxxx used in hy¬ 

draulics lor r.he determination of pressure head losses in conduits 

and pipes of non circular sections (?), written for elementary 

displacement as 
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dk=—pJLdr=\lL 
VÎ 

** 2g ’ 

Aiot 

jphere R is the hydraulic radius which for flows with free surfaces 

and small depth equals the thickness of the flow h; 

^ is the coefficient of hydraulic losses, represented by the 

% n 
paver iunction = A Re of the Reynolds number expressed 

by the velocity and thickness of the film; 

Re=M. B 104 

The results of tests for the investigation of collision phenomena 

o* ,v'° J^ts and of a jet with a rail show that energy losses from thee 

irotc: of a jet with a rail are relttive^y small. This maçte it 

possible to take the velocity of the film v in the initial cylin- 
rO 

rictl sections r^ of the flow area investigated as approximately 

equalling the outflow velocity v of the jet. 
0 

formulas (^) and (/,) make it possible to deteràíne by computa- 

‘ion the velocity and thickness of the film at any point of the 

plane cf spreading. For these computations, however, it is necessary 

to know the value for the flow tension q = q ) and the co¬ 

efficient of hydraulic losses /] = f(Re). 

The dependence for the determination of flow tension can be 
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) 
obtained from the equation of continuity and the equation of 

u.ntity 01 motion written for the volume of liquid, comorised 

be tv, e en the sections I-I and r ass 
CT 

Q-j Wo^p. 
0 

2- 
Qt<0 cos a a0 j itfVo ' OS <p + 7,, + ^,. 

0 

«ere Is the nrojection of friction forces on the axis x; 

rn 
tpr i<5 tbe Projection of Pressure forces on the axis xj 

t 1? tbe ooefiicient of the ouantity of motion, 

Which characterizes the ratio of the actual quantity of motion 

(5) 

(6) 

in .he section r to the quantity of motion computed accord! ng to 

the mean x film velocity in this section equalling v . 
0* 

rejection of pressure forces on the axis x equals the 

projection of the resultant of these forces in the section r 
0 

but, keeping in mind the negligible film thickness, the value of 

this projection can be disregarded. 

For an ideal liquid ^ = 1,. T = 0, hence, in this case, 
fr 

the system of integral equations (5) and (6) is in agreement with 

the particular solution 

G 
i <4 

b s¡n2o 

2it 1-j-COS2 a — 2 COS a COS'f 

(7) 
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This function expresses the distribution of the rate of flow 

when a jet of ideal liquid collides with the wall. For an actual 

liauid the distribution of the rate of flow with will differ 

considerably from the ideal one, although the nature of the distri¬ 

bution will basically be determined by th* a function of the form 

of (7)^ whence we may assume that for an actual case the function 

of the distribution of the rate of flow has tne form 

^ _’r | . J — J Id» 3 CHS i)if (8) 

Here we introduced n idditionai nultiolier a taking into account 

the real conditions of interaction of the jet with the wall. 

'the value of factor k is determined by the equation of con- 
Ü 

tinuity (5): 
sln’a df 

1 + cos5 3 — 2 COS 3 COS df 

(9) 

Equality (8) must be also satisfy equation (6). whence we 

couli also determine the additional multipliers a. Yet, to do this, 

it is necessary to /.now the value of the factor a and the of the 

friction T / ’/hen the jet collides with the wall. Since it appears 
fr 

impo sible to determine theoretically these values, mulitiplier ji 

must be determined experimentally. 
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2. FESULTS OF FIX PER I MENTAL INVESTIGATIONS 

The distribution of the rate of flow when a jet collides with 

a wall was studied with the aid of jet gauges. The atssgix design of 

these devices made it possible to measure the flow in cylindrical 

film sections whose radius amounted to 15, 30, 50, 30, 125 and 175 mm. 

,r!e effected a large number of pourings at angles of incidenS" of the 

jet email/ 90, 75, ¿0, /5>?0 and 20°. The tests were carried 

out with jets of water and kerosene outflowing from openings 1; 1.5; 

nd ; mm in di meter. The rate of outflow was determined according 

to the pressure differential at the nozzle which ranged from 2 to 15 

atmospheres. The length of the jet prior to its impact with the 

V 11 counted usually to about 10 mm, but in some tests it changed 

from 5 to ?0 mm. On the basis of the results of measurements we 

computedthe values for the value relative flow tension q = q/Q for 

the corresponding angles of spreading . 

The test results show that the character of the flow distribu¬ 

tion during the spreading of the jet along the wall does not cnange 

with an increasing radius of the cymindrical section in which the 

measurements are effected, and that the value for the Elative flow 

thnsion q along the given radius-rector remains constant. This fact 
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is evidence of the radial spreading of the film and also repre¬ 

sents an experimental confirmation of the fundamental assumption 

on which the derivation of the £ux calculated functions is based. 

X The test results have also shown that the distribution of 

rel'tive flow tension q by the angle is determined only by 

the ingle of incidence of the Jet and the physical properties of 

the liquid, aid does not depend on the velocity and the diameter 

of the Jet. This made it possible to utilize dependence (8) when 

processing the experimental data.Commutations carried out with this 

function in mind have shown that the value of the additional multi¬ 

plier a is well determined by the eiuation 

(10) 

The exponent m was found to be eoual to 3.0 for water and 3.7 for 

kerosene. The factor k , computed according to formula (9),is well 
0 

determined by the following expressions: 

For water 

(ID 

For kerosene 
fc#=sln',4a, 

An = sin,,5a. 

(12) 
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Thus, flow tension q for the spreading of water and kerosene 

formula 
jets can be computed analytically according to ismax (8) taking 

into accound dependences (10), (11) and (12). the mean error i.or 

the computation of flow tension does not exceed 6 to 8¾. 

Fi2ure ? brings the results of these computations, (solid 

lines) for water jets and experimental data for mean arithmetical 

V lues of alii the measurement^ of flow tension obtained by tests 

for the given angle at a specific angle of incidence of the jet 

V . Siriiar results were also obtained tram for Kerosene jets/ 

On the basis of the functions obtained it is possible to compute 

by approxi -tion the flow tension ‘or the spreading of other li uiis. 

esices measurements of flow tension, we carried out tesis xor 

th p determin lion of the thickness of films forring by the spreading 

of water ani kerosene jets. In these tests, the angle of incidence 

oí • the jes, the outflow rate of the jets and the diameter of the 

openings varied within the limits mentioned above, ior the measure¬ 

ment of film thickness we applied a method based on the absorption 

by a sheet of liquid of a directed beam of radioactive rays. As a 

radiation source we chose a preparation of the radioactive strontium 

90 fl isotope Sr ysis yielding a pure P-radiation* 
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Fíg. ?. Relative flow tension for the spreading of a water jet alon 
a V.all. Fxperimental data/ a)0*spreading on organic glassj b)X',spread 
ing on stainless steel: cH^spreading on stainless steel dK-theoreti 
cal curve. C^vvvn) CV^g") 
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Radiation intensity was measured with the aid of a radiometric 

device or the B type. The absolute error of film thickness measure 

ments did not exceed 0.02 to 0.03 mm. 

figure 3 shows the results of certain film thickness measure¬ 

ment tests. The comparison of experimental results v.ith film 

thickness variation curves during the spreading of a jet of ideal 

i 'uid (dottèd lines on the diagrams) are evidence fcf the fact that 

when a real liquid spreads, the film velocity continuously decreases 

-nd, nence, there takes place losses of pressure head reouired to 

overcome hydraulic resistances. 

I. \-e know the thickness h and flow tension q in the t iven 

r -di tl section of the liouid film it is possible to .ompute the 

value for ; he coefficient of hydraulic losses . The results of 

such computations are shorn in Fig. 4 (the diagram is plotted in 

logarithmic coordinates). 4s is seen in the diagram, the experimenta, 

vrlues for ?| fit quite satisfactorily into one strip which has a 

snarply expressed minimum at Re = 500 to 600. This is evidence of 

the fact that the Reynolds number expressed by the mean velocity and 

thickness of the film represents the criterion of the motion condi¬ 

tions of the liquid during the spreading of the jet over a wall. 
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Fig* 3. Thickness or film soreadinp over the wall 
v.i.h 4/. = lu atmospheres and d = ? mm. 
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Like other cases oí the motion of liquids (in pipes, open channels, 

etc,), the critical Reynolds number during the spreading of a jet 

along a wall can be set at 575. 

A 

Fig. 4. Dependence of the coefficient of hydraulic losses 7\ on 

the Reynolds number, a) for witer jets b) for kerosene jets. ïïj O-40--3 am; A-*/> 5 am; Q-Ap-10 am. ~ 

o) •-Ap—a am; A-ip 5 am; ■ Ap 10 am 

ire note in the (vier 4-v,q <-4-~ ., 1¾. the scattering 01 the expert- 

mental values for the coefffident ^ within the range of 0.02 to 

0.03. The analysis of test results showed that this scattering de- 

pends greatly upon errors in the determination of the film thickness h# 
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and fio?; tension q for the given radial section* In connection 

therewith it fcecame possible to substitute the area of values 

computed on the basis of test results with a certain averaging curve 
rv 

r-ndA. opr oxidate this curve to the analytical functions of /[ = f 

’-s * result, we obtained the following exponential formulas 

for the coefficient of hydraulic losses: 

a) With 

50< Re < 575 

X-»l,2Re °'5 (curve I in Fig* 4) (1?) 

b) nth 

575 Re < 2-104 
B 109 

)-=1,021-10 JRe°-H (curve IT in Fig. /) 
(1/) 

"°r como -risen, the dependences of tne friètion factor during the 

otiens of liquids in smooth nines on the Pe number (curves III 

and IV) are also plotted in Fig* 4. 

The computations of film thickness carried out to formulas 

(3)> (/), (8) taking account of functions (10), (ll), (1/), (1-3) 

and (14) are shown in Fig* 4 in the form of solid curves. These 

computations have shown that the absolute value of the radius 



has no substantial bearing on the computations of the film 

parameters and that a certain arbitrariness in their selection 

is fully permissible. Owing to this, the value for the radius r 
0 

for jets with diameters from 1 to 3 mm can be assumed to be 

equally 5 mm. 

In èonclusion let us note that theoretical analysis and 

the results of .dditi nal tests have made it nossible to determine 

the lov.-est boundary of the film fiov region, within the limits of 

which the calculated functions mentioned above are true. For a 

horizontal wall the boundary value of the radius-rector up to 

which the computed data will be reliable was found to be approxi¬ 

mately equal to 0.6 r where r is that value of the radius-rector 
k k 

with which the .esi:n velocity of the film v equals ‘ 

K 

For an inclined wall the values of the boundary radius must 

be diminished by 30 to 50'-. 

CONCLUSIONS 

When a jet collides with a wall, the distribution of the 

rate of flow is determined only by the angle of inclination of the 

jet and the physical properties of the liquid* It does not depend 

on the velocity and diameter of the jet if the latter change within 
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the range under investigation (v = 20 to 50 m/sec, d = 1 to 3 imn\ 
0 

For the investigated interval of jet parameters the Reynolds number 

expressed by iiwx velocity and thickness of the film, is the criterion 

which determines the motion of the liquid when a jet spreads over a 

wall. 

The experimental and theoretical dependences obtained make it 

Dossible to determine by means of computation the velocity and 

thickness of the film (within specific limits). The results of the 

investigati n are true only for the case of spreading of axially 

symmetrical, sufficiently steady jets forming by the outflow from 

c refully vorked openings. 
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IZEiL. INV^Tia.MIQN QF VI?P^TIQ.M...QI 

PIPES ON THE PÀR.-.1 KTE:-iS OF THE LIQUID FLOVING IN THE?! 

py 

Candidates of Technical Sciences L. Latyshev, N. putovskiy, 

V. p. mikhcnov 

The problem of uns:eady operation of aircraft engines has 

received constantly trowing attention in recent times. One of 

the causes for unsteady engine operation is to be sought in the 

interaction between the vibration of oipes and the variation of 

the dirameters of the liquid flowing in them. Co- oaratively few 

investigations have been devoted to this roblem. To some extent, 

we may refer to the study of this phenomenon the works of '’lotnik 

(1), Housner (2), Niordson (?), and Ushakov, (b). 

\rnong these, Housner's (?) study on the bending vibration of 

nines containing flowing fluids is of the greatest interest. The 

basic results obtained by this author are the following: 

1) The arameters of the fluid flowing in a vibrating pipe 

are substantially affected by internal and external forces. 
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2)Dynamic unsteadiness of pipej-ines can arise at great 

flow velocities of the fluid. 

decent investigations by Hand elm an (/) and Long (5) have in. 

proved Housner’s from the point of view of accuracy by taking into 

consideration additional ecuation terms depending on inertial forces 

That part of the problem which determines the effect of 

ch pic il factors on the hydrodynamics of • fluld f—rain a 

clce^line has not been studied in the above papes although this 

Phenomenon may indeed erert a substantial effect on the normal opera 

tion of aircraft mgines. 

In computing tne external and internal forces affecting a 

vibrating pipe line and the fluid flowing in it, the solution can 

take the form of . system of equatloniach of wnicn represents one 

or -he sides of the phenonenom. Utilising Hcusner’s transformation,the 

equation for forced vibrations of the pipe line can be written as 

follows: 
EJ ö'v + pTO- 0 ' + 2pw d > +(pTp,p) '' ' 

dx< i).»2 dtdx H dt2 

I 

(P + Prp)^2 

V " 
sin a: = 0 

/ V 
\ ix I 

14 
<)v \î 
dx I (D 

where is is the time in rec. 

the coordinate along the pipe line axis, in m; 
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y is the vibration amplitude of the ñipe line, in m; 

y is the Vibration amplitude of the Dipe line end (sealing)¿ 

in m; 

<2-, is the density of fluid, in kg x sec /m ; 

2 >■ 

is the density of the nine line material, in kg x sec /m ; 

is the radian vibration frequency, in rad/sec; 

is the vibration frequency, in cycles per second; 

F is the elastic modulus of the pipe’':line material, in Kr/m ; 

J 

J is tne inertia moment during vending of the pi e line, in m 

w is the rute of flow of the fluid, in ¡./sec. 

Unlike the other authors, we have taicen the inertia overload 

force in its orojection on the normal to che elastic 

curve of the oine line. This improvement may be of funa--enta] imror 

tance in the case of strong deflection and high pire"l.ine vibration 

frequencies. 

On the other hand, it is necessary to compute the unsteady 

flow of the fluid in the pipe line. This can be done with the aid of 

a soeciiic system of equations (7)which are true for small vibra¬ 

tions but can, with some approximatioh, be applied to actual. en¬ 

gineering problems: 



y is the vibration amplitude of the pipe line, in m; 

y0 is the Vibration amplitude of the ripe line end (sealing 

in m; 

is the density of fluid, in kg x sec /m ; 

is the density of the pipeline material, in kg x sec’/m ; 
2 I 

is the radian vior-tion frequency, in rad/sec; 

^ is the vibration frequency, in cycles per second; 

i.- the el is tic modulus o; the pi le line material, in ke/m ; 

J is toe inertia moment iurin? bending oí the pipe line, in m 

is che rate of ilovr 01 the fluid, in m/sec« 

Unlike ne other authors, we have taken the inertia overload 

ln ltr projection on the normal to che elastic 

curve of the pipefline. This improvement may be of fundamental impor 

tmce in -he of strong deflection and high pipeline vibration 
Vw' 

freauencies. 

On the other hand, it is necessary to compute the unsteady 

flow of the fluid in tne pipe line. This can be done with the aid of 

a SDf'ci ic system of equations (7)which are true for small vibra¬ 

tions but can, with some approximation, be applied to actual en¬ 

gineering problems: 
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f dx d* 

^ (^/)+-7r(?w/)=a0: d~ 
j dsr 1 .^L 

r dx p dí 

(?) 

(4) 

vhere f is tne olne^J-ine section in m , 

P is the pressure of the fluid In the pipeline, in atmos- 

oberes. 

In fairly short pice^lines which arc characteristic or air 

or:, t engines, frittion of the fluid against the «alls may be dis- 

rec .Hed. 

If re take into coneioeration the fonratlon of »aves In the 

pipe line from tSOZ of turbulence evenly distributed Ion, toe 

length of the vibratlm tlpe^ine, the phenomenon, of » :ve reflection 

fro- the free ents of the hydraulic system, the ehanje in the ila- 

e er of tine lines, their rigidity, etc., then the simultaneous 

solution of tne system of equations (1) to U) becomes rather 

difficult. For this reason, the pre ent paper is devoted to Inves¬ 

tigating experimentally the effect of nitrations of nite^lines on 

the flow conditions of fluids. This is particularly important in 

order to gain a qualitative and physical idea of the Phenomenon. 
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1. TEST EQUIPMENT 

This equipment allowed of testing straight pipe lines as 

well ad such with a bend in the center. 

Owing to the fact that the available vibration ecuipment 

with systematic adjusting vas unable to ensure the production 

of viorations with frequencies u. to /00 cycles oer second at 

overloads uo to ISO g, MB» nal to 4BUBB» m eau-in.-nent vUh fixpd 

r f nt. or kin • :‘re uencies of ,'5, r ( 75, 100, 1/5, and 175 cycles per 

second wnich are resonance r frequencies of cantilever spring beams. 

Excitation of vibr itions ’”as effected by rseans of a special electric 

system. The pne general view of the insta-lation is sh.vn in ^ig.l. 

Its hydraulic part, wnose diagram is r .own in Fig. ?, allowed of 

ootalning virious rates of fl^v, of the fluid from 1 to ! m/sec. 

Prom ftp tank 1, the fluid, which has a cons tant temperature, 

is fed by a vhirl pump 7 into a pressure receiver 3 above the free 

surface oí the fluid contained in it. The receiver is connected with 

5 
the tested oioe A by a ru ber canvas hose which ensures free 

travel of the part under investigation with respect at the receiver. 

From the pipe line, the fluid flov.rs as a free jet through another 

rubber canvas hose 6 into a receiver 7 above the level of the fluid 
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into

contained.it, fror. where it flows back ±ii«t t;ink 1. The fact 

that there are two free fluid surfaces makes it oossibie to 

eli-ninate the effect oi vibrations arising in the rystem., substi

tuting tue.' by vibrations induced in tne ire^xine under investigation. 

The assigned rate of fluid through tne oi^e line is ensured by the 

selection of . throttle olate Installed at the inlet into receiver 7.

the ins tallatioiY serves :'or m.a;The pneumatic '■yster: of lint :*inlng the

signed pressure in both receivers. The investigated pine line is

fastened to the vibrator h ads.

I

Fig. 1. General Vie? of Installation.
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Fig, ?. Fchematic diagram of hydraulic system. 

I) delivery tank with cooler 2) whirl pump 3) pressure receiver 

L) aiue line under investigation 5) rubber canvas hose 6) rubber 

canvas utlet hose 7) collecting tan*f 8) manometer of pressure re- 
¿U A. 

ceiver 9) manometer of free receiver 10) differential manometer 

II) measuring plate 12) air reducers of pneumatic system I3) high- 

pressure manometer*0V-vibrator head, a) from water feed pice 

b) fromt tank c) discharge. 

The vibrator heads are represented by the tips of two cone- 

constitute 
shaped beam-vibrators which gBHxtituK the fundamental part of the 

mechanical system (fig. 3). Beam-vibrator 1 is fastened to a s 



su * port 2 installed on a base plate 3. The vibrations are genera¬ 

ted with the aid of an electror-.agnetic vibrator consisting of a 

magnetic circuit A secured to k the base plate. The vibrator head 

VH is placed into the cut of the magnetic circuit in such as vay 

.s to enable the change of only the hori-ontal clear ance of the mag¬ 

netic circuit, "hen the proper vibration fre uencies of the ueam. 

coincide *ith the vibration frequencies of the magnetic field, there 

¡.rise resonance vibrations "ith the required total ^pplitude and 

six 
overload. The apparatus is equipped with á beams having varying 

rroper fre 'uencies. The gnetic circuit of the vibrator has jt two 

coils of r ich one^I^is connected with the x a-c generator while 

the otner^II^is connected with the d-c generator. 

In order to feed coi a I with a-c current of varying frequency 

we devised a soeclal system of electric engines whose general sche¬ 

matic dia-raä is shown in Fig. 4. As an a-c guv generator (1) we 

used a triphase motor with slip rings, whose anchor windings were 

connected according to a monophase circuit. The generator is acti¬ 

vated by a d-c motor 2. Changes in the direction and speed of rota¬ 

tion of the motor rotor 2 allow of obtaining frequencies higher 

or lower than those of commercial a-c feeding the generator stator 1. 
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“i i<Archematiò diagram of mechanical -/stem. 1) beam-vibrator 

^ beam support 3) base plate 4) magnetic circuit; VH-vibrator heads 
I-a-c coil-H-d-c coil. 

Ihe rotating speed oi this motor depends on the voltage of the d-c 

developed 
generator ’ run by the a-c motor A. the pover teveiapx by generator 3 

is controlled by the excitation current fed from the auxiliary d-c 

generator 5 connected with the a-c motor 6. 



FU, 4. Schematic Diagram of Electric Eysteiu 1) a-c generator 

?) d-c electric motor ?) d-c generator A) a-c electric motor 

5) auxiliary d-c generator 6) a-c electric motor 7) special trans¬ 

former 8) d-c generator 9) a-c electric motor;VH-vibrator heads 

T - a-c coils ;II - d-c coils FK - frequency meter V- volt meters. 

Uternating current of assigned frequency is fed into trans¬ 

former 7 and then into vibrator coils I. Direct current of controlled 

voltage is fed from generator 8, run by the triphase motor 9, to 

vibrator coils II. Simultaneous connection of d-c and a-c coils by 
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sunerposing magnetic fields allows of increasing the vibration 

amplitude of the vibrator heads and reduce the frequency of magnetic 

force by one half as compared with a-c frequency. 

During tésting, the folio ing ;uantities were measured: 

1) Pressure in the pressure an collecting tanks, 

; ) r te of the flcv of the flui through the pipeline under 

investigation, 

•) a-c frequency in the /iorators, 

') vibration amplitude of resonance b ams, 

5) fluctuation'' of fluid press re in the vi rating pip£jine, 

6) fluctuations of the rate of flow of the .'lui'' flowing 

through the pipe line. 

T;'or the fiming of the a. ove quantities we used both standard 

rviccs ni euch which were especially made Bi .r for the given 

equionent. Pressure in the collecting and pressure receivers were 

measured with the lid of class 0.6 manometers. The mean rate of 

flor oi the fluid through tne ipe line unter investigation was de¬ 

termined by the pressure dif erential at the . easuring plate 11 

(see Fig* 2). This pressure differential was measured by the differen¬ 

tial manometer 10 only in the case of steady operation of the apparatus 
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. . CÄ- 

,• r. .p..citan% pressure pick-up. 1) door of vibrator head 

i) 7-piece ?) r.easurin? rembrane J) central el ctrode 5) distance 

sleeve 6) insul tin- sleeve 7) insulating sieve 8) disc?) nut of 

o - 10) nut 11) cl^ninin^ spring collet 12) PK-2 type cable 1") 

jacket. Plug of soring collet I4) feed contact 15) jacket olug of 

body 16) insulating lining. 

(tne fluid level in the pressure receiver is motionless). The fre¬ 

quency of alternating current fed through to excite the vibrators 

vas measured by a frequency meter xhis. with an accur^cy up to 0.5 

cycles per second. 
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Inasmuch as the vibration amplitude of the beams is one of 

the basic parameters, it was measured according to two procedures; 

with the ixd aid of electric tensiometers glued to the beam sur¬ 

faces, and by means of a steel needle fastened to the vibrator head. 

In spite of preliminary calibration, the el' otric tensiometers 

did not sa yield sufficiently reliable results, bor this reason tney 

■ere basically utilised for orientation purposes during testing. 

The fun- imental data» .n the agnitude of the beam vibration 

-mplitude '"ere oot.ined by means of mechanical recording of the motion 

of the vior. tor head needle on . film traveling luring the test on 

:i 1 guides. The width of the recorded track was then : s ^ed 

tear ' 1' , 

The oressure fluctuations of the fluid at the inlet and cutlet 

o the pipe line un.er investigation were measured by means of ca¬ 

ce. 
pacit n/ pick-ups (Fig. 5) installed at the T-pieces of the vibrator 

c«~ 
heads, he cioacitanjit pick-up vas connected v.ith the indicator with 

frequency modulation whose output signal was fed to a loop oscillo- 

graoh. The pick-up was secured to the vibrator head in such a way ad 

to prevent the beam vibrations to affect the accuracy of trie readings. 

The instantaneous rate of flow of the fluid through the pipe-- 
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line under investigation was measured by means of a electro- 

low induction flow meter developoed by AD-? laboratories (8). The iJ 

meter was switched into the hydraulic system through a cut in the 

rubber Canvas hose 6 (see Fig. 2). 

?, TIFT RifdLlS 

Ire .dy the ¡irst test s .owed that in vibrating pipej-^es 

tne rt- .re fluctuations of the orcrs^rc and thx velocity with a 

si -tionary : an rate of flow (with an accuracy up to 0.5‘'). 

ne b sic tests relating to the effect of overload on the 

flue ;u .Etion of the .luid verejearried out "ith pipe ¡incr o 

virving shipe, length and diameter at a frequency oi c/clcs 

oer second; some tests v.ere perfon t her frequencies. Pro¬ 

cess sslng of oscillograms oi experiments shoved that tne amplitude 

of pressure fluctuations Is always directly croportional to tiie 

gnitude of overload, the siwe of the amplitude lepeniing on a 

nuaber of factors (type of fluctuations, shape of pipe line, etc.). 

The tests for the determination of the effect of the rate 

of flow of the fluid were carried out with cipes 1? x 15 mi, 1-j size, 

hiving varied shapes and a constant distance between supports 

amounting to 1.0 to 1.5 m. The pipe< vibrated .t a frequency of 166 



cycles per second under an overload equalling 85 g. Variations 

in the rate of flor were obtained by changing the throttle plates, 

so that the pressure in the pipe and, hence, its rigidity remained 

constant. Figure 6 snows diagrams with typical ipw dependences 01 the 

pressure fluctuation amplitudes on the veaocity 01 the il-ia ¿loving 

in trie ipe. 

It is’seen in Fig. 6 that at a given vexoc¿t> tue fluctuations 

re ch oeak. The position of this oeak can shift depending on the 

shppe of the oipe line and the fastening oí its e-n¡s. 

Fuen - sh ce o the curve can be explained if ve roceea ironi 

the solution of equation (1) v:,ich can be vritten as 

T H 117 

V ®rn a , b nd <2 are the coefficients and characteristic numbers 
k k 

ined as a result of assigning specific boundary conditions, 

further accumulation of experimental data and integration of 

the system of equations mentioned above will permit oí deten ining 

the true v lues of these -quantities. 
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lg. 6. Fffect o the velocity of the fl i flowing in a Jipe line on 
the fluctuation plituJe of internal pressure. 1) oressure fluctua¬ 
tions at point I; 2) pre.-sure fluctuations at point II. a) straight 
pipe, 13 mm in liameterj 1 = 1,000 mm; n = 85 ;; 0 = 1'»' -r e.os 
per second. Beam I is vibrating, b) straight pipe, 13 mm in iamèter 
ï = 1,000 rmnj n = 85 gj 0 = 166 cycles per second. Both beams are 
vibrating, c) Pipe, 13 nun in diameter, with bend "00 mm in diameter; 
1 - 1,000 mm; n = 85 g; 9 = lb' cycles per second. Beam II is 
vibrating. 1. flow direction of fluid. 2. Vibration direction f of 
beams. 
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The curves connecting pressure fluctuations with the diameter 

mi position of the bends In tne pipes were found to be extremely 

interesting. Figure 7 shows the data obtained from tests with 

£ 
uJ^lnum pipes 13 x 1J mm in size. In all the tests, the distance 

between supports equalled 1,000 mm, both supports vibrated in a. 

Identical fashion, the overloads vere constant and eiualled 85 g. 

1 15 dh-r-cteristic tnat the pressure fluctuations attain 

their -reates amplitude with a fully determined bend diameter for 

e -.ch ire luency. dialysis of the set of curves shows that the maxi- 

u -polltuces or pressure fluctuations sMft with Increasing fre- 

uencies towards the greater bend diameters. 

oparently, tnis is due to the effect of two oppposlte factors, 

n increase In the bend diameter leads to an Increase in tne column 

01 n i t¡lts> in -urn, in.-c .s-t tne .or inr AMBBnnM 

"* Same tine’ tlta a growing bend diameter, the vibrating mass 

of the ripe an- fluid increases, while the rigidity of the tnire 

entire Pipe line decreases. All this results in a decrease in the 

amplitude of vibrations of the bend proper (taking ^account the 

vibration of Supports with constant overload) and, hence, in a 

corresponding decrease in the amplitude of rigidity pressure n 
uc- 
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Fig. 7. Effect of diameter of pipe bend on the xpiituâæ of pressure 
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fluctuations* a) kg/cm b) cycles per second. 
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tuations. 

If we assume, as this was done in the test$, that with in¬ 

creasing freouencies the overload stays constant, then, in this 

case, there occurs a decre se in that portion of energy which is 

dissipated on account of damping since there is a iecrease in the 

relative disol icement of the eenter oi gravity 01 tne pipe tend, 

H-nce, with growing frequencies, the :.axim. v-iluts of &f> conn1' cted 

wi h the inertness of the iluil coluirn and damping shifts towards 

XaaX 
greater bend diameters, i*e., towards ;re.ter inertial 

ih general picture of vibration: is affected by the geometric 

p r meters of the pipeline, viz*, its diameter, length, fastening 

noint, etc. In oi e lines with greater diameters, a larger column 

of fluid is vibr.ting, hence it should be expected that the amplitude 

of pressure fluctuations will be greater there. In act, tests nave 

shown an increase in the amplitude of oressure ?! fluctuations when 

ch.nging from pipes Iemm in diameter to such v-ith a dim eter oi TO mm. 

In order to confirm this assumption, Fig. 8 gives curves show¬ 

ing .he dependence of the amplitude of pressure fluctuations on the 

pipe diameter and vibration frequency Vve carried out tests with 

pipelines where the distance between supports equalled 1000 and 



1,500 mm. A substantial effect on the character or magnitude of 

nressure fluctuations was not ooserved. 

Changes in the fixing in of the pipe line (both ends are 

vibrating.or one of the supoorts is clamped' the oromote varia¬ 

tions in the frequency or in the amplitude of oressure fluctuations, 

^oeci 1 tests with rubber canvas hoses n-ive saovn that the 

unolitude of oressure fluctuations decreases as absolute pressure 

in tne pi e line increases. This can readily be explained by a 

decrease in the yielding of tne hose walls. 

One of tne factors wnich affects greatly the amplitude and 

r.h-oe of the fluctuation of fluid parameters vas found to be tne 

vibration frequency f pipe line supports. The harmonic analysis 

of oressure v iriation curves revealed a considerable effect of the 

secón» .na third h .ri onics, while with increasing overloads an 

increase in the relative value of the second harmonic was observed, 

"ort of the curves expressing tue dependences are cup- 

sh iped with a minimum m the frequency range of 50 to 100 cycles 

per second. Unfortunately, during the tests^we were unable to ex¬ 

pand the range of working frequencies and follow the changes of 



Af> at frequencies less than 25 cycles per second and greater than 

166 cycles per second while maintaining n = 35 g. Nevertheless, 

analysis of the system of equations mentioned above allows of dis¬ 

covering Bf the character of the dependences 

In the case of vibrating pipes containing flowing fluid, with 

inoreitiing frequencies thex Coriolis forces grov while the kinetic 

heid droos since the vibration amplitudes decrease with constant 

overloads. V’ith decreasing frequencies, the inverse phenomenon is 

observed, % '.t the ii'’.it, with zero freouency, kine^ic head must 

viel'- an incre ¡se in oressure equally the pressure increase from 

hydraulic impact. In fact, if we extrapolate the test curves to 

aero, the va ue for increased oressure will be of the order of 5 

to 3 atmospheres, whereas in the case of hydraulic impact at the 

rate of 1 m/sec.increased pressure amounts to about 10 atmospheres. 

s is known, in vibration processes the size of the amplitude- 

depends on the closeness of the frequency of forced vibrations to 

Lae frequency 01 prober vibrations. If i/re compute the proper fre¬ 

quency of a fluid column contained in a pipe which is open at one 

end (pressurized receiver) and closed at the other (disc in front 

oí collecting tank), we obtain the following Value: 
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Fig* 8» Dependences of the spi amplitudes of pressure fluctuations 

in che iluid on the pipé^ine diameter and vibration frequency. 

2 
Straight pipe, 1 = 1,^00 mm. a) kg/cm b) cycles per second. 
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h1!^* cr of nine vibration fr^nuenci's on the amplitude of 

pressure fluctuations in trie fluid. a) Pipe, 13 mm in diameter with 

bend 500 mm in diameter; 1 = I500 mm; n = b‘5. Velocity of flowing 
g 

fluid V = 2,2 m/sec. Poth beams are vibrating, b) Straight pipe, 

20 mm in diameter; 1 = I500 mm; n = 85. Velocity of flowing fluid 
/ f/ & 

r = /.2 m/sec. 1. kg/cm 2. flow dirêction of fluid. 3. vibration 

direction of beams. /) pressure fluctuations at point II 5. Pressure 

fluctuations at point I 6. Cycles per second. 
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v:here ù is the reduced velocity of turbulent expansion in the 

pi.:e line; 

1 is the reduced pipe line length. 

It is ipproximately at this frequency that we observe an 

increase in recorded experi ¡entally. 

It is interesting to note that^hen cices 1,5 ¡r. ir. len'th 

vibr ited^re observed the appearance of tvo mn/lrainis and two 

r.ini' urrr on the curve • fft) • the iretuencLes of the maximums 

•md nini ums being multiples. Typical curves of tais type are 

shorn in Fig. 0. 

t'e unJertook special tests where in front of the pine line 

re d laced . hydraulic nul ator, v. hile the electric vibrators were 

switched off. Tnese tests shoved that van the fluid fc vibrates, tue 

oioe vibrates too, and that the amplitude of pioe vibrations uepends 

on hov closely the x frequency of perturbing hydraulic vibrations 

approaches the proper frequency of the mechanical vibrations of the 

system consisting of beams an, pipes. This seems to indicate that 

the energy fed into the fluid is dissipated and changes into energy 



of mechanical vibrations. 

^ - 

\s ai result^v.e can draw the conclusion that there exists an 

interrelation between the oipe line vibrations and pressure fluctu- 
A 

itions and the rate of the fluid flowing in this pipe. This pheno¬ 

menon has to be taken into consideration when analising the si.abilit\ 

of operation of engines. 
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for cooling. 

Let us compare the cycles, of the following three 

types; 

a) Ideal cycle without cooling of the chamber (adiabatic 

char.ber), 

vo ^yclr vitn civ-ioer cooling by means of a foreign coölant 

(chamber with extern 1 cooling), 

c) Cycle with regenerative cooling 01 the chamber. 

Under the effect of coolín?, the gas temperature drors t tne 

end of the eh er nh expansion occurs with heat losses. Let us 

\ssu.e th it g .s expansion takes lace polytropically with some 

constant index of the nolytropic curve. The 1-° diagram of tne 

?as expansion process in a chamber with external cooling is shown 

in Fig. 1* In the presence of cooling, (|to^the "walls ofthe char rer, 

h^ t heat h is transferred✓^hile A is transferred to the nozzle 
h A n 

walls, 

d 
’te assume henceforth th t from an overaLheat loss A there 

cool 

takes place a transfer to the heaii walls 

0 = Q 
h cool 



^if'. I. "'-P di ^rar. ch .rae eri^in; he .t losses in the case of 

extern ¡I cooiin : of a combustion chamber. 
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v.’here^ is the distribution factor of heat losses. 

Let us compute the overall value of heat losses to the 

combustion chamber Jacket in portions of the initial ?as enthaloy 

The absolute value of heat loases can be expressed as follows: 

Q.„ “^p7" A 125 

"here T is the enthalpy of the :as at the beginning oi its ex- 
1 

pansion^,for the at ideal cycle; 

q is the relative loss of heat for cooling< 

Figure 1 shows the relative he it losses to the head wills o 

ni the nozzle Jacket q . nth identical heat consunntlon, the 
n 

vork L in the cycle vith cooling is less than the available 
cool 

"ork L , and the relative efficiency of the cycle can be computed 
ad 

ccording to the exoression 

L.« _ ^oi ^ • 

, /' / 
• a» II 1 

B 125 

vh;re L* is the vork in trie ideal cycle with identical sedges oí 
ad 

exp nr ion in a cooled combustion ch-imher, 

The quantity L / L> , or the ratio of polytrooic to adia- 
cool\^ ad 

batic v.'ork at identical stages of expansion and initial gas states, 

is called polytropic efficiency V ànd is determined by the 
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Figure 2. Digaram of the T-S cycle with regenerative heating of the 

combustion chamber,(Heat transfer quantities eue given in 

fractions of I . 
1 



(1) 
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expression 

^T(-i)j('-jO 

Q . k-! 'H- 
i'.nere à is the exoansion ratio,Äa—, - ani A..« 

_ / 

"IL 

■:s a result, the efficiency of i cycle with cooling is 

UK 

y y y r ^ t 1 —- * i J ) 
7IUI li! I) »ii 0.1 1 '*/1 

f ehe soeciiic thrust o;“ the cool-. '¡ustión c. . rf 

(?) 

/»„M 

wnerc 

U » -c/.u/» t ‘T.. I ■; I , 

r e * 

s ..ne distri■ . ion factor oi heat losses; 

(°) 

ire the ffllfl. - r tes of r .ses iro! the cooled and 
cool ad 

; natlc chamberss 

.- is the acceleration c. ,;r vity. 

ihe exponent of tne polytroric curve depm.ing on q and 

founh 
c -n be fiunx fro;r e -uation 

«-I 
„ n—i i — í î - - -* kgh " — 1 = 0. (/) 

P n-n 1-tv 

of tn-. v ita te^em.r iliv-- fco^in.; oi Co,-.unstien Chaiherr 

Tn Fi?• ?, in T-P coordinates are shown the gas expansion 

lines in various combustion chanters, ’or iiabatic chamberthe 

beginning of expansion corresponds to point I. In the case of 

I . 
heat recovery in. the cooling nozzle jacket lor enthalpy I 
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which determines the heat transferred during conditio^combustion, 

heat 0 is added. According to the diagram, heat 0 = I = I 
n nil 

TT 
is eouidimensional with the area dlriv the poiytropic curve -- li 

0Ty¡¡¿¡¿ the section 1-1 of the curves d = con°t. before entering 

into the combustion chamber, (tae v or king heat r e ce i v cd\ '. 1 r c ' y in 

the co busfion chamber jacket/an addition of 0 calorics tnrough the 
h 

ne ~ .Ils. Prior to the beginning of expansion this quantity cf 

he; t is again transferred into the cooling jacket. 

in Pi-, ' heat 0 corres onto the difference cf t enthalpies 
h 

I - I . 
1 

■‘■he efficiency o: regenerative combustion cham.ers vitn regard 

to the initial gas state A (see Fig. 2) is deter., ined according to 

for ula (?), Vet, the neat actually consumed for obtaining work L 
ad 

is I ritner than I i.e., (1 - q)-times less. For this reason, the 
1 A 

efficiency o tne regenerativ: cycle is 

Tw 
’lot 

1-7 
(d) 

idr sDfecific thrusts oi combustion chana ers v:ith regenerative 

and external cooling we obtain the fol. owing relationships: 

ffy,i _ j I 

I7 1-1 

(6) 

and 



7 

d — Vu 1/ ' 
V ^0J,| I- 

i-«2 
4 

(7) 

It cc.n readily be seen from equations (5) to (7) that the heat 

lost at the head rails is compensated by its réintroduction in the 

combustion cnanoer to;ether with the working heat. Consequently, 

^ of heat, vjiich cools the head vails, is useful and 

ihe efficiency a tne cycle, specific work and specific 

hrust of ’.he co- ustión ch.^ er witn the cooled head to a level 

corres conning to the ide . . 

Fig. '3- Effect of heat recovery in tne cooling nozzle jacket on the 

engine 



Assuming the coefficient f =0, v?e thus change to the 

of an adiabatic head and cooled nozzle. In this case 

i0i- A 127 

and the «■¡¡■■■■Pof heat transmitted to the nozzle walls leads to 

n increase in efficiency and the thrust of the engine. The graphs 

/^JA4s**J&sU 

of Fig. ; show the changes of the important work of the 

engine in the oresence of heat recovery in a cooled nozzle jacket. 

"'hen changing from a cooled combustion chain; er to a regenerative 

one,the variations of efficiency ana thrust are found to be luite 

conisderable. For example, suien = 0.07, efficiency oí the com- 
n 

bustion clÆbcr inere tses, after changing to regener fve cooling^by 

, mi its thrust incrers ,s by 1 . hese Quantities are uite 

con; ensurable with tiiose o; tained when computing, for exan. Oe, iosse 

in the nozzle for friction or for the non-parallelity of gas jets 

at the no zie outlet. 

The magnitude of regenerative heat exchange increases as the 

dimensiompf the combustion chamber decrease and the ratio of the 

chamber’s length to its diameter increases, when in the cooling 

jacket a relatively greater a. ount ±x of heat is transferred. With 
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q = 0.1 the relation /■// and the thrust of the com¬ 

bustion chamber increase by 5.5$. Regeneration ci heat of a s,>sue.. 
, % • 

of nozzle cooling improves the of combus¬ 

tion chambec to such an extent that it exceeds th-it Oi adiabatic 

chambers. 

In order to cor nute the thrust and efficiency o: comous^ion 

ch r.e^re c *n utilize simpler empirical depen enees *^1*W*» 

tes those mentioned above, '"hus, vith an expansion ratio = ^ to 

80 and an adiabatic index k aiffering but slightly from k = 1. ■ e 

obtain 
“toj*® * -0,6yc 

(8) 

and 
p* =, . --ii —— i . - 

p* X >-»« (^) 

Taking into consideration formula (4)» 7,6 cun determine the 

exponent o the oolytropic curve vith the id of the i.o.:.]^'in 

expression 
*(l-0.6Vc) 

I — ‘/c (* + 0,6) ’ 
(10) 

where 

A 128 
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i\xi increase Qt in 4P expansion ratio is bound to reduce 

/ •V J 4- the advantages from heat recoverj^V.'ithin a range of the 

efficiency of an ideal combustion chamber = 1.0, 

ihe following features of neat recovery in the cooling combus¬ 

tion chamber jackets ire vorth noting: 

1. he relative increase in the efficiency of the co¡ ustión 

ch- er becomes even . ore significant with a lower heat value of 

the fuel and greater values of k; 

Heat recovery in the no’ zie jacket leads to a ''.ore con¬ 

venient or r ing sycle than the i batic n^: 

y. Regenerative cooling yields sufficiently noticeable advan¬ 

tages -.s compared vdtn cooling by means of a foreign agent, es- 

ofci .n • it tne imensions of the charter are small; 

/. t the modern rate of intensity of external cooling of 

WBK/ÊIêêê^ yields a negligible ii.ipruvement co' : os lion ch . bers, hea 

in the ihrusl of the combustion chamber and a small increase in 

the initial gas temperatures. 

' . Kxternai'/Megenerati®n rhOEfF’,1.' ilQN 

Fffect of External Regeneration on the eombustion Chamber 'IWH*. 

Heat recovery from the gas after its expansion in the nozzle 



ducts will be called external recovery* It is obvious that in this 

case the regenerator has to be placed behind the nozzle and butt 

against it. 

w’e shall first examine the heat recovery process under the 

follov.ing conditions: 

1, There ire no hydraulic loi ses in the chamber or regenerator. 

. .he consumed neat is fed to the ?;orkin ; substance from 

ou side. 

Velocity and oressure of the gas in the regenerator are 

cons tant, 

following diagram T-S in Fig. A, the gas after expanding in 

section 1-Î enters into the regenerator at the state ?. The heat 

V liable for recovery is measured by Jto enthalpy T . 
r\ 
<c 

Let us call the '-uantity 

the regeneration rate of the cycle. 



I 

Fig, ', T-s -:1 r i of the regenerative cycle of a rocket engine. 

Fig, 5. T-S diagram showing the transition from the adiabatic 

ctcle to the regenerative one, maintaining the calorific value 

of the charge. 
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At an identical initial state of the gas in the normal and 

regenerative cycler specific work is found to be the same, while 

the efficiency of cycies varies xiene since 

/. 
r,-r, “ »•• T.I B 129 

or 

»•-I 
(ii) 

”nder the ifcove condition the quantity of specific thrust re¬ 

applies 
n .ins unchanged. The sa: e xputEx to ^ specific fuel consumption. 

Let us now ch jage the second of the conditions adopted when 

examtoing the regener .tion process, in the following way. 

Let the uantity oi heat fed to the working substance be 

tlw ivs one and the same, md let it be determined by its calorific 

V lue. In this case^regeneration of he t ae-ds fhoz onlyLto j; c-'. ,n x 

in efficiency but also in the specific thrust of the chamber. 

In .ig- 5, the norrr.il adiabatic cycies is reoresented in the 

T-S diagram by the expansion curve 4iPPB^ 1-2, the heating capacity 

I - C T , tde inclusion of a regenerator leads to a ’’speeding up n 
1 pi 

of the cycle which is expressed by an increase in the initial tem¬ 

perature of expansion and an increase in the useful work ana thrust 

of the chamber. The parameters of the cycle will become steady when 
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heat roduction in the chamber and the subsequent gas expansion 

will lead to such a temperature of the off-gases at which the 

A assigned regeneration rate q will be obtained^In Fig. 5, the 
R 

regenerative cycle corresponds to an expansion in sector I-II 

where 

.nd 

A Ah ■■ A—A 

ror the 1 tter rel • : ns 1 v/e obtain 

A 130 

B HO 

C 13c 
r, 

ihe xi u. temperature increases^vhen changing to the re¬ 

generative cycle^all tne ore, the lover the efficiency of the 

initi 1 adilbutic cycle. 

:'Or ;hrn-'. vc- obt linee ..ie oliovin ; rel .tionshin 

pJL 
] Ln X Tt I (1?) 

c-'ordn: to the latter expression, W* specific fuel con¬ 

sumption decreases too. 

Figure 6 shows the variation of the coefficient and the 

ratio with varying and q . The efficiency ratios re- 

oresent also the maximum temperatures ratio in the [compared/cycles/ 



Fig, 6,. Effect of expansion ratio à on the efficierfy of the re¬ 

tener tive cyc-.e of li ;uid fuel rocket engines at various rc t.nera- 

• ion r .ter. 

Effect of the n Cola Capacity11 of the frue on egneratlon 

- . i:e. 

.s was shown above, the increase in specific thrust depends on 

thex r ite of regeneration. If we take into consideration that the 

cooling agent has to be the fuel, tnis means in that the increase 

in p depends on the cooling capacity.or the "cold capacity" .of 
sp / ) 



the fuel. 

Let us rate the cooling capacity of the fuel by the ratio 

of the maxisr.U!:. permissible quantity of neat absorbed by the fuel 

in the cooling j icket of the regenerator, to the heating cap-tcity 

>f the fuel^According to this determination, the cooling g capacity 

o; the fuel 
8 = 

H 

or 

B 131 

P^TTTTT, ^...+ 
! 

(!+»)// (l + i)« Q.,r. 
(I'') 

v.'iere X Is the r-tio of the fuel components : 

nd 0 re the losses of ¡eat for 
COO'.ox . cool.f 

cooling of t e 

oxl ent uid the fuel: 

is the heating capacity of the fuel. 

e can readi.y obt .in the foliovring formula for the determina¬ 

tion of the initi .: rate of regeneration: 

" I — p 
(H) 

f'hen 

rL_ V 
r, i„ i" —V. 1+P (15) 

.nd 

P» ■V?, KM-p. (16) 
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Table I gives the value for ,( q ) , T /T and(P - P ) 
__1 ^ R max, Il R ad 

computed from formulas (I3) to (l6) for three types of fuel. 

From these data we can conclude uhat external regnera regeneration 

in engines with fuels similar to those mentioned above cannot be 

considered orofitable since the slight gain in thrust is lost to 

•re t exrent by the complexity of the installation and the in¬ 

ore .se in its weight. 

nOKUlTfJH 
Kmcmpoj h 

»tnjonmA 
ciiHpi 70% -hhA 

Amthsi knc- 
jota M itepo- 

CMH c Mcuape- 
mmím ■ py<Ula¬ 

ke Kaiiepy | 

"P* tiene 
hm paciüNpeiiM* t 

10 

20 

40 

80 

10.3 

11.5 

12.5 

14.5 

14.5 

16.3 

18.3 

20.6 

AjOTHil klUADtJ H CtlMpr 
'.HlH -MW« 

uCJ HOUh 

peHNi 
" pvAinnir 

MMrpM 

15.7 19.1 

I7.h .’1,5 

19.H ! 24.1 

I * 1 

m Ti/y 
T\ 5« 

Ph-Pm . 

1.075 

3.8 

7.5 

Ml 

3.5 

11.0 

1.12 

6,0 

12 

1,15 

7.3 

15 

1. Indices 7. Oxygen and ethyl alchohol, 70 concentration 3) nitric 
acid an .. kerosene evaporating in the jacket of the chamber L) nitric 
acid an alchohol, 1¾ 961 concentration 5) without evaporation 6) with 
evaporation in the chamber jacket 7) (q ) with expansion ratio cP : 

R max 
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Htlil-,111011 in Regenerators of Inert Substances v.lth Great 

Coollni Cipaclty Carried by tne ivuel 

Let us examine the work parameters of a regenerator engine 

with an addition to the fuel of inert substances with great cooling 

cap city. Let us then compare this syste::. vdth the ..ormal one at 

.denticai v lues tor ...ximu. temperatures, i ensions 01 noszle 

section0, oressures p , expansion r tíos na tanx caoacities icr 
Ir 
AX 

ak workin substance, assuming that the in(rt substance, *s well 

•.s thí isle one, h s he *0 '-Les of an lie 1 'as. 

Let there be 1 Kg of workin substance 1 *e., a mixture consist- 

f in: of nlkg o. fuel and xxxtxxeiiti. toxit r.” kg o: inert substance 

designed : or heat re oval in the regenerator. If P is the enthalpy 
1 

of 1 kg of fuel 'ases in the chamber vitnout regeneration, I is the 
1 

enthalpy of 1 kg of vorkin: substance in the regener tor chamber nd 

0 is the he t of regeneration, then the íoi owing e uaticn is true 
n 

■ 13 

oreove 

Qfí — UQr—cpTiflR—cpTx ^ 

r.tri = cm'T. 

B 1'P 

and 

I 
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A “ cpTx=(ctm' 4- c^m") T, C 132 

Be -ring in mind ühese i'-elations^ the expression for the 

.eat balance can be written in the following form 

c',mT, +C'!iqll-(cy+'''n”)Tu 

hence 

i - i 

^he specific thrusts with identical extension ratios 

D 1?2 

(17) 

.re 1e er-ine- by the r-x tion 

? v$-v i • V"' ; f,,<! - ^ > k l0? 

>?re P* is the specific thrus r erred ».o the sole consur,- tion 

of fuel. 

Utilizin’ for ui ; (17), v.e can vritc this relation as follows 

(18) p* - r 1 
" V -::(-¾) 

Tt is seen froi* this expression th t so cific thrust P can 
R 

soecifl c 
be greater.and .Iso smeller^ than the initial/tnrust P’, ihus, 

:’0<f with c^/0 we fini that P1 

uence if c* is close in magnitude co , ujicn specific 
P P 

thrust and consumotion of the working substance remain almost un¬ 

changed and regeneration is justified only in the case where fuel 
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becoraes quite short as compared with the inert substance. 

Çr&vKjuC 
Utilization in Regenerators of —» Inert Substances 

If the rocket moves in a dense medium, the inert substance 

„ of 
lor tne regenerator may not be contained in the tanks tax the 

rocket but be obtained from outside. In this case,the initial 

vllue of enthalpy I in the chamber will be determined from 

expression 

fm"+ (?*=/,/« 

I*3" 

le: s confine »use ourselves to the case where complete enthalpy 

oí the inert substance when entering the regenerator is small as 

conn^red with enthalpy ïxx I* and heat 0 , which vill be true 
ix 1 R 

in tne case of small ratios cf zx velocities V/V, Tnenyexpression 

(17) determines the connection between the fuel quantity m' and 

the m e o X regeneration q . 
R 

T.ei us henceforth ta.;e as the basic variable the relative 

quantity oí inert substance deter¡r.íned bjr expression 

x=- 
m' I m C 

Utilizing fo^'uia (i?) we obtain at identical temperatures 

l-(l-A) 1 -¾) 
(19) 



Thé magnitude of relative thrust will depend also on the 

velocity of the rocket, i.’gL., 

r- mW— m"V. D 1?3 

In this expression the outflow rate of gases from the nozzle 

r te^iron the nozzle without regeneration. 

during regeneration 

A 134 

where is the 

After tr .nsformation, we obtain for the thrusts the following 

rel .tion: 

MMMtti T 7' ZÃ I # 
(SO) 

Referring the specific thrusts to .: weight unit of the 

substance consu-M by the rocke* we i'inl 

k ‘ " <21) ■/1_] i V 
* * 7rr“i-* y ' 1 V 

For the case where c* = c' , formula (;1) is simplified as 
P P 

follows 

f ‘~àr 
"* i-i 

Y mt* f t 
(21a) 

Figure 7 shows the variation curves P /P* depending on À 
R 

according to equation (21a), Vith small values for the ratio V/V* 

the improvement in specific thrust and, hence, in efficiency is 

found to be considerable. Figure 7 also shows tue dependence of 



the quantity /| on the expansion ratio in the chamber at a rate 

of regeneration q = 0.5 and 1,0. According to the graphs of Fig. 
R 

7 for a chamber with an expansion ratio = ?o and q = 0.5 re 
R 

h ve /1 = 0,3, which corresponds to P - 1,35 at V/V* = 0.1, 
R 

Let us compare the rocket parameters with a common ana re- 

a, 
aperitive ch her. For th s purpose ue first determine the conven¬ 

tion il rocket take-off velocity V n a non-resisting medium. 
max 

r :u ition 

-Pdt-Wém-Véaf 

cn be written as follows: 

B 134 

Rince 

C 13/ 

ém' " I -k " j»' “ • 
D 13/ 

-Pdt* y.-—- dm'. V to/ 1-x 

On he KXKix o ner nand, if v is the mass of the roexet^ihen 

its thrust P = '(dv)/(dt). Eliminating dt from the expressions 

obtained, we have 

i-x 
F 134 

Upon dividing the variables and integr .ting we find the final 



-

expression for the ratio of rocicet take-off velocity to the out

flow rate of the :?as from its nozzle:

1
»•

(72)

where '• and M is the :in ^ .  initial mass cf the rocket.
f 0

I

1
1

l'
1___

f i
J

1 rx
\
1

^ V tg.f to
\
\

X
\ y

• t§ ^
y K'

y
\ \ 1

W .s
V ®* o,$ J

Fig. 7* Variation of specific thrust referred to fuel consumption,

depending on the relative quantity of inert substance obtained fro:

outside (c" = c* ).

P P
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Fie. Viriation of the ntlo of ve.ocities V A* depending on 
^ max

r’ = 1-A at varyin" values for x = ' /V and with c* = c".
'■ f 0 op

With /]^= 0, forrula (i2) ch.n^es into the Tsiolkovskiy formula.

The eis outfxOT' r ite W depend?- on ^ in the lolio^ing fashion;

Substituting this exprersion in lornul i we obtain

The ch.nee accoi lin^ to ioruiLa (:?) of Hie ratio of velocities
V »



**r 

V 
max 

/yj> in the case ’.vhere c" = c’ with several ratios oí final 
P P, 

mass to initial mass.is shown by the curves in Fig- 8. 

As is seen in Fig. 8, with ^0,5 it is 

possible to obtain a considerable gain in velocity. 

s mother rocket parameter we can take the distance of its 

.ctuil flight S . Let us assume that the soeed of the rocket irom 

engine 
the moment of the engagement of the roexei ana further through tne 

entire time of its operation is constant. Ihe path ol the rocket 

!s usually represented as consisting of the active portion where 

the engine is operating) wki and the portion vne.et alter ne - •••p • 

has been spent) the rocket is slowed down and has to overcome the 

resistance of the Aedlum.As the length of the effective path ^or- 

tionwxe we take the rocket's trajectory from the beginning of its 

notion to the ooint where its speed decreases by one half. 

Thus, tne rocket's trajectory is 

k I36 

The operating time of tne engine is determined from trie ex¬ 

pression Ji _ A* 

m, 

B 1-6 

sec 
where m is the mass consumption per second. 
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We assu^ e the drag in the xebbí sector of slowed-down 

j snuare 
ÄOKn rocket motion to/he proportional to the sswtf of its speed, 

i.e., 

¡y=CVí~ — Aí 
±v 

dt C 1?6 

By juxt no ing under th se conditions the sectors of che 

rocket's b trajectory S and P', v.-e obtain 

Vr t ~ * 
Sr_Vv 1 ' 

+ X In 2 
W' 

Uu) 

where x - 
n> 

\~X + * -y7 I“'2 

Vßr is the rocket's • < ■ ■ ,t the instant when lagging begins. 

Confining ourselves to juxtaposing theflength of only the 

active sectors, ve o; in 

S' 
''r i 
I’o I - ' t?5) 

and 

1 I P" -> \ /" 
P& 

X I" d r-6 

Here ? ani P' are me specific thrusts referred to a mass 
/ p 

unit of fuel. Utilizing formula (21), ve obtain 

(f6) 

If c' = cr, formula (?6) takes the following form: 
P P 
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The latter expression should be used with small /}^ , with 

X ^ CM anj(.W /'f'> 0.4. The functions S = f(fl) for two 
x R act v 

values of V according to fonmula (26a) and S /S’ = F (À) 
R R 

•.ccording 10 equation (24) for x = 0.5 and V / V* = 0.5 are shown 

9. 

R 

Juxtaposition of rockets by their take-off run and the length 

of the effective trajectory snows that by utilising external inert 

subs' mees the v lue of regenerative cyc-.es of liquid fuel rocket 

«»n ines is strongly Mnroved. 

Fig* 9. Variation of the effective rocket trajectory depending on 

\(c’ = c", X = 0.5). 
P D 



The following cases nay be characteristic for systems with 

external inert regenerator substances: 

- Motion of substance uncter water: " ' 

- Introduction into the regenerator of a working substance 

for the turbo-pump system} 

- "tili." ;tion of regenerator heat in composite engines vhen, 

'or example, heat is transferred to cororessed air in ram-jets; 

- Obtaining a flow for the air-cooling of models. 

profitableness of regeneration Increases as increases, 

i.e,, s the consu ption of proper ass ;rc ses, lhe »reates- 

values for /|_ can be obtained with nuclear engines. 

f ter ex w ining the conditions for regen'"" i ion we c-n draw 

‘n> follovlng conclusions: 

!.. '"heï’rodyn ic con itions for cycles with external régénéra¬ 

tion are considerabl: more f vorable in lif uid luei rocket engines 

th n in pressure cycles, 

, Efficiency of the ch her ■ n , in the c tse of n increase 

in it? internal temperature, also its specific ^thrus^ 

changing to regenerative cycle?the mõre^the xisrixth smaller 

the expansion ratio in the cycle and the greater the rate of 



regeneration. 

re i 
?. Utilization in the generator of fuel components as- cooling 

igents leads to negligible changes in efficiency and specific thrust 

U to 7%) owing to the low cooling capacity of these components. 

Tn the case 401 tue inert substance carried by the fuel 

ranges within expansion ratios ^= '0 to 80 and relative he it 

losses n - 0,1 to 0.5, snecific thrust exceeds '.di f-atic t .rust 
H 

by (. to /) to (1^ to ?5^ . In this casei 

ransition to regenerativ« circles^while " sintdnin' • axi- 

"u temper tures in the chamber, does not lead to i decre .se in the 

specific consumption of the working substance. 

fuel 
b) t'eorn-.ing on the type of fale and the inert substance, 

u ill7- tion of inert heat-transfer gents in the regnerator may 

lead to sortK smi 13 increase or decrease in 40 specific thrus 

c) Consumption of the calorific part of the fuel ser unit 

thrust n: for the cceleration of the rocket un to maximum velo- 

« 

city can be considered reduced by changing to trte regent” tivr cycle 

5,. Utilization of external inert substances with d = ?o to 80, 

I 
q = 0.1 to 0.5 ;-nd V /":> - 0,1 to 0,5 reduces the thrust as com4- 

B R 

pared to adiabatic thrust by 1 to 15h. Specific thrust referred to 



the fuel consuned, inxthe increases if V A^, ^ 1.0 (see Fig. 7). 
R 

6. I£ an external inert substance is utilized, the acceleration 

r te of the rocket increases rith increasing to 0/2 to 0.3 (c 
R 

0.3 to 0.5) and with F /'' = 0.5 by 1? to 25<, ûji inórese in 
f 0 

’ /” 

f 0 leads to an increase in the velocity V 
riax 

\ The r'<-' tive lis tance of the effective path of a rocket 

're re. Tirh external inert substance increases as /1 or q inci 
TÎ 

n.r. within the rang v Lues uo to /) = 0,‘3 
>■ 

^ 0.5) the distance of the effective oat;: r • y inert se by 

) ' if s inore se bein' roroted by a decre.se in the rel 

tive rocket velocity V /W*, 
t? 

3. urmrx Ino, »f\t pecovi^y. 

Taxing into recount the ccn itions for tnc form' tion of gas- 

s id 
yn ic losses, it ! y be safely sixá that utili --tion of only 

extern .1 regencr tion c nnot be considered xpedient, 

Tn this case the intake of the regenerator will be placed in 

the supersonic cart of the flow^and wave losses axy must therefore 

be consider ible. 

oreover, even if wave losses in the regnerator were absent, 



friction losses in the supersonic flow with a ëufiiciently 

developed friction surface would also be considerable. At the 

same time, the intensity of the heat flow at tne nozzle outlet 

and, hence, in the regenerator is small. Numerical data she” that 

fuel . ly be saved with external regeneration,but that this is 

cco p.nied by rel tiveiy hl~n friction losses, 

fv- 

Tn crde" to /dues outlet losses it is necessary to develop 

. method by whereby to red ce lo; ser irorr shocks or .0 cor tine 

extern 1 regeneration with the intern 1 (no-rle) one or, ¡indi , 

" ke use on!" 01 ^he latter, 

lo rut td on of no-ale re-cnrr-tion leads to the following 

expression for the letermination of temperature at the ena of 

expansion which takes ol ice in the nozzle regenerator* 

where Um + Vr ^ + 0 
!\ 

Here is the heat.equivalent to the work of friction forces; 
r 

q is rne relative thermal stress of the cooling jackets; 
w 

r¡^ is the relative thermal stress oí. friction forces. 
t 



The temperature ■ture ratio T /T is determined in a simpler way 
2 1 

from the following luadratic e nation 

(?B) 

For example, with k = 1,2 and = 2C v;e obtain T /T = 
Bad 1 

0.606. If q = then T^/T = 0.5 and n = l.S •.ccordingly, 
* ? 1 

with - = , n - 1.86 and T /^ = .?5. 

The discharge veiocity from the regenerative nor i is 

•’e* ermine'* ccor ' -n’ *o or' u) 

" , RTu> 
2C 2c A *_l 

i ^ __ 

-C:) ’ ('■» 

If q </ 0.15, «ten we h ve with sufficient accuracy 

IP 
.’c .»s 

■£, + rfr,(/ 
('■’) ' ri / 

i + 
(;:) 

• - ! 

t 1-1 

T?i 'ure 10 sn-' n n e>. -e xn oí th ch.n:cs in the relative 

V lueF for q nd ^ dong the nozzle ass axi? with -he n^ cl 

radiur In he rrxnsrxTor re •cnerator r = 1 "'i-i ^n in. 
Ur. 

dinenrion without regener rener .tor r - /0 mm. rome uncertainties in 
lim 

Hc*f 
the computation method and the fact^the effect oí • structural 

elements of the regenerator h ve not beet; taken into consi er ion 

forced us to consider in the given exanmle not the absolute values 

t their ratios. Maximum thermal load of a wall q is obtained but V/ 
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iraraediately before the critical section, whiie maximum friction 

stress 'c is obtained immediately after the neck* The maximuù 

effect of friction forces, inasmuch as velocity incre ses along the 

nozzle xls, falls on a section located further away from the 

critical section as compared with ttv’ spot vhere <-w 1 

heat Production ^ changes in such a way that its neak is located 

Tost in the critic-.1 section. The effect of fricti.n forces is so 

eons 1 sf"" Me th t toward the end of expansion, he .t production fror, 

negative becomes nositlve. 

and 
ve or. he critical section/u’ter bavin- reached itsx neak, 

in a 
the effect of friction decreases, although/considerably slo-er way 

n the heat losses from the wall» With q r 1*5 in the initi 
cool 

nozzle, in the regenerative nozzle (r =/ mm/with 100 nozzles) 
lim 

the calculated consumption amounts to q* = l in vu a e 
cool 

ducts and o' = 75' in the ducts of the external re •ene’’ tor. 
cool 

Conc uen ly, regener itive heat exchange amounts to : 3; of the 

a 

value of initial enthalpy. The initial of those com¬ 

putations is characterized by the following data: T = 3j000° absj 
1 

r- 

o =?:. kg/cm ■ " = --0; k = 1.3; I = 1,200 cal/kg. 
k 00 
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'i :. 10. Ther. 1 ch.racteríptic oí noz/le vith iriction .rvd coolin’ 

in th? presence or external an. internal (nor.rie) 

a) kcal/r. hour b) nozzle c) external regenerator. 
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Fig, 11 . Thermal characteristic Ox nozzle with friction in the 
r\ 

oresence of internal (nozzle) heat recovery* a) keal/m hour. 



.Vari ion of regeneration heat depending on the neck 

1 js of nozzle 1 hjj [gntlc ijovêr U consu Jtlonjfor three 

•.vo s ci nozzles. 

n ;ure 10 -horr. cle rly trmt tue xternal regene ator is not 

sufi'i ;i ntly 'rofitabxe ov.ing to high fricti n worses and let 

therr. il stress n . Py re .ovin ; the externai regenerator it Is 
t? 

impossible to increase the Quantity of heat transferred 4ftto the 

re- ^ner>tor by developing the heat exch nge surfaces in those 

places nhere q is high. For example, Fig. 11 shows the thermal 
vi¬ 

char acteris tic of a regenerator nozzle with a highly developed 

neck surface. The length of the nozzle regenerator is the same 
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as that of the outlet nozzle. Nevertheless, on most of the sur¬ 

face of the regenerator nozzle re have high q and low q^ . 
w c 

Tne problem of cooling the worKing substances from the exte.nal 

nart of the duct is not examined here since we assu e that a satis- 

f ctory coolin ; system ir possible, 

Tn '’ig, 3' we compare the relative heat losses ^ in re¬ 
cool 

generator nozzles with two profiles: one with a developed neck, 

n: the othe- -ith norial one, tn both cases the nozzle engths 

are identical and the diameter of the critical section equals 8 mm. 

therrodynamicA point of view the second nozzle 

ver Ion is ore orofitibie, yet, there is less heat removed in the 

re gene'.tor valle friction lo ses a^e ;re ter. 

The curve at the bottom of Fig, 12 shows that if instead of one 

initi ! noz-le re utilize 100 nez le* geo:‘.etricala.y similar to the 

tnlU .1 one, he t exchange vil^ not increase considerably vhile the 

length of the noz Le unit vill be 10 times shorter. 

In conclusion we bring Table II which characterizes the effect 

of regeneration on the specific tnrust and thermodynamic efficiency 

of the chamber. The initial temperature is assumed to be identical 

for all versions, and water is the inert heat-transfer agent. 
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Variation of Specific thrust and Efficiency of Kegenerative Chambers 

BapiUHTU pereHepitiHH do. Q' 

1 

p 

" 1 

Pn 

PyU 

Mc*o*mmA MM 0 0 201.2 1.0 1.0 

ConaoM* pcreMcpiUM* 
rKf-A mm 

-20.5 10.7 229 1.147 0.605 

Conaosa* m mieuiH»» 
pcrcHepauH« 
r^-4 mm 

28.2 21.5 194.4 

__ 

0.964 0 % 

( 
1 

onaonaa p«reHepauM» (conao 
c aaHMMoR ropaoHMiiofl) 

r,0u.S mm 

—23 1 10.4 

» 

218 1,085 

■ 

U.tXH 

I 

I 

1) generation alternatives 7) Reference r = 40 nun ?) nozzle 
11m 

retener itlcn r = 4 frut. 4) nozzle and external regeneration r = 4rr.ro 
lim lin 

5) no • '.le regeneration (nozzle - itn Lonr neck' r = 5 ron. 
Ai li’ 6) flote. Tn the last two vertic il columns, • the in ;cx "l" aenotes 

the initi 1 version vlth r - 'o mn, 
lim 

Utilizati n of regeneration becomes complicated and its ad- 

resistances 
vantages li inisu ov in.; to tlaExilstanees resulting from great ve¬ 

locities of the working substance during expansion. Yet, these 

resistances are of no decisive importance. 

Heat recovery and the presence of resistances in the nozzle 
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duct result in a considerable improvement of the thermodynamic 

efficiency of the chamber. 

Owinç to great friction loises, external regeneration can be 

successfully utilized in those cases where heat changes into recovery, 

as, for instance, in composite engines^including liouid fuel rucket 

engines. 

conditions for the utilization of regeneration improve v.Kh 

incre sin? idiabatic parameters of the working substance. 
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S c,;iO^ÏJ.C-KIN'I,JUBBIWEX BLADF^ BY .v-.NS Of -e;AT 

Eb 
.lE_ca_i* hoot 

By 

Bn^ineer ‘. F, Fhtyrlin 

'■.’H o. he " .in nroble*ns it which the turbine technolo^ -»v 

is working at present, eonrists in producing hi tïh-temperature »as 

turl n€5!‘ Tncreased gas temperatures affect^in the first place, the 

eiij.Ci.êncy of me blades on the turbine rotor. For this re is on the 

. ' ’ 

^ a # ttention is devoted to increasing the stabilitv of tris 

ne sse-riy. r,ie program of investigations directed to solve 

”’o r concentr ites on ieve-opin' materi Is vith -'reiter 

he.t resistance and devising methods for artificial blade cooling. 

:he n°ssibi ities of improving heat resistance of nickel-base 

alloys has been almost entirely exhausted. New heat-resistant rolyb- 

ienuM- md chromium-base alloys as well as ceramics and r etal cer .- 

T les -.re ,or the time belnn; at the stage of experimentation. For 

rc son, utilization of tur cine blade cooling promises to lead to 

¡ -s m solution oí the problem of producing high-temperature gas 

this 

turbines. The great advantage of cooled turbines consists in the 
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ssibility of utilizing heat-resistan«r materials available m pos 

great Quantities. 

1. HOuT.nr, '• AND POffl '1? V AYS TO IHCREAPE ITS EFFICIENCY 

k. 
One of the sironiest methods of cooling working ti^ine blades 

con sists in removing Ai heat from the blade Ato the cooled root. 

This .ethod vis been utilized by gas tKfcin turbine technology for 

Ion - time, dthough basically it v,as acplied for lovering the 

temperatures of discs and locks (Fig* "0 rather than for the cooling 

of working blades, longslde 4AA great operating simplicity and 

reliability, the given system of air cooling is not very efficient, 

efforts to improve the r te of cooling leal to an increase in the 

cons’: ption of air and to an increase^the capacity out ut for cooling. 
« « 
i 

’The negligible results of such cooling in turbines of ram¬ 

jet engines is ;ue -n .Inly to the small values of the coefficient of 

heat transfer from the disc to the cooling air (?. = TOO to /00 
K lir 

kc 1/r, degrees x hour) nd a relatively high aifr tercer ature (t 
dr 

approximately fOO3 C). 

For this reason, in turbines with long working blades 

whose height freruently exceeds 100 mm, the effect of cooling 

.prends only over 2.5 to 30 .- of their height and cannot exert any 

i 
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substantial effect on the distribution of temperatures in the blade 

(Fig. 2). 

■'i •. 1. ’v ri " o*Aair cooling system of . t rbine disc. 

s th* ^over of turbines ecre.ses and, hence, the ”orking lides 

become shorter, the effect of coolin’ spreads over . constantly in¬ 

creasing relitive height of thepl-vie, 4s a consequence, the given 

blade cooling method can be most efficiently utilized only in small- 

power turbines, i*e., in turbines of turbo-compressors of composite 

piston engines, turbo-pump units and turbo-starters, gas turbine 
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engines for raoto^cars , the first stages of small-porer tubro-jet 

engines and stationary gas turbine plants with high initial gas 

pressures. 

Fig. ■, Temperature distribution along the height of a Ion' blade. 

x) root b) too. 

The efficiency of the ;iven cooling method for ncrt turbine 

blades can be considerably improved oy utilizing a fluid as a cooling 

working substance. The most commonly used designs of a coolant system 



of the roots of working blades are shown in Fig O 

'ig, Diagrams of coolant syr c r oí blade roots, 1 1 oer /.e 

in one piece with i top part of the disc, II -blades ^-ed to tue 
'tit* 

disc, III-bl des with u '’nerringbone" lock. 

Another possible way for improving the efficiency of the cool¬ 

ing syste: consists in utili ing various types of covers for the 

blades, for example, thermal protection of the bladef by means of 
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covers with Iowbi heat conclueti4M9^ covers made of materials with 

high heat coniuctiSfcp which improve the transfer of the heat used 

by the gas to the cooled root, as well as com;inations of these 

covers. 

• -1 - 1-2—£_ill_..„um 

O' 
*rocee Lng r< M syste o neat flows in Pig. let us 

:e the following ossiblc issumptlons: 

j "he *.s deceleration tenner.ture in tne boun" r;r layer t 

1 oonsi erei cons n lota long the 'rofile tr. r r .. on •/* .; height 

oi the blade. 

b) mhe bl de temoerature t is conri ered constant over t e 
b 

erimeter :nd transverse section. In long bl ides, the difference 

of temper res t vari us p ints of the section, with air coolí - • 

of the disc, usually does not exceed ?0 to '0°. In thé case of 

snort bl les *n utilization of ore efficient cooling of bl de 

roots by e .ns of fluids, this difference of temperatures long 

the section seems to increase Slightly and to attain a maximum near 

the blade base. Along the transverse section of the hl.de, •axi u 

to '•v ur«-' will he at the inlet edge, while the minimum temperature 

will be found in the central part of the blade. Although this 
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assumption introduces a slight error, it simplifies considerably 

the problem and makes it possible to solve it for blades not as a 

three-dimensional problem but as a one-di ensional one. 

Fig, /. ^ystem of heat flows an temperatures in the blade and 

blade cover. 

c) The heat-transfer coefficient oi. and the coefficients of 

heat conduction of the material of the blade and of the blade 



cover /1 are considered constant along the height of the blade. 
A 

Under actual service conditions they vary, but if for the computa¬ 

tion we take these eoefficients as being average alont the height, 

the relative error will be small. 

In order to Solve the problem it is necessary to find: 

- Th'e distribution of temperatures along the neight of the blade 

t (x) ; 
b 

- fhe ictributi;n of temper turcs in the bl de cover t (x,y); 

- The distribution of temperatures in the disc t p(r); 

-/ : • ity of hem, ' removed ror .ne disc. 
r 

T.et us write the differenti d e-u.tion of then., x conduction 

for the bl 4e cover under ste he • r. conditions 

^ + rf7' -o 
ÕX‘ dyi 

/1 (1 

n ■ let us set uo the iifferenti il equation o./tnen^i conduction 

oi the blade. For the isolated differential bl;de element with a 

thickness dx the heat balance will be vritten as 

— ijr+rf-r d" 

k 1/6 

where 

q* KFtO; q^d~KF^dx)xJ q':= ~k*"‘dx(of) dy h i 

B 146 



Expanding ( ft/A in a Taylor tkEariis series and substitu- 
x+dx 

values 
ting the *iuBX q , q 

X x+dx b 
and q in the equation of heat balance, 

b 

we obtain the e ¡ustión of thermal conduction for the blade 

dV 
dx* t1 \0y Jy 

(2) 

where 

nr ■■ C 1/,6 

It is necessary to solve di."erential equations of thermal 

conduction for the blade and blade cover (l), (2) for a practical 

q cp :eter-ined by ouniiry con ¿i «-ions. 

"oun ‘ ry con Utions for e u.ti n (l) re s follows 

t (0, y) =• (3) 

(t) 

-».«(íl-õ,..,; (-) 
\<iy ft 0 

í(v. *) (I' f’) 

oun (ary conditions for equ .cion 0)* 

■/-O’ (7) 

(x) The plus sirn 
of the x- ixis is 
(this tmx footnote 

been taken for the reason that the direction 
to the direction of heat propagation, 

refers to formula B 1A.6 - - transi .tor's note), 

ha 
opposite 



(~\ =0. 
\äx )x ha 

Keeoing in mind condition (6) and enuation (2), we have 

(¾ =0. 
\dxl /y i \0y /y i 

(3) 

A 1/7 

Substituting this expression in equation (l) , re can vrite boundary 

con ition (6) as 

Cl+m,Q,r°- ^ 
Thus, the problem amounts to solving the Lablace ecuation (1) 

■’or the blade cover at boundary conditions (^), ('N, (M and 

'T’o t ter ine the Hide te-.oer .r,urc it Lr sufficient *c set skhü 

y = ^ in tne expression -/u»y). 

t 
^eel cm* i ty . n> v v ri Me 

dir:*eren'-i .1 e-uation (1) 

/ - If u = t - t , Let us r i :e 

t)-i/ , d!« 
c/-»3 dy3 

0 (10) 

Boundary conditions (j , ( ' ), (5y ana (^) are reoi ic< y the 

following conditions} 

r" ) W A H. >0; 

h{ùy )v 0 + 

(f;) ,.0. 
\oyVy-i \(iy /v a 

(ID 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

In order to solve equation (10) let us use the classical 
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Fourier metnod and let us look for the solution of the equation 

in tthe form of a product of two functions: 

w-A'(.onv), (^) 

where y(x) is the function of only x; 

Y(y) is the function of only y. 

Substitutin’: expression (is) in equation (10) ve obtain 

'V' 

viv re Y" is 

KA"' +AT' —O h^h 

const.nt uuntity. 

.V- ) 
)• 

The solutions of e nations 

* 113 

•nd 
A' + r’A'= 0 

(16) 

r-i’K-o (1' 

for- the 
h -ve the for: 

X— C, sin fx + C3 cos 7.V, 

> = A sh ly +/Í ch Tj/. 

Consequently, the expression of function u(x,y) will be 

U = (C, sin *(X + Cj cos qx) (A sli + ß ch -jy ). 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

Ve find the integration constants from boundary conditions: 

u,_o=0, T. e. C2=0, npn x=0; 
\ 
( ^ ' 

B 14 & 
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V, 
/du 
dx Jx^h. ■0, r. e. —Cj cos ^, = 0, npH x=hr 

C U8 

Coni, cant cannot oe equal to zero since in this case the 

entire solution he will becor.e zero. Function cos will equal 

zero only if (2« + l) , where n = 0, 1, 2, ? 

Fence 

(2n4-1)' 
T '* ‘kx 

Substituting ('!) in equation (?0) we o:tain a countless 

(a) 

nur.:; er of 

r-.icui r solutions. Hie : neral solution consists of the su.:, of 

particular solutions, i*e., 

" " ï i-4. S*1 T,y + ell ,,.1-) (., sin 7,Jt. (:2) 
a *0 

Tn.rocucin’ unctions u(>;,y) -ni its -eriv-tives in bounuary condi¬ 

tions (l?) .nd (r) we oht.in 

1. M MU -. (23) 

.nd 

rM.lñsin.M-V.h,,!! t«,|t.C|,T>1 + 

+ ixM' sh 7,^1) sin -, V 0. 
(:a) 

The latter e-U' litv will ho t-v. -c ov^v 

[n' h7,i m:sh i), I 
B. T,sli7nA-fm-’eh 7,^1. [ 

(?5) 
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Substituting the values found for the coefficients A and B in 
n n 

equation {?3) we obtain 

/rf* Â \ 1 ( *4" I ) 

where 

(26) 

ß«-Mrlï,sh^a + m^h^A)+ m:sh 7„A). (Í7) 

Thus, function - t ) in expression (26) is expanded 
r ? 

in Courier series 

fU) V*.tlnßi£ü^. .Äj 
li 9 

h« coefficients o¡ tiu 'ourrier series c¿n be founi with the aid 

of the well-known expression (1); 

0 
(.71 + I ' dx 

or 

A j wt(f*-/,) sin (.n • I) lí» 
•A i ~ 

J.c 
i • i/;- , i 

*(.’« +it 

V nence 

B 149 

C 1/9 

r = (rs) 
i (Jn+1)3, 

Keeping in mind that t .ni introducing in function 

(2/) the cuantities a , b and 
n n we obtain finally the 

reference dependence for the determination of températures at any 

point of the blade cover 
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t 
~t=:t,+ ---1-* X 

X 
_sin Ti£ 

^ T«(e>i l-A^«'.)) ^117^ + (51,7/1- +Y^JcliYni 2/J-f 1 

C>?) 

i^iuAA. 

(2n4 l)t .»''■ ,, i ., .> i 
fn= .,. ; "' , . ; « 0,1, L, 3. 4 ^4* 4 

The temperature o: the blade i? equal to the tenperanure ol its 

cover '- ith y - (see boundary condition (é )), henc< 

•in, (/! — 
—r " x 

' ■ a'"7»'1'J«* i-(«j,m- • i<h -fl + i ) 

Jt 

c:' i. * ..ces (: )) wd (30) it possible to «termine the 

I» 

ter.p^r ture t .ny ooint 0 the : 1 .de cover ni the bl.de itself 

if he tepe roture of its b;se is ,:novn. 

Let us ex. ine the he_t f.ots in the turbine disc _nd aeterr.ine 

the temperature of the turbine base. The portion of the turbine disc 

the inn r cooled surface to tue blade base can be as 

the ring • 11. akin; into ccount that in a turtine with such a 

bl de cooling system no ai iitional air cuolin ; of the disc surface is 

effected, the he it flows across the eege suri .ces of tais ring ¡.ay 

oe re girded as e-uall/ zero. The iesign diagram can be represented in 

the folloving way; heat is conveyed from the eicular turbine blade 

grid to the outer ring surface, while from the inner surface.heat is 
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removed by the coolant (see Fig. 4-) > i*e. ^ 

Qpfu,-Q* h^h ¢, + 9,=9^- (31) 

The quantity of heat transferred to the disc through the transverse 

sections of dl the blades of the turbine rotor can be vritten as 

X V_ 
^(2/i+ Dh, (w, 
« A) 

+ sh + (UtmJ+ ^ill’ll 1,^1 (;2> 

The n flov froîr the ' s to the disc surface in „ne inter bilde 

duc“-7 e :u .1í 

0,-3,(2^. ¿fMt’-t). 
(33) 

Hence the heat -ov fro t .: grid to the outer ring surface equals 

(34) 

** iere 

yV_ _ Tl - .. 
JmJl.n 11 lío (' ’r Î *li l,i d-(t‘r"'*' I 
f 0 

l.t-’t'.f’ ' f ) (35) 

If the re ‘.her- J ly ínsul te , the ne.-t lo* through the ring 

is deter ined by e..pression ffj 

(36) 

Qi ■= 2~/>, X'' (t, —Í,), 
r-i 

In ■ 
n 



v.'hile the temperature of the ring wall is 

th = 
r ro 

/9 In— -f/, In — 
n r 

(37) 
In 

n 
The heat transferred from the inner disc surface to the coolant 

e -u Js 

(38) 

Keeoing in mind that r “ n - 0 .and solving si ultaneou lv 
?T*i * r' 

ecu tions (34)> (?6) na (-8) re obtain the temperature 01 the 

tl e socket 

V nerc 

^1“ 

. Ck + /* 
r«^ 

I Ck 
(39) 

i </< . /<*—- — In ' + (/0) 
¿*4 d\ ««^i 

nt tne temperature of the jia c - .U v isned by tne coolant 

n«=h + a.-d{b (/1) 

. 1 7 mi.? 

"he Cilcul ited dependences ïar obtained for the general case 

r. he it possible to find tne distribution of temper .cures in the 

bl c and disc at any oossible value for thermal conduction of the 

::)iteriai of blade covers. Computation of the dependences, however, 

becomes fairly complex and laborious. For particular cases, the 
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solution of the problem can be considerably simplified on account 

of a slight deterioration in accuracy. Let us examine these cases. 

One-layer blade covers with v<f ■ 
s is known, blade covers vith lov. ther¡.¡al conduction increase 

thermal resistance an yhence.reduce the heat-transfer coefficient 

on ‘■he bl de surfaces, ^he high-temner:j.ture gradient valen arises 

in ne bl e cover, increases const er blv the surface terrer ’ure 

and reduces heat fio» from the :as to the blade. In blade covers 

.,, ul the te per.ture -r- ient in fnc direction of the x-axis 

will be con: : er bly less than Ion- the y-axis. For this reason, we 

way disregard the heat flowing over the blade cover alon; tnc b-ade, 

i.e.» 
o 

n; •rsume that he -t orooot-tes s»iy n the bl de cover rû/ :n the 

direction of the y-axis. 

The differentia... e lU-aion or therr d conduction Tor the Made 

cover t ; <es the for'" 
<)*/ 

(12) 

The equation of thermal conduction for the blade remains the same, 
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The solution of the system of two differential equations (2) and 

(A?) together with boundary conditions (5), (6), (?) and (8) yield 

the following calculating formulas: 

Temperature of blaue cover 

y + 
t (*. >') - t'r ~ (h* - h) - "U Ch *i*J _irJ 

ch AA. 1 

(/;) 

where 
a + — C4r 

/‘«rUj , I \ . 

B 152 

iperatura of the M :e 

gch*^ i). 
c!i kh. (/.4) 

Griper ture of blade rocket 

/* t 
U 

sÇaR> 
r *!<* (/5) 

1 + 
srhc re 

CjAf| 

I 

ci " + a, (ri/^ - ;ft)' 

//,- 1 In + 1 
2*| //j * 

tereer tu^e tne inn1’" 1rc v 11 cooled by fluid 

C 152 

(/:6) 

(1) This for ula h s th/ same form a; 

. cover (fa]; the difference consists 

that for the biade without 

only in the p Tameter k. 
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<2*7 

i 
..1 

! 

temperature of the xjte disc 

r r<i 
t2 In — -Mi In — 

u «- ri- 
ln 

ri 
r\ 

Quantity of he.it rc oved by the coolant 

(4 7) 

, (/8) 

Q^-Vr-VCr, 
>»2**4 

In — 
n 

Q*; ®* (^1 O Ri/|^/ 

One-laver blade cover with • 

•f r* 1 conduction ci th^ bl'.de cover is considerably greater 

thermal conduction of the blade raterial, the temperature 

jraaient in the • 1 .de cover in the direction of the y-axis v.iil be 

small and ve can .ssu;¡e tnat 

01 

Oy 

Pliae covers of thi« tyre^while increasing the heat-transfer coeffi¬ 

cient^ improve the transfer o, neat from the bilde to the fluid and 

even out the temperature both along the height and the Deri^eter of 

! ' e, he . olution oí toe given oroblem yields tiie sime der nrn en- 

:es as in the oreceding cise (43) and (’.O, but v.ith 
/HM” 

n. V - 

'cter 
r £01,(/., 

(49) 



Two-laver Blade Covers th4 %X/^> 
if the working blades are made of 4M conventional heat- 

resistant, poorly heat-conducting alloys of the type YalT, EI/.37, 

etc., ts two-layer blade covers may turn out to be more efficient 

than one-layer ones. The following comlin.tion seems to offer the 

best '.iternative: 

(cover ol ced 
fl-sqf sixes on the blade consists oi .teriil with ;ood 

•her: .1 :on action 

The second cover has a poor thermal conduction 

"'hen solvin , tnis ro;,le;.i lei us tr-u e 

! I -0 « tv.), " 
't»v / » . 

The c .leui ted -epen sences obtained fron the solution of the 

theoretic 1 nroblen mike it possible to single out the field of 

•pplic ition, the qualitative and Quantitative picture of effective¬ 

ness of cooling turbine blades with and without -»ixdesx covers. 
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.411 of the tests data set forth in the present paper were obtained 

under statistical conditions on a ¿rid of five blades with an active 

Profile with the following geometric data: h = 25 mm; b = 20 mm; 

u r 60.A mm, F = 10B mm . 4s a coolant we used kerosene. 
b b 

The theoretic il computations, the results of which are shown 

in ^ims 
r 

. (t, 10, 12, 1', 1/, -5 nd 16, w • ere c ’’ritd out for the 

rotor; d * 0,15 mj h * 21 mm; b = 15 mm; F = 52 mm ; u = /.6 mm; 
rr.n b b b b 

0 \ ~ ■ r \ ',00' kcal/m degrees x hour; Oit = 1^,000 
b 

kc .1/;.. cgree x nour ; o kc k■. x degree x hour. 

The experi ent .1 check of the theoretic:! -'olution, carried 

ou- with . bl ie without cover oprr-.ting unter statistical cordi- 

• Ions (rit showed that tne sc ttering of experimental poinds 

error 
does not exceed 20 to '0°, while tne maximum relative xrei resultin 

fre in ccur n'rr in cor nutation .n ¡ the ssumptions .dri;ted, 

mounts to / to e-°:. The effectiveness of bl de cooling (see formula 

(// i ) -¡enen ;s on the teaiper ture of its base i t , its height h 

and the parameter k. 
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Fig. 5. Jüxtapositi r, o the theoretical and exrerirental distribu¬ 

tion of temperatures in a blade without cover, f ^ 9.2; 

'.000 ccal/i egrees x hour; oLu~ 13,000 to 15,000. 1) theoretic 
A 

curve for xnression ('/0. 

The temper .ture of the blade's rocket t at great v lues for 

oi is bariCilly determined by the distance V (i?ig. 6). For this 
A" 

son, when designing working blades with this coolin ; y e:the 

i st .nee from the coolin ; duct to the blade's socket must be minimal. 

0v;ing to great thermal resistance of the bl.de tov:ards the 

cooling duct, sizeable cooling can be obtained only with short blades 
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the height of which does not exceed 30 to 40 mm, and with small 

values for parameter k. This is achieved in the following cases: 

1) With small heat flows across the turbine rotor blades de¬ 

termined by the quantity ^4,; 

p) with . satsifactory thermal conduction of the tur'ine 

1 îe . .feri 1; 

if utili ing bl des vith - small outer heating surface and 

1 rge tr v.,sv*rse section, i*e,| ?ith a smaller quantity u /F . 

Fig. h. Effect of distance on the temperature f the bide socket. 

= 1,000° C; 450 keal/m degrees x hour. * t 
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Computations carried out for an operating turbine and.variable 

degree oi partiality (fig. 7) show that the blade actually begins 

"o cool only with {2XA^15,000 kcal/m degrees hour (with € ¿L 0.5), 

The tests h ve confirmed these computations. Figure 3 give? ~he 

results of temper -.ture measurements in the blade with varying effec- 

>2 
1,600 kcal/m 

P V 

degrees x hour ( y ", 1 the effectiveness of ;'i :.,e cooling does 

not exceed - t = 50 to 70% while with^f <^l/00 kcal/m" 
r b ein /1 

Agrees • hour it. rh rply Increases. 

Fig. 7. Effect of degree of partiality of turbine on the effectiveness 

of M de coolin^i a) kcal/m degrees x hour. 
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Thermal conduction of the blade material has a decisive bear 

ing on this type of cooling. The heat-resistant, nickel- base 

alloys of the tyre YalT, EI6-;, EH17 etc., utilized at the present 

time $ave a fairly lov coefficient of thermal conduction ranging 

from 10 to .-0 kcil/m degrees r hour. Cuch lov thermal conduction 

n fices it impossible to achieve an effective cooling ox the blade, 

hence it is desirable to use heat-resistant alloys ’^ith a higher 

ther- .l conduction. 

\ 

vi*, d. Experimental distribution of temperature in blades depend¬ 

ing on the intensity of heat flow 



I 

' 19. Mier—tl conduction of í nickel lloy rI/.‘57 nd 

•'OlyJ ¡enu'-. 

< t-res' r iteriils with the Trentest future, whose utili- 

zation Is expected to be|in In the nearest future, are mo enun- 

5 so Hoys, Th se «.Hoys h vc n1 »h he .t resistai.ee m i an excellent 

them .1 donluction, Figure 9 shows a comparison between the coeffi- 

cient of thermal conduction of a nickel alloy FI¿37 and tfBW 

molybdenum. Tiif»h thermal conduction of these alloys improves the 

transfer of heat to the cooled root and makes it possible to lover 
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considerably the blade temperature (Fig. 10) . With increasing 

blade dimensions, and especially of its chord b , the transverse 
b 

section F increases somevhat more rapidly than trie perimeter u , 
b b 

which -Iso leads to ■ cert in decrease in the M dc terny r rture. 

f.: /oo*^: ^ 
^ r J n 

pig, 10; Fffect of thermal conduction of material on the distribu 

r\ 
/ 

tion oi temperatures in the blade, a) kcal/m degrees x hour; 

b) kcal/m degrees x hour c) YalT. 



"ith the ?'iven coolin'^ :etno^., the inie^ n- outxet e-s

of the top part of the blade are least subject to coolinft, f’ence

failure -ind pittinft be=^in fror. these srots of the blaae. Figure 11

0
shOFS a plains grid of a:^u: inum blades vaaicn has been subjected to 

tests at ten.per-itures of advancing gasf «650 to bOO^C. -^he tenperature 

o^- me blade’s socio t ras ^ vhile that of the top part was

aonro-i.-T'.ately 50u"C. Failure of the edges occurred -ecause of oven- 

h^’it of bltde spots difficultly accessible to coolin:.

I

«7ig. 11. ’Experimental gria with failed edges in the too Oart o. the

blade.



Blades with Covers 

Comparison of the distribution of temperatures in the blade 

computed according to accurate dependences (29)^nd (?0), and apnroxi- 

- • e dependences {} j) and / ) snov.ed a fairlv satisfactory agreement 

of the results obtained (Fig. 12), For tni reason all the sub¬ 

roguen theoretic analyses were carried out .ccordin^ to simpler 

rv'roxi- te denen.enees. 

«Pur I? (IpaminiMc Td«nrpAi>p jkiiiitkn i 
mmpUTaeN. p.ifrsmjimi.h l»u timHMM H npH 

6.1MlhrMNUM UltMfHMnrtlIM 

#f IICO'C; M -100 ***tlm* ifktá %*Í, A 0.1 «Ü. 
0.3 <n %M* 

Fi ■.15. Coroarison of temper ‘uros of bl ides with covers computed 

iccoriing to iccur te md ’.pproxim-te deo^ndences. a) computation 

ccording to dependences (29),(30) b) computation according to 

o 
dependeces (43),(44) c) kcal/n,’ degrees x. hour d)kcal/m degrees x n^y, 



Fig. 1?. Effect oí the thickness or bl-.de covers with lo» them 

conduction on blade temperature, a) kcal/n ie errees x hourF; 

fc5 kc 1/-: errees >: * nours. 

he effectiveness of .cere .sin - tl >e temperatures «pen s on 

thiekner: n thermal conàuctlon of the covering iterlal. 

•nicker he cover n the loeer Its trier;,.a conduction, the lover 

the bilde temperature. With a cover thickenss A = 0.5 irr and Í? 

/• kCxl/iT; X iegree- x hours the blade temperature, as com* red 

with blades with no covers, decreases by 5u to 100° (Fig, 1°), 



the cooling duct approaches the root up to 7 mm under identical 

conditions, the blade temperature decreases already by 90 to 130°. 

Thermal conduction of the bi lde cover material has a consi ¡er ible 

b aring onix the temperature of the blade. For more probab^t-cover 

thicknesses un o>' , covers v i in ^ ^ 1 KCul/m .. .e roes 

X hou s re nearly ineffective (Fig. 1/.). ”or hix this reason, covers 

of oc. racing turl ine blades shoul . te.oi s -teri -is vith me 1P ■ st 

ooss Ule thermal conduction. High tei tur< radients .rise in 

these covers. For example, in a section x = 5 ram witn = 0,;* kcal/ 

m X le grees x hours ure h ve - 0. whil r - 1 kcal/ra x 

degrees * hours we have bfc - 50^ (see ! 1 & ■)• 

Covers -ich ooi tncrm^l conduction improve the transfer of 

he.- ro the bl ie to the coolin» uct, lower considerably 

terser d ure of ’•he unoer blade oortion n l sorer h t incrc se thr 

temper ture of th \lade,s socket (Fig* 15). 



1 le 

I íi *• 15* Effect of cover thickness vith high'»thermal conduction on 
temper Ature distribution in M .le. ) kc-.l/m 'p 'rr-P^ hours 
b) kcal/m ierrees hours , 



1% 16feet of two-layer covers on blaâe temperature, 

••■ces hours b sal/ es hours. 

ore effective in this respect are two-layer covers (ri~* 

wven with a small epi over-11 thickens? of the coverA*f^y r 0.3 to 

j • ne V" ier t re o* “he rl. e, .n »soeci illy o i‘s upper 

,..:. : 

co’;cT ^io:!r 

1. The ■*.pnroxÍ!Ti'¿te dependences (/.3) -nd {hi) obtained by us 

can be used only for preliminary computations. ore precise computa- 



tiens should be undertaken with the more accurate formulas (29) 

and (30). 

2, An efficient utilization of the ^iven cooling method is 

oossible only in the case of short ©Derating blades with heights 

not exceeding in ?0 to AO rm. 

It is necees ry th t the distance between the coolin* .uct 

n he b.l /V root be 00 s small .s possible. 

n effective coolin'’ 01 short bl .des ; ade of heat-resistant» 

nickel . . / 
r.iarX-l c< LI fs ■ :. only be obtained i. \ 1 *50v kcai/: 

X hours. 

If heat-resistant materials with higher tnerrwl conduction 

re utilired, effectiveness of bl de corlin.g can be 1. prov . 

6, .s « thermal insulation o ’ íes, covers with the lowei 

possible coefficient of thermal conduction should to used. Covers 

with \l ked/ra X degrees x hours are ineffective, 

7, for blades made of conventional heat-resist ,nt r .teri Is, 

tv.o-layer covers itt in the highest degree of e-fcctiveners. 

rlFlRFNCfS 
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ON THE POSSIBILITY QF UTILISING BINARY CQI:PQUNPS FOR MQPF^.SJSDY 

OF TURBIAS 

By 

Candidtate of Tec Jiical Sciences V. M. Tyugin 

An analysis of the possibility of utilizin': turbines in 

vtrious fields of technology requires knov.led-e of turbine ob ¬ 

rante 
r .ct ristics in ne wiie mngB of cr.-.n:es ccc .rri:.g to tue -r*.: eters 

of its oner tion. Devising rCiiabie rthods : or the co pu-ati^n of 

accurate 
turbine cturactersitics reoresents a difficult task. More 

turbine characteristics ar ttained frot tests carried out on 

stanis. Tests 1 acre the oararr.eters of turbine operation are i .en¬ 

ríe-,1 vith the corresponding ninr.eters under actual service con¬ 

ditions yield the tost accurate results, yet, they present con- 

jidi Lf If iculties rro« a technical point of view.For this 

reason, the 'ost widespread tyre of tur ine tests (and turbo-enpines 

in ;ene : re model studies oí geometrically similar specimens. 

f 
It is knorn( that in the case of such tests the eqaulity of the 

basic similarity crite”ions mtst be maintained. For steady-state 

operations, without conéiaering h at transfer, these criteria are 
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as follows: 

1. The number M = c/a , accounting & compressibility (c 

being the rate of flux, and a the velocity of sound in ehe s-me 

section ). 

?, The number Re accountin’ for he effect of 

viscosity forces nd 1 which arc, respectively, density, 

r.-n* ic viscosity .nd "he characteristic :eo etric di ension)* 

'he inc*x of the .di atic cu"ve it r c /c vhich charac- 
P V 

terises he themodyn ic irooeriies of tne vorKing substance 

’Q nd c ein; specific heat), 
P V 

The r tlo u/c vnich deter ines the proportionality of 

the velocity triangle (u being tne peripheril turbine velocity^. 

Instead Oí the ratio u/c we use the criteria U or 
u 

(the ’ and A numbers ’or peripheral velocity u), 

*'> were unable to intain in nr .ctice the exact tou.iity 

’Hoog U -he criteria mentioned *bove. In fict, when utilising 

/ s ■ o el working substince^ slightly heated air (combustion products )] 

owing t. great difference in temperatures the imex of the 

adiabatic curve k was found to be different from k , \n in- 
mod nat 

crease in temperature, as well as the trend to keep Re - Re , 
mod nat 
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increases the power of the turbine during tests. This renders more 

coicolex the test ev/uipment utilised. In order to avoid the difficul¬ 

ties, re resorted to dimensional modeling, (testing reduced models'* 

And to tests with reduced numbers Re Re , thus reducing 
mod nat 

the ccuracy of tesi , basically nev method of model stuiies of 

turbines ••'■’s orooosed by Prof, A* V, ávasnikov in J in 919. 

This et hod consists in utilising as trorkln * subs* jices hi *h- 

: olocular r ses an*4 v ors r’.th s, n-ll soecific gas constants R, 

von ich makes it possible to reluce considerably the turbine shaft 

horse?orcr during tests. This eli' n*.tes the necessity in reducei- 

rc !e “Ole inr. v sic difficulty rising with ‘his exreri entai 

c*‘nod consists in that the index ol the idiabatic curve cf high- 

„olccul r ! ses n v cors differs considerably in gnitv. e ror 

the insex of the idiab&tic curve of co; ; ustión products: 
mod 

k 
nat 

'¡ras, he roble oi oiel studies ol high- lecular working 

suis.t nces is basically the probier; of co^el tests un er conditions 

of ine ,u lity of one of th above basic similarity criteria, viz., 

the index of the adiabatic curve k. This is indeed a complex problem 

vTiieh requires special attention. In a paper (5) of recent publica- 
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tion it is shown that even in such relatively simple turbimengines 

as single-stagedi^axial turbines and centrifugal compressors, special 

testing methods based on the conservation of approximate similarity 

of o e .ting conditions 01 turbo-engines are recuirec if as work- 

in» «ïut s' .ncer we use such substances which have ii ferent indicei 

o. ic ii tic curve (k ^ k ). 
rod 1 nat 

nethod 
Such xinE3 for testing rin'ie-rt cd iction turbines is 

se by V. Tselikov (6). The act that exocrimental data y 
from tests carried out with air (k = l.-"* to )-nd carbon 

tetrachloride CCI (k - 1,1) suoport t iis et od shows that in 
4 

he -iven cuse it is possible to obtain a satisfactory simulation 

of * :r ine opi citions un er test con.itions. 

Yet, :or uitl stage axial comrossors and turbines, the 

e ho of ode) tests vlth single-co-ronent heavy substances vi^h 

U i! ic in-.lces i feren" trot the i.di.fr tic in .ex of the natural 

working substance is bound to run into serious diiiiculties, For 

frice. i t ny c>\-or] turn out to be completely 
SSéiii W j ^ w .. - W w - - * , — * * - ». ^ ■* w V 

inapplicable, The difficulties connected with the difference of 

k from k can be avoided if as a working substance for turbine 
mod nat 
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model tests we use a mixture of two gases where k - k . 
mod nat 

This mixture will henceforth be called binary mixture. It is 

obtainable bv mixing high-molecular gas where k k , 
mod nat 

with one of the rare ? .ses (He, \r, Kr <an Xe>. 's is /.r.ovn, 

they' h ¿ve k = 1.^ k . In addi-iun to dii i icui.t.1 cr of 
nod ^ nat 

nurely practical orler, the possib lity of utilizing rue:. . ....'xr 

far .urbine jel tests ieoends o;. the solu* ion of at le -.st two 

.sic 'ro lt si 

1. Determining tne demixing degree of tnese corpounas on worr.- 

in-* :r ine 1 os; 

. -errining the thermodynamic equilibrium of ex*' ns ion ^re¬ 

cesses of such -ixtures, 

”..o present d iper is devoted to the study of these problems# 

1. -K .qrT- liai Vr‘ „.iiim 

Str .tlfication of » ¡in .ry mixture consists in he eff c of 

cer.Ti. ug ition by centrifugal forces of the mixture cor conent which 

is he vier by olocul r weight, ihe effect of centrifugal .orces on 

the -:-..8 between the ; 1 des of a working turbine wheel reves It i4 self 

in two perpendicular planes, viz., along the radius and in the direc¬ 

tion of the normal to the olade (Fig. 1). The evaluation of the "egree 
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of possibile stratification in various directions made for the 

parameters of model tests co.responding to the parameters oi the 

natural operation of one of the aviation tyne high-oressure turbines, 

assuming an infini Lely long time of permanence of one of the oro- 

sni-e^ Ive binary ni:* tures (mixture of 5/ Ar and /6 CCI ) on the 

.iHwg ; es of a Jet t .rbine, shows that the most dan¬ 

gerous irccti-n for the stratification of the fixture is he di¬ 

rection of the nor; al to the tl ide *-.ni that thf ch .r .ctcristics oi 

physical properties o. tiue mixture in the section near the top ¿ni 

the root of the blade oiffer rather substantial: *. In p rticul r, 

f = ? / R = JC -nd k = k / K = 1?5<*. 
c -p top root Cap top root 

-he 1.15er result re uires th t the mixture stratifie¿tíon 

process be investigated with recard to time. From a physical point 

of virr he stratification system of bin ry mixture consisting of 

V rious olecules represen s > molecular pro css of gas diffusion 

complicated by the fact that,in addition to diffusion of high-n.ole- 

cul ir gas under tnc tction oi centrifugal lorces, tnere will take 

place a natural diffusion of the same gas owing to varying concen¬ 

tration* After a certain period of time these processes must find 
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Fl?* 1. Forces acting on the gas e tv eon tur. ine Hades, 

h) P c) r 
cen.rad cen.nor.b 

d) r e> rotation axis, 
cor 

tR ' u: , the condition c continuity oi .ction hein.': 

ilntalned. î n ccurate solution of this probier, as applied 

o'* o. ft\z in the ducts oí vor in" turline ~hee- run? Í nto 

considerable difficulties, :or thie rearon, as a model of the phe¬ 

ne c r. - :, un.er inv? e .igation, let up study the probier 01 the Vari 

•ion in ti e of the concentration of one of ihe mixture co ponents 

i *cen j.n i Ion.' cylinder v.ith u base and v.’ith an assigned initial 

distribution of the concentrations along the cylinder length and an 

assigned character of acting external forces (Fig* 2). 
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-K. 
. . ' r ' • «non under Investigation. 

A 

ihe mixture is representen cheaatically by different symbols. 

r^t us deter: ine ‘he volu e of the Ixturr enclosed in “he cylinder 

r'th se S and height dx and le us ex .i.ine the variation in the 

in ity of one o. the cor.poncn c in this volure, lor the process 

of natural diffusion in gases tne olio- 'n- r .11 on is true; 

(!) 

where d is the mass of the 'as vhicn has flowed through the 

section under investigation; 
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is the density gradient in the direction of diffusion; 

S is the section; 

6 is the time; 

D is . constant wnich depends on the nature of the gas and 

iiifusion conditions. 

“sing expression (i) for one of the mixture components, ve 

-r. he variation ci the component mass in the volume 

s result of natur-l Diffusion ( the effect of the si e * 11 is 

disre • rded) 

*1) d * Sdx di ( ' \ 
á*1 ' 

or the iffus ion of • is under the ction of vxternal forces ( forced 

4i"furion) we r ay write the following expression; 

here V in the r :e of forcem ü. i sion. 

“en *c ‘.*c fin the v .ri tlon of the conoonent mass r, result 

of forced diffusion in the sin^led-out volume 

dM„.--d<v*)M Sdxdx ro 
dx 

ne minus sign denotes that the directions Oj. forced and natural 

diffusion are ooposed. 

The change of.gas mass in the singled-out volume in time is 
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íMf- ,)f Sdxdx. 
Í>T 

Since this variation of mass occuts as a result of diffusion, we 

obtain from exoressions (?), (/) and (5) 

(6) 
d» j»j 

The densit of the substance is roportlun-i to its concentration 

C, hence the differential equation obtained can be rewritten as 

d< ~ 0":',- *' (IC) 
«>■ (• I * ill (7) 

In order to solve tnis equation it is necess,r to assign initia: 

md boundary conditions. As a boundary condition we use that of 

:bc ncu litv o5 ^ s • olecule fiOTS on he sis cf ne cylln cr 

(P'" ) VC 
V i)t Ji « (?) 

nefore .ssi-nln»' the initi 1 coni.ti n let us find the rae of 

force ■ jsion V. nt cf the component transferred under 

the cti n of external forces In mlogy with (1‘ c n he written as 

dM. 
-dO, 

Sdx (^) 

Substituting dv by expression re obtain 
fore 

,/ _ \dv ), (10) 

In the case under investigation the variation of density along 



the radius must be due to the effect of forces imitating centri¬ 

fugal forces which develop on the turbine blades. Since the latter 

re V.riable in th accordance with the height of the blade, the 

forces rcol .ein ; them "ust be v iri ble according to the height of 

the ey*'.n er. Yet, xe:*mxn?xi:ox¥xiJxti8ay4 in this c.se, eau-ticn 

(»' is not integr ted by (1). oreever, the o el of the phenorenon 

would be sic y unre 1. Tt *r pi rier to assume these forces to 

be conr n - eter ined, for example, by the heavy 'heigh*'’ of 

<c -, .he re red e *ree of 'we. »h*in:'' can be found in the 

following wry, Tht change in density of the g is along tne tur riñe 

1 er * r ir expressed in the •’’eneral c ae by the differential 

eiu tion 

^ ( 
út UT( 

■ y *!n' ce T Ing * tne ^ n georeiric d! ,e r .dius r, vp 

(1?) 

e ' - tue constant o* the •■i'' comnonent whose concentration is 
i 

of Interest to us; 

T is the gas temperature; 

cp is the angular velocity. 
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In computing (l?) vre may assume 

is determined from enuation (111). 

In order to conserve (,,p ) =( ' ) 
'. n /, p \ dr ! 

■= <?(<$ jcpi^ y where 

in the constructed 

'0'-r-i vc Vf> to t -.ke ^p«"* . Knowing the relationships 

between r, x and Cj , this c *.n be done e ' ll . Tnen for v we 

obtain 

X mean 

l', .V (0!l<^ /1 <3 V 
l.p ^ <p \ 1 ■ ' 

Velocity V rected » f ifis the cylinder bsse. 
X ne .n 

he ini till con :iti n h s to be '•signed in tne follorin* 

ishion. In the turbine» ^he forced molecule notion nder tl 

o centrifugal forces will be directed towards the blade too. ror 

* iis re son, In the constructed system f nheno rn he cylinder 

fease has to pity the part of the wall of the turbine body. It can 

• be shorn that once the (tas hits the rerkin: turbine 

blades, it is compressed by centrifugal forces in such a way tnat 

the istri’sition or the concentration Ion* the M dr r dius c n 

•f r y ^ sred by *hc de cen ience 

where 

(U) 

A. 167 
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Here T = T = const; 

r 

mix 
is the constant of the gas mixture which has not 

yet been subjected to stratification; 

U/, is the surrounding velocity n • c innc- -• .us 

V ith a lirlted height of the working bltce, ressure no, 

hence, conce’ ration at ics to < 11 be s c.■ c (C • ! 
ext 

ccorn nee rith what v .s st -ted bout V let ’-r sr* e ic vhc 
mean 

0.Ci c . - *, nd the inití 1 dir ribut ion of the coneen- 
y, "t - tfpo 

r tien of the co^nonent lor.' the c.' lin.e* h* i ' r f n govern* 

by the 3 aw 

C,, b* * (lO 

here a 
rk,„t 

f'uch n initi i distribution c n be obtained with on brupt 

■nift of the cylinder fror its horizontal posiion into a verticil 

n< , 

Inu*, for the solution or the nroble- re hive the equation of 

the process (7) bound % y coniitions (8) and initi*1 conditions (15). 

«hen designing the model nothin* rus r .id Vriut the secón ‘ it 

component. Let us assume that it is weightless,, whence-wefare justi- 

fjed in tegarding the results of the computation as excessive. 
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f 
x'lrst of all, by substituting 

c=cv 
Vi 

w w (16Ï 

"f? tnnsforn eiu .tlon into the follorlnr one: 
I 

(1-) 
a? 

This f u tion .oer not con? -.in ter r jenen rg n force • s 

diffusion. Hence it i?, in equation of frr ffusioh, vhich 

in ?»■«• extern ! for- rec 11*- the *• rlc tion or he.*, cor/uction 

for one-! Irens ion .1 'rob less. îhe boundary and ir.Ui*l conii tiens 

c n î'e vri tten in the for 

c 
« • 

9\ 

' !7 

nc . r. lory oí 1 f forent i f .. * í n (18) n bound ry cor, i? ion 

(! i 'ith th rd lions hips for one of the problems of he ,t 

conduction, set forth in (?), iices It possible to write lirai Si 

ly the genere! solutl n in the for- of 

:y%tn 

<•-.»* U^/|» 
¢(,)/ ^ +«!»(-*)/ ¿a. 

(rol 

’here 
V ,! V t 

«(î)- I <!)(*;),-30^. 

Consenuently the or oblen1 consists in th't on the .sis of the 
A 

(21) 
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mm, 
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initial condition in the form of (19) we find from (21) the 

function P (-^) and, substituting it in the general solu- 

tion (?0), carry out integration. Assuming ' J 

nd nerfor"inr n e*fr.tion, we obtain 

»(-,)« V®! <'■' 
1 Dm . Dm l‘ 

Substituting 'dir expression In the -eneral solution ''0) we 

/« • i 

; K '/a 

+ ‘ . ,1 /M 

jj/ - -H>L+ 

<<« . (23) 
.1«. *' i. y ‘ 1 j/-1 «M 1 —- da- i W, W- *A 

J /«• 

1 f*- ? i-- * ¥• 

r eating the e oonent ! •:e rubinte tü1 erpression 

" * mtï t ut> to CO .re n m* n < •*«! 

* —(* ¿j/'- it i 
/õ- 

c r, reduce tne in e^ral tc 

tr.e : ol iorf 

! - 2/ lh {' > dz* 2 \ lh I <• ilz+\c~:dz 

* imfn i 
y /' 

V 

iiv c r .as ofcf in . t j e c ‘ f) ’ ’• iCh, 

-s is known, equals /r/v . 

Let us write the secan i inae-r L s 

1 
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This integral is a part of Gauss' error function 

B 169 

viiose numeripal values are tabulated in ('). Thus, in the 'eneral 

solution, tnr first integral «as founto equai 

/,«2V 0T 
IJ la&< Yil’-r 

-, + , erl( ,, 7Í )|' C 

Onittin ’ ‘.'or snortuess thf coroputation oi me re dring inte Tals 

in "he general solution ('M we ^rite their exoresricns in their 

fir, 1 ‘h f* 1 

.-- * ml* - # I *1 é I 

-->>(' ^ ")j. 

m 

'(•♦jo) 
/»W 

1*4 I i , y 
^ ^-/í, ' 2KDu 

/JH 

r * erl(1 W>:* ‘M V V 2/7S / 

n IfO 

If**!* » 

Uk 

V He r e 

:0 i/i - /#, 2 I ' ’ - 

< 4 àiO* V*î * « « I ti i 

. a# ' **» 
* 1^0 

!*hus we oht tin the <ntc: : Me solution C . Substituting the 

exnression oí individual integral », :., 

12? 

into account (’.O , e obtain -.fter tr nrfor tion 

4 ** r\iy 

\ VfV t (t 2o/>f-V't) 

4 Dt , y „ ^ 40t I , d-f 1 — 
aO 

4DÍ2<’ 

-í- f;i, 1-:,; 

U+vap-.f' 

(S4) 
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Tt can readily be seen that the solution obtained, satisfies the 

initi 1 conditi n rltn ’Z^ 0 . 

let us investi- .te vhat haonens vith c- -(70 . In this case, 

on ccount o° the *rner- 1 cter ^75 135 , 11 O; thejterss 

T * hr solution exce iin ' t e ! "t nc turr to ■’pro n* the ?olu- 

n i- obt -Lned in the for* 

T in' into ccount tnr o* 

r - ^ ''IT*v 
2 ¿Ai 

X I - er! 
(;;*’)] 

/f 
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eH 
(íTff)' 
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d, hence, te fin lly 
< 

. » 

velocity V <C 
IM 

" f I Of! 

0. 
in ' Irl :: 

'<• » ur return "o th- solution of e u tion ("/) and let us 

use It for the nix ture '»r+OCl , Pi(Ture ? shois the concentrât! 'ns 

of th*' v nor" of the he vy component o he C71 nix ture lonr 

- Wr 
I# I á V 

» W •* /*» • 
• 4 v w 

4 *■ K 
J. i#4á t cO, :* rd ■» ♦•w 

the id or expression! (19) nd (r,c) and tne aid of Lity (l; , 

rhere P = P = r.5. 
i CCI 

I 



"i •. ’Ms * vi Hit Í or.s of concen.r tion- 1 r.» the he 1 * *.t of 

-concentration of ^ith t e o, x * 0. 

"”n co* out »tinn “ere c fectel or tur-, ine ? ith r * AQ ~r, 
Ö 

a®» '* k?50 s/sec, The temperature of nt rodel tes^s 
ert 0 

’’0® ibs, \s is seen from the results y the 

leyeren nejes betreen C -ire considerable 
^ ^ C r, T ¢0 

nd for the tip of tne blade (x - 0) amount to * * * , ror i^e ev _ 

luttion of the possible icgrec of str.tiiicati n of the binary 

1.-turf in 'he turbine, hovever, it is intf.resting to note the 

ch n^e in the concentration for th^final time interval. We assume 
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it equalling 5 sec (which exceeds by several thousands of times 

'•he time the binary mixture stays on the working turbine blades 

luring codel tests) and compute C /, for CCI , To do * 
X r 0, L - * 

this it is necessary to determine beforehand the diffusion co- 

eff'eient n ni the aiffusi n velocity V un er tnc ction 01 

'conditional" forces or jr^vity. To :eter..ine the iiffuslon 

coef‘ Iclent n let u? use the de ''en lents o • \/ y ï ' , * ■»ore 

Is the en length of the free Oith o. olecules; V is the 

c r. u r tic veloci 

ccording to deoendence (/.) found experimentallyf the va.ues 

*or T ir V tre found to • e linked ^tth the values for visees!t' 

^ n? i ‘ ' ¿2, y. V • r. 

»j-.0.499pr¿. 

. v u or viscosity of tne 1>ture c n be determined 

cc'-riinr ‘o "he viscost?y of tne commoner s nd *he co_ oosltlon 

of the mixture, Ti. particular, for the mixture \r + CCI ritn 

= 'ÍQ* ils vi.^cosily of the ixture v.as fount to equafi 

= 1,54 1C kg X sec/m . density of the mixture t the vorking 

blide roots with tboi.el test parameters corresponding to 'round 

operation conditions of the turbine, as found to equal 

* 
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2 4 
^ = 0.0569 kg X sec /m . Computations according to the above 

dependences and utilization of expression (13) yielded the follow¬ 

in' results; 

ft« 1,315-101 M*lceK\ 

V'j,,-3,43-KT4 M¡eeK\ 

VtrjD~ 19,2 J*’1. 
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fe\ ur :o t ?k to ro.ution (:4) .nd corpute the ch^.ae in concen¬ 

tration on the bottom of the cylin er (x * O', ithout bringing 

all of the computations in theLr . t write the iinal 

pyn>" r * or. for in the torn of ('/' 

r . «'N 
*<» I -*A . * I*" » 

¡ 1 - <-!• (1.35- 10'M] + ' V ¡I — fit (0,9 I0-*)|'- MtM - /- 

¡onsehúently. 

otter. 0 • r.n cylinder will change roxH*tely by ?$, actually, 

uranseters will be even «relier, rince 

rhen solving the differenti 1 equation and the f efinition o‘. ^he 

nu e^ic i] V Lu^'* or *hc cffective ''forces oi *r .vlty' tnt second 

co. nonen mt of the mijCture ( r) was coni i ered eightless. ' oreover, 

when the mixture flows through the ilov area ot. the t: rhine, it 

,ixe 5S intensively in passing from one stage to another, 
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f Thus, the results of 'the Investigation undertaken by us 
$ 

lead us to conclude that stratification of binary mixtures on 

vorking turbine bl Jes rirh : ouel test parameters is ii po sible, 

"’his ¿Hors us to ’ive i •’»o'-ltive nsrer to the -uestion of 

'rlic .biii ty of these i-tures fror the oint of viev of their 

str .ti ie •ion. 

JMJds. b ; .-.—L 15V 
Mm* 

he necessity o <v .lutin" the t her mot yn 1c etili r.u- oí 

•he ii'Ch r*r ’'ocfr'‘ of binary 

bin ry ixturc co nonents re • 

nothe* In their physical orop 

sh rol" irferlng ¿il -hatis p.r 

he co‘ "onrn' " of the \r ^ ^C1 
I 

di ih itic P .r .: eterr *ith T = ^ 

!rernectively. 

fixtures i- 4uc to the f r th * 

.ses rh rrly i:ferin : onç ene 

r 
... /-,- -, • 

eters. Thus, for example, for 

ixturc mentioned e.rllcr the 

0 to l^O^C are equal to 1.66 &nâ 

ígSIbrT’’ "1 

s is knov.n, temper ¿tire variation dur in; ..-. i^b.tic ;as 

exonsion deoen s ’rr.tly on he marnitude of the index of tne 

v’i .butic curve, is a consccuencc thereof one may fear that during 

rapid nrocesses (discharge from turbine no r.les) the temperatures 
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of binary mixture components will not be balanced, and that this 

may be the c use for the thermodynamic none-^uilibrium oi the oro- 

cess. ,T’he r 1 nclns of temner tures of mixture components during 

ilscharge is renue’-ed difficult by the fact th*t tne pi.rasters of 

0 ei tes*.s (in r Icti.r, rersure n tern- -:.1.re) »re consi¬ 

derably belov tne mtural ones. ?,s a consequence, the nuaber of 

molecule collision' leere ser, î.e., the processes of energy ex¬ 

change between molecules are inhibited, Onfortunitely, the ex* 

,»r <5» s no*. <e it por.**i ale to under, »¿e 

<* ... *• if •f n< n • « % e thill confine our- 

r : n on ‘ .* in . cor.ciu- cn . 

cc cT.in* *0 the *ener .1 phytl^ai premises the e^uliifcrlur 

Process, ch .ncterlsed by the ^ *. .lity of texperatures of 

{y* ture cor Ponor. * ? . u** ‘ n * * irge, is not ten .lr • ' * 

4 & 

\ 
rocerr is no I« ss t.. n tne c interval ;*htv-• cn tro ~olo- 

cule collisions, Te carried out an investigation with the no:-le 

i 

turbine of liquid u.el rocket engine, lr known, turbines 

of this cl jss operate with great expansion rates. This leads to 

: •* s discharge velocities from turbine nozzles ( ^ .5). The 

auroose 1 f the inves igation consisted in .iuxtaporing the number of 



actual and required molecule collisions of the components of the 

bin ry mixture 4r + CCI necessary for balancing the temperatures 
L 

V 

of ixture co oonents in the discharge area of a sir.rtened turbine 

nozzle of t li ¡ui fuel rocket en'ine ( r = '4, nozzle -ength mm, 

-1 * iecharce t«Q per ature T = ?0u^c, initial pressure p a 
0 mod 

w ii.l absolute s). The investigation consisted in cob- 

-u in. mr cr o col i’ion1* .opro cuin- 'he centrd ones 

it y oí energy transferred by heavy ’’hot'1 CCI 

* \r- *o tr olee 1 "o do thi , 11 energy or s o. CCI 
i 

ol r c** rere r* uoed to nc energy o. ro restive motion (lue 

to • f corresoer, inf Inc 

¿o ion * s re riel 

he results of the 

t r . nein * 

the end of ex mansion on 

re ae in nass efficiency), ’hilf olecule 

s the collision of clutic 

juxtaposition turned out to be as follows: 

.,-,0 energies o, CUl nd »r molecules t 

the ?-r r Ion' no*zie .re :. about t*c central 

impacts are required, then 

c *n tc rc * MrJ -s centr il 

the number of imoacts le, wh c 

equals about 12. Thus, if we taice into 

unused 
account that besides the 10/head-on im ^cts there will be a 

nu-*c number of ohli ue i'njcts between CCI and \r riolccules .urinç 
k 

discharge, it becomes obvious that the temper.-ture of mixture 
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components will be balanced instantly/and, hence, thermodynamic 

steadiness of the process is fully ensured. In the case o^ slowef 

processes in conventional turbines, this statement is evapore 

justified. 

the basis of the above results vc can dr iv, the conclusion 

tr 
Is ttfr 

ir fullV ensured both fro., the -»oint o¡ view sir tifie ti n of 

j, . n ro: in • of ther *t. *“ic enuiïi - rium of tm ? * 

«s“ r.'* ! on roces f in the turbine. 

- ■ ., o 
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